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“It Runs Easier 

and Cuts Faster” 
A New Light Weight, ‘‘Silver Steel,’’ ‘‘Segment Ground”’ Cross Cut Saw 

TRIUMPH for ATKINS steel laboratories resulting in a better 
“Silver Steel’’—a victory for ATKINS craftsmen in a great 

development of “‘segment grinding’’— make possible the introduction 

of this new light weight cross cut saw. 

Tests in actual service prove it the fastest cutting, easiest running 
cross cut saw. Records in winning three great championship sawing 

contests stand as added proof of its value. 

YOUR HARDWARE DEALER will show you how ATKINS is offer- 
ing you the latest developments in saws, and greater savings in sawing 
wood, metal or any other material. Look for the ATKINS name on 

the blade. Ask your dealer or write — 

E.C. ATKINS & CO. Estab. 1857 4265S. Ills. St., Indianapolis, Ind. 
Leading Manufacturers of Highest Grade Saws for Every Use; Saw Tools, Saw 

Specialties, Plastering Trowels, Machine Knives, Grinding Wheels and Files 
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Capt. Hawthorne C. Gray, Who Passed the Eight-Mile Height, Higher Than Any Man Had Ever Bee and 

Then Died When Exhaustion Prevented His Opening a New Oxygen Valve 

QO MEWHERE over the lower Ohio” which was disallowed because he 
iver valley, Capt. Hawthorne C. Gray, forced to leave his balloon by parachute 
der of the world’s altitude record, died before it returned to earth. 

cently in one of the strangest accidents A severed oxygen tube, cut by his own 
flying history. He died, his recording in- sheath knife as, with mind dazed and bod 

truments indicated, at the moment he had weakened by the rarefied air, he struggled 

iched the earth’s ceiling in a successful to cut loose a final piece of equipment to 
tempt to re-establish his previous record free the bag ot a weight that would per 

of 42,470 feet—more than eight miles— mit his balloon to rise a few more feet, 

177 
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cylindrical sand 

their bottoms held « 

by rip cords that cent 

on a small wooden 

in the basket. 

Up 
the 
Lll 

through the cl 

balloon and ]1 

climbed, and, at 

feet, the aviators 

escort ships waved 
by and leveled 

hover along the c 

tops. he balloo: 

tinued to rise, drift 

the south before 

mile-an-hour wind 

15,000 feet, if he foll 

his usual practice, | 
tested his ox) 

equipment and took 
eral deep breaths of 

Gray 

gas, until he reac 

20,000 feet and turns 

on steadily. 

The oxygen equip 
consisted of three 

flasks, a gauge, 

ing tubing, 

chest 

conne 

a helmet 

canister, wl 

outht made the resen 

The Big Balloon Being Walked from the Hangar; the Nose of a Small Army 
Dirigible Is Seen in the Background 

anda closed oxygen valve told the story 

of his death. The last entry in his log 
showed he had pulled the final release cord 
and dropped the last of his 4,700 pounds 
of sand ballast at 40,000 That 

at 3:15 p.m. The next morning a curious ~ 

feet. was 

boy, climbing a tree to inspect the tangled 
balloon lodged in its top, found the flyer’s 
body, still in the basket 

From the mute evidence of log and in 

struments and the cleanly severed ends of 
the life-sustaining oxvgen tube, fellow of- 
ficers from Scott balloon 

school at together 

field, the army 

Belleville, Il] 

the story of what had h 
eight miles in the air. 

pieced 

appened more than 

Gray 

avis ee 
had take off from Belle 

ville at followed by four air 

planes carrying brother officers as ob 

servers. The planes circled around as the 
SO0,000-cubic-foot gas bag shot upward. 

Around the wicker basket were grouped, 

on a wooden frame, a multitud. of long 

a War-time gas mask 

canister, however, inst¢ 

of containing purify 

materials, was a double metal tube int 

which an electric heater had been bu 

Che heater warmed the oxygen and helps 

make breathing easier. 

At 30,000 feet, the silvery bag pas 

from sight of the hovering airplanes. Fri 

there on, his last link with the world w 

lost, save for his radio set, which he w 

in the habit of tuning in on some bro: 

cast station in order that the cheerful ja 

might relieve the monotony and act as 

stimulant to the mind, which, in such rar: 

fied air, is apt to wander and grow ha; 
\s the balloon pierced the last cloud ban 

it entered a world that only two or thre 
men The earth had di 

ippeared from sight and with it, the du 
particles of the that sunlig] 

white. Above the ’ 

blue-black save for a brilliant ball of fir 

the 

was about 

have ever seen. 

air make 
: | 

him sky was a dee 

where sun rode. The temperatur 
seventy degrees below 

At 40,000 feet; his last 
zero. 

entry in the kk 
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the final bag ol 

is dropped. Un- 

ething else went, 

lloon could go no 

The release of 

rame supporting 
empty sand bags 

| have been suffi- 

to send the balloon 
inother couple of 

isand feet. Then, 
rently, he decided to 
ose an oxygen tube 

turn on another. 
rarefied air and 

thing oxygen, men 

me so dazed that the 
will not obey the 
Something of that 

apparently happened 
en Capt. Gray drew his 
fe and cut the rubber 

e, for, after severing 

nk with life, he failed, 
her through exhaustion or because of 

dazed condition, to open the valve of 
e second cylinder and death followed. 
It is doubtful whether anyone will ever 

scend higher than Capt. Gray, unless he 
es up in an air-tight shell, for the test- 
imber experiments of the army air 
rps show that somewhere’ between 

10.000 and 45,000 feet is a point where even 

xygen would fail to support life. 
lhe army experimental laboratory de- 

ened an air-tight metal balloon car some 

ime ago for Capt. Gray, but he never used 
feeling it was more dangerous than ex- 

posure in an open 
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Lowering Patient into the Bathing Tank in Special Sling; the Apparatus 
Saves Painful Lifting and Possible Injury of Subject 

BATHING SLING FOR INVALIDS 
AIDS IN TREATMENTS 

Sick persons, or cripples who are unable 

to walk, are given baths in an English 

health resort by means of a special sling 

apparatus which lifts them from their beds 

and permits them to be lowered into the 
water. It simplifies the work of attendants 

and assures greater comfort for patients. 

WEIGHT DROPS FOR FIRE CALL 
TO PROTECT BUILDINGS 

An automatic fire 

aasket. He pointed 

ut that, while the 

tight car would 

eep him in air at 
round-level pres- 

re during a flight, 
vould make it im- 

sible to leave the 

loon by para- 
hute, because the 

sudden transition 

0 rarefied air 

suld be almost in- 

tantly fatal, the 

dy literally blow- 

ng up from the 
pressure within it. 

©) Keystone View Co 

Part of the Control Assembly of Fire-Alarm System 
Which Functions by a Falling Weight 

alarm, tested in 

London, sounds a 

number of bells and 

tele none 10 he 

fire compat It 

tunctio1 he 
d1 ) i 

tw € ( nd 

t y ? 

ny \ ‘ é 

hen 

ture reaches l( ( 

ores As the eigl 

ad op t | i 

control ym 

which the ignals 

are operated. 
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WHERE TIME BEGINS AND HOW IT IS SENT TO YOu 

For all the tens of millions of clocks and 

watches in the United States there is one 

single regulating authority. It is the 

naval observatory in 
Washington. But 

where does the obser- 

vatory itself discover a time which it can 

say with confidence is exactly right? The 
answer is: It goes to the one process in 

nature which repeats itself daily with un- 
failing precision—the silent, stately, never- 
varying march of the stars across the sky. 
Every night of the vear when the sky is 

clear, an astronomer takes his station at 

the eyepiece of a transit instrument, which 
is a small telescope set in such a position 
that the light from a given star is caught 

at the precise split-second when it crosses 
the meridian, or the great circle that bi 

sects the sky north and south directly over- 

head. From intricate calculations the ob- 

servatory staff knows when the given 
“clock” star is due to make the transit of 
the meridian. When its light flashes down 

into the transit instrument they know 

that the exact calculated time has arrived. 
If their clocks show a different time, then 

the clocks are wrong. The stars them 

selves are never too early or too late. As 

a matter of fact, the clocks, being made of 

materials subject to wear and affected by 

temperature changes, etc., do tend to wan- 
der away from the correct time, though 

they are never “out” more than a small 
+ 

fraction ota second. Che standard clocks 

by which the time of the United Stat 

regulated are three in number. | 

set on a pier of solid concrete run 

ga ATT CTT ar a 

Clocking the Stars to Ga 
Time; Left, a ‘“Riefie 
Clock; Center, View of Na 

Observatory; Right, Cl 
That Sends Time Signals 

deep into the ground, so that it will 

unshaken by any tremors short of th 
of an earthquake, but is surrounded by 
glass case. The three stand in an unde 
ground vault, in which the temperaturs 

and pressure are kept automatically at 
constant mark. ~Only when absolute! 
necessary does an attendant enter this pa 

of the vault, as the heat from his bo 
might affect the clocks. As their pend: 
lums swing back and forth, their moti 
is registered electrically upstairs, in tl 

“time room” of the observatory. Fro: 
there the impulse is sent to the gover 
ment radio station at Arlington. So, whe: 

you set your watch by radio, you are get 
ting your time almost directly from tl 
stars with only two or three relays, whic! 

are supervised with extreme care by ex 
pert hands and eyes. 

QUICK-CHANGING AUTO WHEEL 
REDUCES TIRE WEAR 

Made of aluminum and steel, a recent! 

introduced auto wheel permits chang 
a tire ina few seconds. The rim is locke: 

by four steel cams that extend throug! 

the spokes. These are controlled by 

ring 

=_ 
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at the hub. A 

ter turn releases them 

it the rim can be 

1 off and a new one 
This can be done 

nly one way, so that 

rate alinement is as- 

-d with consequent 
driving and longer 

- the tire. 

I 

’ GOLF REAL WORK 

SCIENCE FINDS 

leasured on the basis 

he energy expended, 

man works about as 

| playing three rounds 
golf as he does in 

ing an acre, scien- 

— ts declare. He walks 

a it four miles and 
, : sa is inital Where Spent Bullets Are Salvaged for Reuse: Los Angeles Police Target 
res, ON an average, Range w:th Lead Shie'd to Catch Projectiles 

nety-five strokes to one 

ae round of eighteen holes. Some time ago, STEEL-BACKED PISTOL RANGE 
aval man played six rounds in one day or the RECOVERS SPENT BULLETS 

eck timated equivalent of two days of hard 

inual labor. One of the outstanding features of a 
ne pistol target range the Los Angeles police 

Ost have erected, is a steel bulkhead just back 

ya THIS AUTO HAS EVERYTHING of the markers. It is so shaped that all 
e FROM RADIO TO CAMERA of the bullets that strike it can be salvaged 

: \ sport roadster equipped with every an used i retonding the cartridges, thus 
; possible accessory for a country tour— aes © este and expense. The range 

sh irom a five-tube radio set to a camera— is reported to have interested oe author- 

‘a is one of the attractions at the recent er ay agency pie similar 

4 British motor show. The car, which seats oe ey an 

, hree passengers comfortably, has a mod- 

‘ | “tear-drop” body and is finished in PARQUET FLOORING ROLLS UP 
a white and bright red. LIKE CARPET 

ng Plywood in thin sheets 
fo the floors of show 

fe cases, shop windows and 
simil ir purposes, has 

been devised so that it 

- can be rolled up like a 

carpet and removed. It is 

furnished in pieces a foot 

EL wide and three feet long 

and consists of two plies, 
d one of oak or other hard 

ety wood on a backing of 

ng pine. The manufacturers 

- assert that it will not 
gh Sport Roadster with hecome warped. 

: Radio and Camera e | 
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performed his stunts 

the delight of hund;: 

of pupils, who were 

missed from. school 

the occasion. 

HIGHER-SPEED 

TRAINS i 

Development of a p: 
erful type of “King” « 

locomotives on Brit 
railways has led to great | 

speeds and longer n 
stop runs on some of t 
lines. A heavy tra 
hauled by the “King | 
ward VII,” recently 1 
from Swindon to Paddir 

ton, a distance of sevent 

seven and one-fourt] 
miles in sixty-eight mi: 
utes. A still larger ty 

of engine handles a 60 
ton express train. fr 
London to Scotland 

distance of 400 miles, 
an average of fifty-t 
miles an hour, with 1 

stop in the first 268 mile 

“BACKBONED” AUTO = 

CHASSIS REDUCES 
BODY STRAINS 

Instead of the usu 

Open-Air Lion Cage in German City Where Circus Beasts Were Turned built- up frame, the cha 
Loose for the Entertainment of the Townspeople sis of a foreign car, re 

LIONS LOOSE IN PUBLIC SQUARE cently introduced, has a central steel tub 

GIVE CITY A THRILL about ten inches in diameter. Inside 
lie the transmission shaft and control | 

School children and others were given bles for the brakes, while fittings are pro | 

a thrill in Braunschweig, Germany, when vided at either end for the necessary en | 

twenty circus lions were turned loose’ gine-mounting and back-axle units. En 

around a lion mon- rae ; Ea gineers declare that 

ument in the public since this tube form | 

square. Steel cag- | a “backbone” for 

| the car, the body 

is not subjected to 
bending and other 

strains. This per- 
mits lighter con 

struction, wit! 

the barriers, a heavy greater 

ing was placed 

about the inclosure 
and, as a_ special 

precaution to pre- 
vent the animals 
from jumping over 

ease and 

netting was spread ‘ ia safety. even at high 
ae . E Steel-Tube Auto Chassis Which Is Said to Reduce ‘ 

on top. Che trainer Strain on the Body and Permit Lighter Construction speeds. 



ook a tea 

mn. n Thirty Secon 

Bias 
the doctor’s 

diathermy apparatus 

ook the family dinner 

completing the job 

conds instead of min- 

es or hours, is being 

cessfully tried in Eng- 

nd. Steaks are broiled 

thirty seconds, eggs 

ried in two seconds and 
potatoes baked to a 

cious tender mealiness 

fifty seconds 

The cooking apparatus 
simply 4 high-frequency Broiling Steak with the Doctor’s Diathermy Apparatus in a High-Speed 

electrical machine, which 

isses several hundred thousand volts, at 
. frequency of a million or more cycles 
through the food. Essentially it is no dif- 

ferent from the electric knife used in the 
atest bloodless surgery, or the machine 
vhich generates heat within the body tis- 

A Quick Way to Bake a Potato, One of the Oldest of 
High-Frequency Electric Experiments 

Cooking Experiment 

ues to clear up lung congestion in pneu 

monia patients and relieve neuritis and 

rheumatic pains. 
That high-frequency currents will cool 

is not a new discovery, for |esla-coil e» 

perimenters were baking potatoes twent 
years or more ago. But the English ey 

perimenters are working to develop the 
proper type of machine and fittings to 

make high-speed cooking practical in the 

home. If they succeed, electric cooking 

may become cheaper than coal or gas, fo1 
while the average high-frequency appa 
ratus has an efliciency of but fifty per cent 

as compared with ninety per cent for good 
resistance-tvpe heaters, the time element 

so much in its favor that it more tl 

offsets the losses. It takes about an hou 

to heat up an oven and bake a large potat 

but if the same work can be done 

seconds, the cost ll be no greatet t} 1 

burning an electric light for one 1 

Che problem to be so} ] ] 

and size of high-frequenc ent 

be used and the best tvpe of electrodes tor 

different forms of food Using an ¢ 

trode that 1s too small to b1 il 1 ST¢ 

may cause the meat to burn, and one 
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big will slow up the cooking, as it does 

not permit the necessary concentration of 

current in a small area. 
One striking advantage of high-fre- 

quency cooking, particularly of meats, is 

the equal distribution of cooking through 
out the food. It eliminates steaks burned 

n the outside and too raw within, for the 

color, clear through the meat, will be esx 

+ 
actly the same as the color on the outside 

} Neither the metal plate beneath the steak 

nor the electrode above it becomes hot 

ince all the heat generated is produced by 
, a . 

the resistance of the meat tissues. 

] t } 
ty SLICK Potatoes can be baked by simp 

ing a small electrode, or a piece of wire 

in either end. Eggs broken in a metal 
tray, which is connected to one side of the 

electrical line, can be fried by touching the 

other electrode to their surface. To hard 

boil an egg in its shell, it is only necessary 
to stick a needle in either end, insert the 

ires and turn the switch. Actually the 

egg is not boiled, in the usual sense, for 
the current apparently coagulates the al- 
bumen by vaporizing its water current. 
The water, reduced to steam, will burst 
the shell within a few seconds. 

\merican manufacturers of physicians’ 

electrical equipment are rather doubtful 
that high-frequency cooking will ever be- 

come practical for the average hi 
though its novelty, or the nutritional 

of the food or its taste, may oversha 

all objections. Meat broiled in thi 
tastes entirely different from the uw 

steak, the taste being a cross bet 

broiled steak and boiled meat, owin: 

the fact that it loses none of its ju 

and only a very small part of its fats 

Some of the English experiments, repr 

duced in the experimental laboratory 

the Victor X Ray company, howed t] 

almost any form of high-frequency 1 
chine will do the cooking. A new type 

electric knife, still in the experime: 

stage, but ten times as powerful as 
knife now in hospital use; a machine f 

treating pneumonia patients, and even 
ordinary Tesla coil cooked successful 

The same current that does the cookir 
can be used to cut up the meat. The ele 
tric knife is not really a knife, though 

may be fitted with a knife-shaped electrod: 

An ordinary darning needle or any sma 

piece of steel will do as well. 
The cutting is done by a small are whi 

precedes the tool. Apparently it parts tl 

flesh through dehydration of a layer. 
cells. In hospital use, the heat is sufficies 
to cauterize the adjoining tissue and pre 
vent bleeding. 

Using a New Experimental Type of Surgeons’ Electric 
Knife to Cut Up a Steak; the Knife, Develoved in the Vic- 

tor X-Ray Laboratory, Employs Radio Power Tubes 
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2ADIO POLICE PATROL CITY OF EIGHTY THOUSAND 

Berkeley Policeman in His Radio Car, the Headquarters 
perator, and, Left, the Chief at the Transmitter 

small red neon light in the wireles ( 

cuit, which can be flashed on and off by 

a telegraph kev at headquarter . When 

the policeman leaves his car for any re 
son, he tries to keep one eye on the neon 

globe If he is wanted, the operator 

central station transmits the ler in Morse order 

code. Tests, according to Chief Vollmer 
show the radio system works perfect! t 

, speeds of fittv miles an hour and that 

within three to five minutes the entire 

force can be assembled at the scene of 

n. The wireless svstem works on 160 

meter wavelength, and the receivers on 

Equipping every policeman in a city ot the cars are built for that wave onl 

80,000 population with a radio set, so he 
in constant touch with headquarters, 

7 tae : ie REMOVABLE-HEAD AUTO PISTON 
is given Berkeley, Calif., the world’s 

14 ae See Ee SIMPLIFIES CHANGING RINGS 
Ost mobile police torce, according to 

\ugust Vollmer, its chief. Every Berke lo introduce a ne r in 

ey patrolman covers his beat by autom« auto piston now on tl ke t 
bile, instead of on foot, which makes the necessary to rem e the \ ind 

radio system possible. Each car has a crew two stud bolts and 

radio receiver, with ai loud speaker head out e 1 ( 

ounted just beneath the steering wheel, aluminum allov. does not 

nd also headphones, if the patrolman pre structually stronger than t 
lers to use them. In addition there is a kind, the manut 
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BEAUTY IN IRON IS WROUGHT FROM WAX MODELS 

Below, Welding Delicate Pieces of Iron for Chandeliers; Center, Making Designs and a Fire Screen; T 
Left, Giving Iron Appearance of Old Bronze 

Of all metals, forged iron lends itself 

best to decoration, for it unites strength 

with lightness. The artisan may form it 

to his fancy, for monumental doors, grace 

ful stairway railings, elevator cages, fire 

screens, lanterns, lamps, chandeliers, wall 
sconces, as well as pretty baubles. Its tend 
ency to rust makes it less desirable than 

MECHANICS 

op, 

bronze or copper for interior decoration 

but paint and lacquer remedy this detect 
Despite the progress made in the perfec 

tion of metal-working implements, the 
hammer still remains the indispensable 

tool of the iron craftsman. Even in im 
portant factories, which tend to replace 
more and more the blacksmith shops of 
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mer days, the forge continues the pro- 
sional laboratory. Inthe modern estab- 

ments, where the art is being revived, 
re exists a modeling studio where the 

eners and sculptors create models for 
orkers. The models are made with 

ters’ clay or wax, after which the 

kers execute them in metal. The ma 

achievement of the patient locksmith, 
cornet, of the thirteenth century, who 

ed the grill gates of the Cathedral of 
tre Dame, Paris, represents perhaps 

» highest art of the metal workers of all 

1e After having finished the design, 

artisan had to prepare and stamp the 
ity-five motifs which decorate the scrolls, 
d by 807 weldings join these ornaments 

the body of the grillwork. 

CAMERA TAKES FOUR HUNDRED 
PICTURES AT ONE FILLING 

Standard motion-picture film is used in 
camera that takes 400 exposures on one 

lling. It is not for movies but for “stills,” 

eight to the foot of film, and portions of 

the reel that have been exposed can be re- 
ioved at any time for development. The 
imera has an effective lens, weighs but 

itty ounces, is securely housed in a bake- 
lite case and will slip into the pocket. 
ach picture is an inch wide and an inch 
inda half long. They are sufficiently clear 

o stand considerable enlargement. 

Compact Camera Which Uses Standard-Size Motion- 
Picture Film to Take 400 Exposures 
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One of the Con- 
testants in Race in 
Which Auto Equip- 

ment Is Worn 

TIRE-ROLLING RACERS WEAR 
AUTO EQUIPMENT 

One of the features of an outdoor fete 
in England was an automobile-equipment 
race. Women were the participants and 
were required to wear various accessories, 
such as license plates, a horn and a pen 
nant over the dresses, and, while running 
roll a tire. Another requirement was t 
tie the pennant to the head and keep toot 
ing the horn while the race was in progress. 

PURIFY WATER BY ELECTRICITY 

INSTEAD OF DISTILLING 

Purification of water by subjecting it to 

electric current is accomplished success 
fully and economically, according to reé 
ports, in a unit devised by German eng 
eers. It somewhat resembles a collapsed 
team radiator and is composed of a group 

of connected cells through which the 

water passes while the electricity decom 
poses various impurities that it may con 
tain. The foreign matter is washed av 

leaving the water almost as pure as that 
obtained by distillation, it is said Che 
purifier requires little current and need 
no attention save an occasional cleanin: 

of the walls of the cells. 
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R ADIO that requires the buying of n 
- batt | tubes or eries, nor even the pu 

chase of a radio receiver; that needs n 
y aerial, but comes to your home over the 

telephone wires, and yet does not interfere 
with the use of the phone, has arrived. 

It is radio without static, without inter 

ference from the superabundance of broad 
casting stations which has become 

plague in many cities; radio that neve 

varies in the quality of reception, that re 
quires no tuning and no knowledge ot 

radio sets; yet, at the pressure of a finge1 

ona button, gives you your choice of four 
different kinds of programs. You rent it 
by the month, just as you do your tele 

phone, and it requires no more attention 

than the phone instrument itself. And 
the cost may be no greater, and* perhap 

less, than telephone service. 
The monophone, an invention of Maj 

Gen. George O. Squier, U. S. A., retired, 
the army's greatest inventor and forme 

From Distant Cities, through the Air, 
and from a Local Studio by Wire, the 
World's Events Pass through Trans- 
mitters at Telephone Central, to Be 

Broadcast over Phone Wires 

<_< 



Comes lay 
ef signal officer, makes it possible. It is 

e climax of his years of experiments with 
vired wireless”—radio which is made to 
ivel along the path of a wire, though 
ithout being put into that wire through 

v electrical connection. In effect, your 
erial stretches all the way from your 

me to the telephone office, and the 
roadcast signals, instead of going out into 

he air, are picked up at their source by 

the phone-wire aerial and brought to you. 
In your home is a loud speaker, con- 

cealed in a neat console cabinet of highly 
polished walnut. The speaker is of the 
latest “exponential” type, made of heavy 

cast plaster of paris to keep it free from 
brations, and with an air column forty- 

two inches in length. Above the loud- 
peaker grill, and almost hidden in the 
hadow of the overhanging top, are, from 

left to right, a small radio switch of the 

oggle type, four little push buttons, and 
a small knob that might have come from 
a radio rheostat. Three wires lead out of 

the back of the case. One goes to the 
telephone bell box, where it is attached to 

one side of the telephone line. One goes 
to the most convenient ground, which 
may be a water pipe or even the lightning- 
arrester ground of the telephone. The 
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ion cord th: 

rhit socket 

switch, 

turn the 

ition you turn on the 

¥ the buttons, and 

desired volume—to the right 

to increase it and to the left to cut it down 

If you want another program you push 

another button: each of the four brings in 

a different selection. One may furnish 

ing but dance music; another pro- 
‘lassical music only; a third, educa- 

talks, bedtime stories, children’s 

and 

The fourth may be used 

ie dav’s news, time signals, 

reatures. 

programs of songs, sem clas 

ilar music, plavlets and othe 

monophone is not limited 
Squier, to the telephone. The 

light company enter the 
field and 

electric-light 

hay 

isting furnish radio over 

wires. One city, how 

is already getting radio by telephone. 

Supply 
company, which furnishes the equipment 

the 8,000 independent 

phone companies in the United States, has 

tT 

I The Kellogg Switchboard an 

tele for most of 

developed it for use with the phone, and 

equipment in Fy 
port, ill., a 

lation, 110 

the start the service is costing subscribe 

about $4 a George X. 

manager ¢ the telephone co 

25.000 popu 

( hicago. 

county seat ot 

miles west of 

month. Cannot 

veneral 

pany, estimates with 2.000 users. 
may go as low at 

‘For the present,” says Mr. Cannot 

will operate one studio to furnish 
programs, and use powerful receiving set 

to pick out of the air the best programs o 

distant stations, passing them on over ou 

ihber W « 

have made a survey of the entire city wi 

telephone wires to our subset 

a receiver > i portable truc] 

and tound t in the suburbs whet 

radio recept its best. here 
) 1 1 1 
Peop e VnO tlve 

] . ° 1 
where Tradl 

will cate r studio 

oO reception 

eel 

causes, will be able to g 

as good radio as those at the most pet 

receiving point in Freeport 

“The 

talent,’ 

local studio will present ‘home 

something Freeport has _ neve: 

heard on the air, as we 

broadcasting 

have nea local 

station. The studio per- 

Three Radio Transmitters, for Three Different Wave Channels, Installed in the Telephone Office at Freeport, 
Ill.; the Wires Leading Out at Top Connect with the Phone Cables 



ormers will be supple- 
nented by a number of 

portable microphones for 

e at other places about 
own. On Sunday morn- 
ngs we will present one 

i the local church serv- 

es. When the luncheon 

ubs have interesting 

programs, we will put 

themr on the wired wire- 

ess. If there is a basket- 

ball game at the high- 
school gymnasium, grad- 

uation exercises or some- 
thing else of interest, it 
will be picked up. Occa- 

sionally one of the local 

dance halls brings in a 

good orchestra from Chi- 
cago. When that hap- 
pens, our microphone will 
be among those present. 

At regular intervals dur- 
ing the day and evening 
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the local newspaper will 

g 
and telegraph news bul- 
letins. Even the city-council proceedings 
may be carried into the homes when mat- 
ters of wide interest are up for discussion. 

“Educational talks, of course, will be in- 

cluded, and, if the necessary royalty ar- 
rangements can be made, we will buy all 
the latest talking-machine records and 

use them to fill in at odd moments and 

during the earlier moraing hours. 
“That will take care of the local studio 

channel. Later, as the number of sub- 

scribers increases to produce more rev- 
enue, we expect to join one of the radio 

chains and bring the best of the national 
broadcast programs direct to Freeport by 

wire, instead of picking them up out of 
the air and rebroadcasting. 

“The monophone is the first real by- 

product of the telephone business. Util- 
izing our existing wires and equipment, 
and without any great additional invest- 
ment, we will be able to work up a good 

revenue-producing side line, and will be 
able to put quite a bit of the revenue back 

into the business of providing better pro 
grams.” 

The question of utilizing the telephone 

to bring radio into the home on a monthly 

. *. x - The Radio Receiver and Loud Speaker, and, Inset in Oval, a Close-Up of 
o on the air with local the Four Push Buttons, Switch and Volume Control 

rental basis has interested telephone men 
for several years. Three years ago, a 
phone company in Kansas installed a re 
ceiver in its exchange and began placing 
loud speakers in subscribers’ homes. Sev 
eral cities followed suit, notably St. Paul, 
Minn., where more than 1,400 loud 

speakers were installed. The system had 

two drawbacks. First, it was only pos 
sible to transmit one program, so the sub 
scriber had no choice but to take wl 
was offered by the operator at central 

Secondly, special pairs of wires were 

needed, as the radio could not be carried 

over the same lines used for the sul 

scriber’s telephone, and the interest or 
the investment in special wires made. th: 

cost relatively high. ~ 

From the technical standpoint there 

in even more serious objection he re 
ceiver at central picked the 1 ‘ 

of the air, passed it through powerful 
pl hers, and then put tl vudis tage 

rent onto the ires. Che result 

dio onto the ordina f ( 

that interference tele e « ‘ 
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What the Subscriber Doesn’t See in the Sealed Cabinet: 
a Complete Three-Tube Radio Set 

The Squier system, as developed in the 
Kellogg laboratories, gets away from all 

these objections. The transmitters, in- 

stead of operating on the usual broadcast 
wave bands, are extremely long-wave sets, 

utilizing waves far above even the code 
bands used for commercial wireless trans- 
mission. Because of their wavelength, 

and correspondingly low frequency, they 
interfere neither with the telephone nor 
with other: wireless broadcasting.,: And 

instead of bothering about leakage in the 

cables, the.system courts it. At Freeport, 
the telephone wires enter the exchange 
in big lead cables, each containing 400 

wires—200 pairs, as the telephone man 
calls them. Only one pair from each 
cable is connected to.the battery of trans- 
mitters, a separate transmitter for each of 

the wavelengths being used. The current 

from this one pair saturates the other 199 

in each cable as thoroughly as though 

there was a direct electrical connection 
between them. There is no investment 

in wires tied up, for all the 200 can be used 
for ordinary telephone conversations. 

The signals sent*out over the system 
are not the audio-frequency, but the radio 

“cross talk” 
troubles, and the radio wave is amplified 

wave, which gets away from 

and converted by a receiver built into the 

loud-speaker cabinet in the home. Th 
receiver used is a three-tube outfit, utiliz 

ing alternating-current tubes, heated b 

attachment to the electric-light wires. A 

B-eliminator completes the electrical! 

equipment of the set. There is one de 

tector tube and two stages of audio, the 

second using a power tube. A _ special 

long-wave coil is used to pick up the low 

frequencies, and fixed condensers, switched 

in or out by the tuning buttons, take care 

of the changes in wavelength 

SUNSPOTS AFFECT WEATHER 

AS MOON DOES TIDES 

1 
The relationship between the weather 

and spots in the sun is as close as that o 

the moonand the tides, according to Fathe 

Jerome S. Ricard, of the University o 

Santa Clara. He points out that tl 

northern sunspots give observers know! 
edge of the prospect of storms over the 
Pacific and Atlantic coasts while southern 
sunspots give the dates of the advent of 
counterstorms over the same coasts. | The 

spots are carried around in the sun in 
about. twenty-seven days and the storms 
circle the earth in the same time. 

CHURCH SHAPED LIKE STADIUM 
HAS GOOD ACOUSTICS 

One of the most interesting structures 
in Amsterdam is a church of odd architec 

ture. It somewhat resembles a stadium. 

having a deeply curved side, and is ar 
ranged to afford a lecture hall with satis- 

factory acoustical conditions. 

Church in Which Exterior Beauty Was Sacrificed for 
Service; It Houses a Roomy Lecture Hall 

—. . ee 
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[AN-MADE DUST EXPLOSIONS AID MINE SAFETY 

Interesting experiments to determine’ ured wit recial in n 
cause and effect of dust explosions in required to fire the tumes c e 

nes are being made in England. The mined, the force f the explosior 

iratus used is a long steel shaft, essen other factors. Some of the tests have 

| lv a gigantic test tube, which is ex shown that the speed of e€ eX 1 

led electrically and the effects meas ranges from 3,000 to 4,000 feet per se 

i 
PAPER FIBER FOR FURNITURE \pproximately 50,000 tons ot | 

ALSO WOVEN IN RUGS ire now used yearly in the United States 
alone. A wide variety of articles can be 

By twisting a form of paper into round made with the fiber reed and at lowe 
ipe, smoothing and polishing it by va costs, largely due to machine method 

us processes, then weaving it, a service- According to reports, the introduction o 

. le substitute for reed has been devised this paper product has not hurt t sale 

the manufacture of furniture and rugs. of rattan or similar kinds of furniture 
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FLY WINGS GAUGE STAR HEAT 
ON DELICATE INSTRUMENT 

Curious Thermometer 
for Measuring the Heat 
of the Stars; It Con- 
tains Blackened Fly 
Wings to Help Gauge 

the Temperature 

Heat from the stars can be measured 

and one of the instruments used to do it 
contains fly wings in the shape of a tiny 

suspended from quartz fibers in a 

When a ray of starlight, 
“vane” 

small mirror. 

passing through a prism, is trained on the 

the vane turns the fiber 

and the amount of the turn is registered 

by the mirror that reflects another beam 

of light 

blackened wings, 

along a calibrated arc. 

BOYS TRAINED FOR LIFE AT SEA 
BY SHIPPING-BOARD SCHOOL 

American bovs with a taste for the sea 

have been afforded a thorough training 

system by the United States shipping 
board. Last year, more than 1,000 young 

of 18 and 23 were 
1 

merchant 

men between the ages 

introduced to the marine for 

this special schooling. They are classed, 
There are no 

instruction 

through correspondence or other means. 

as student sailors. 

classrooms and no theoretical 

Kach boy learns his job by working with 

the men of the regular crews. They are 

scattered over the entire fleet of 

ment-owned ships. 

govern- 
In this “university,” 

covering the seven seas and touching all 

ports of the globe, the boys are under the 
watchful eyes of the officers of the vessels. 

Masters and mates have been given orders f 

to see that the training is thorough 
that the teaching is not passed alon, 
subordinates. Instructions state that ever ‘ 
shipping-board vessel shall carry two stu- 

dents, known as deck boys, taking e 

place of one ordinary seaman on the 

payroll. The deck boys must be Am 
cans of good physical and moral chara 

and the training such as to fit them for 
higher ratings of ordinary and able 
men and ultimate advancement to ther 
of officers. The real meaning of the - 

tem is that the boys shall be eligible 

promotion as mates or captains. 

months of service as deck boy, at $25 
month, brings promotion to the grade 

ordinary seaman at $47.50. This is 

lowed by further advancement to 

grade of able seaman at $62.50. The 
upward step is an appointment as tl 
mate with pay at $140 to $150 mont! 
From this point, the promotions may c 
as rapidly as ability dictates. The boy 

fed with the crew and have shore lea 
foreign ports. 

PHONE RATES ON ROLL CURTAIN 
SAVE HANDLING BOOK 

Mounted on a curtain roller, a rate gu 
saves the telephone operators time 
trouble when looking up long-dista 

tolls. It is always in position for refere: 
is out of the way when not 
protected from damage. 

needed at 

When the Operator Wishes to Refer to the Rate Car 
She Simply Pulls Down This Roller Chart 
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Ernest Shackleton’s Ship “Endurance” Caught in the Ice 
Back to Civilization by Open Boat Is an Epic Story 

Shortly Before She Was Crushed; His Trip 

By J. OLIN HOWE 

st remote realm of mys- 

land 

ut the south pole, is to have its age- 

laid What is at the 

startling 

come to light in that vast un- 

teow earth’s m« 

terv ; 1 silence, the great mass 

bare. 

And what discov- 

1 continent in the midst of which the 

located, a supposedly dead and bar 

rea twice the size of the United 
a} ? 9 Next summer 

Byrd and a group of 
} + 

yt 

tes, where frost is kins 

mn Richard Ie 

aad erican scientists, aviators and <¢ ers 

south hoping to find out. 

isolated section of the world has 
viewed by three small parties of hu- 
on hasty dashes for the 

knov 
south pole. 

vledge of it is very limited. Those 
ro now f tace well-nigh insurmount- 

difficulties in their attempt to pene- 

lature’s hidden places behind ic) 

Car intain ranges and across blizzard-sw ept 
t 9 ‘ 

the bottom of the world. 

Byrd himself plans to flv over the pole 

and to make other flights across and about 
this mvste as ¢ Cer 1 others 

of hic expedition will explore it as thor 

ough ! é 1 the from igh 

oard « r i ra D the sé yt 

S edges ( ) bh Cie Té¢ T 

, 
| tne ¢ te é | é the 

len k d nd 

ce— Ccé n ¢ e t nN 

, 
ch as one 1 é e face 

or the } the ine hye 

‘ 
{ s¢ 1b © eT j | 1 

n t blo At ind 

: : 
en and Scott eached the le 

nd Shackleton ho Ost 1 é ree 

on this 
, 

Amundsen first to reach t ¢ 
é ; 3 ? 

nd not till as recen 1910—t eling 

rv dog sledge 1 i | e ? é t 

coast on its New Zealand side. Gales and 

blizzards of, titanic force hampered him, 
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Sledge and 

but his journey to the pole and back was 
far less arduous than that of Scott, who a 

month later planted the British flag at the 
pole, only to perish on his return trip with 
three companions within a hundred miles 
of his main base. 
What little we know supports the 

idea that no life the antarctic 
continent after one has left the coast a few 

behind. Yet, but for these 

explorers, the only visitors there have been 

now 

exists on 

miles three 

whaling captains and other who 
have merely landed during the short sum 
mer, 

sailors, 

which winter. 

These have found the hardy penguin, an 

corresponds to our 

odd mammal-like bird which stavs on 

through the winter and lavs its eggs in 

the snow, exceedingly numerous. For a 

few short weeks certain species of gulls 
are there too, and the waters abound in 

and whales. But soon all but the 

penguin are gone. Upon the land only 

seals 

Dogs in Difficulties, Just One of the Adventures of the Lauge 
och Expedition to Northern “reenland 
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fungi and lichens 

in scattered place 

lone queer insect ha 
found in the interi 

there is nothing to 

that 

worm, 
there is a 

mollusk, re 

bird or mammal] 

This because there 

known vegetabl: 

without which anin 

cannot exist. 

The antarctic neve 

the extremes of te 

ture of the arctic, 

winter’s 70 or 80 de 

centi below zero 
- 44 P 

are tolowed by sul 

+; 
aays Some 

fortably hot, and 

herds of musk OXEC! 

graze on green pa 

for weeks. The so 

Antarctica seems ne 

thaw sufficiently for 

to germinate, for het 

summer day find 

mercury much 

freezing 

“ae Yet 

the 

of the w 

continent 

is this mystic 

southernmost 

orld the seve 

upon its 
so nearly lifeless? D 

death rule in Antarctica? We do not k1 

Byrd thinks not, nor hesitates to say 
asks the 

north pole and 
France 

“Does it seem reasonable,” 

flew to the 

winged his way to 

who first 

summer 

the first multi-engined plane to cross 

Atlantic, 

the year are 

four 

support 

“that lands which for month 

swept by sunshine twe1 

hours a day should not 

Not on the great plate 

which stretch out inland te the pole; 
But SOT 

life? 

w and ice. 

tremendous 

there is only sn 
+ where in those ireas 

must be lowlands where temperatures 1 

sufficiently to permit vegetable and ani: 

life—the latter as differs 

from any we know as the penguin is 
ferent from birds of climes with which 

possil ly yery 

are familiar. 

“In some antarctic valley, perhaps, s] 
in by towering mountains, a thrilling « 

covery may await us. 

‘ 
| 

We may find fort 

§ q 

: 



ompletely new to us. Who knows 

nk with prehistoric times might be 

if the elemental and sturdy penguin 
through the extremes of winter 

lowlands there should be ani- 

ble to do the same.” 
sus discoveries of James Murray, 

st with the Shackleton expedition, 
n Byrd's theory of life in Antarctica. 

eds in the bottoms of lakes, in the 
If, Murray found abundant micro- 

ie. Small bearlike animals, visi- 
ly when magnified hundreds of 

thread worms, infinitesimally small 
and other minute animals were 
ving happily in the center of an 

ke. The scientist subjected these 
itely to heat and 

ind found them 

live in temper- 

ranging from 40 

to many degrees 

e freezing. } 

rds party may 
fossil birds, ani 

plants in rock j 
itions in Antarc- 
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land and Tasmania, may have crossed on 
this land bridge, which would account for 

the complete absence of this type of ani- 
mal in Europe, Asia and Africa. Again, 

South America has a parrot which is a 
close relative of the New Zealand kea. 

The expedition plans to sail for the ant 

arctic about next August—in a 17,000-ton 
ship mot built for ice conditions and which 
will winter in New Zealand or Tasmania 
-prepared to remain a year and half. On 

its coast, somewhere on the shore of Ross 

Sea, agree at Disc reid bay, 

where Amundsen had his base 

but more likely on the Bay o 

Whales, it will establish 

unique little city such as the 

world has never seen. 

This tiny, but, for the time, 

~ important, municipality 

. will have buildings o 

the latest temperature 
resisting construction 

lighted by electricity and 

heated by oil or coal It 

will have telephones fot 

intercommunication and 

to bear out the N ! be fully in touch with 

eory that it was once x the rest of humanity by 
nnecting link be- XY radio. For transport 

{ een Australia-New yy ~ airplanes are by no 

e land and South hs ans the sole 

f: erica. America’s / ry pendence 
D uched animal, the ler ill be 

n sssum, akin to the \ ania in end 

{ e mammal type of \ trac 
' tralia, New Zea- 

- 

hs 
°n 

he 

re 

he 

on 

the 
ri 

Mt 

Pre 

. di 

h 

sht 

di Trapped and Crushed by South Polar Ice, Shackleton’s “‘Endurance’’ as She Disappeared beneath the Grind- 
ort ing Floes, Leaving Twenty-Six Men Homeless on the Ice 
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Sectional View of Commander Byrd’s Plane ‘“‘America,”’ in Which He Flew from New York to the Coast 
France Last Summer; Somewhat Similar Shios Will Be Used in the Pole Flight 

1 tors with special snow treads to haul be overlooked, and by a year from 
planes about and draw trains of sledges. very interesting news should come ou 

The latest metal and woodworking ma-_ the antarctic. 

chinery will be in its machine shops and 

its storehouses will be replete with extra “LIQUID PEARLS” OF FISH SCALES 
parts. Gasoline engines are to furnish BASIS FOR NEW INDUSTRY 

its power, similar to those which will drive 
the portable dynamos that generate the Manufacture from fish scales of “p: 

community’s electric current. essence,’ a liquid used in coating artif 

Roughing it is, of course, the lot of ad- pearls, backs of combs, brushes and dri 

venturers at either pole, but these will ing-table sets, is a new industry on 
have their lot made more tolerable by all Pacific coast. A plant for the preparat 

science or human genius can do. A large of the “liquid pearls” has just been est 

assembly room in one of the main build- lished near San Diego, Calif., and 

ings will have a fine library of late and product sells for from $60 to $200 
standard fiction and reference works, many pound, depending upon the quality. 
games, a phonograph or two with hun- scales are taken from sardines as the 

dreds of records, a portable organ and are delivered to the canneries. After ~ on 

other musical instruments, a stereopticon img washed, they are put through spe 
vith a wealth of slides, motion-picture treatment with ether. © 

projectors, and much besides. aamees 

UMBRELLA FITS IN HANDBAG The radio station will be a feature of 

the little city. Experts have built for it . 
, FOR SHOPPER’S COMFORT _ 

the latest model in sending sets using a 

short wavelength of forty meters, and are Carrying an umbrella is usually a both: 
confident this will maintain communica- but one that has a short stick and can 
tion with the United stowed away in 

States. Another Slipping Umbrella into 
Convenient WMandbag ta ket in a th 

sending setona much Pocket, Where It Is handbag eliminat« 

: Easily Carried and - 7. a P 
longer wavelength Safer against Loss or most of the difhcu 

will easily reach out Theft and leaves one har 

1,500 to 2,000 miles. 

There will be several 

receiving sets. 

Nothing that the 

expedition’s leader or 

his aides can think 

of which would make 

for human safety or 
simple welfare will 

free. The sheat 

about the umbrel! 
protects the content 
of the bag fro 

dampness and tl 
outfit also offers t! 
advantage of helpin 

safeguard against lo 
by accident or theft 
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HARD ROADS SAVE 
TIRES 

ineers of a southern 

mpany have found 
eravel roads cost 

two cents a mile 

on tires than do 

surfaced roads. 

estimate that the 

¢ of hard roads in 

ear to the tires of 

erage car is at least 

nths of a cent a mile 

recent meeting of 

ils interested in mu- 

| improvements, W. 
thodes, a New Or- 

engineer, declared 

a highway carrying 
) vehicles in twenty- 
hours will, in five 

s, wear down gravel 

eight inches thick to 

veneer of less than 
ree inches. Sprinkling hastens this wear. 

original cost of gravel roads is high 

| their upkeep expense is also great. In 
ns having at least 1,000 cars in motion 

ly, Mr. Rhodes estimates that there 

uld be a saving of $2,190 a mile per year 
tire wear alone, if the roads were hard. 

SAW FILE WITH WEIGHT HELPS 
GIVE TEETH SAME PITCH 

} Saw teeth can be 

filed more e isily to 

the same pitch by 

ited 

file recently intro- 

duced. It is pro- 

vided with a scale 

and marker to per- 
mit setting the file 

in its holder at the 

proper position to 

the teeth to the desired pitch, and the 

eht causes the file to move in relation 

he handle until the weight reaches the 

est possible position, which will be the 
nt at which the desired pitch is attained. 

| } 
i using a weig 

this way, every tooth on the saw can 

easily filed to the same pitch. If de 

d, the weight may be removed and 
1 
las a plumb bob. 

By Passing His Hand over the Opening in the Window, the Man Outside Is 
Able to Start Demonstration Auto through Action of Relays 

WAVE OF HAND STARTS AUTO 
FOR WINDOW DISPLAY 

Crowds of delighted spectators thronged 

in front of an automobile show window 

in New York recently and amused them- 
selves by starting a car displaved inside, ' 

simply by passing their hands over a hole 

in a disk on the glass. The action caused 

sensitive electric controls to functi 

throw a switch and start the cart 

rolled slowlv forward on a track until 

threw another switch and was reversed. 

LIFE PRESERVER FITS IN POCKET 

AND INFLATES ITSELF 

For sea or air travelers, a life preserve! 

just introduced is especially service 

is it is carried in a small leather case that 

fits the pocket, ind —_—_——<$_$—[?———_____, 

inflates itself as 

strikes the watet 
i This is accom 

plished by the 

iutomatic release 

of gas in a smal 

rubber balloon 

The preserver 1s 

said to remain in 

flated quite long. 
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MUSIC FROM THE AIR PRODUCED BY WAVE OF HAND 

Instruments That Produce Music by Taming the Radio Squeals Due to Varying Body Capacity; the Ri 
Hand, in the Picture at the Left, Produces the Tone and the Left Regulates Volume 

Producing music out of the air by merely wire loop at the side permits chan 
aving the hands in space has been dem- volume by. advancing or withdrawing 

onstrated with more or less success by two hand. A two-tube set and loud spe 

radio engineers in Germany. ‘The secret complete the outfit. 
lies in “body capacity,” the familiar phe- — 
nomenon which many radio fans have en- SAWING GUIDE SIMPLIFIES TASK 

countered when their radio sets changed OF CUTTING AT ANGLES 

pitch or squealed when a hand approached 
t rt 

the condenser to change the tuning. The Sawing at angles is usually a somev 

two aerial musicians have simply tamed difficult task, especially for the amaté 

the squeals by developing a system in = -?——————— , but the work 

which the body capacity is controlled by greatly simplif 
moving the hands until each motion pro- with « guide tl 

duces a corresponding musical note. The also serves 

tones of a violin and a cello, and a close miter, T-squar 

precision tool 

protractor. It 
resemblance to the human voice were pro- 

duced. All of the selections, as music 

critics pointed out, were chosen because simply a plate 
they were slow and rather simple pieces, rangement wit 
of a kind adapted to the difficulties of pro- loop throug I 

duction. A metal rod forms the antenna which the saw 

near which the fingers “play” and a single- inserted after t 



VD ling member has been set to the proper 

e. Accuracy is insured, there is prac- 

ly no danger of the saw slipping and 

need for pencil markings. The tool 
e used for measuring the angle be- 

n walls that are not ninety degrees, 

tance, and for other purposes. Little 
is required to operate it and it will 

e on both indoor and outdoor jobs. 

WINDOW DISPLAYS BY RADIO 
TO AID ADVERTISERS 

ransmission of billboard pictures and 
ertising window displays by radio from 
entral broadcasting station is foreseen 

result of a recent invention by C. 

Jenkins. It is similar to the ap- 
ratus used for receiving weather maps 

nt by wireless, but instead of being reg- 
tered on a disk, the pictures are recorded 

a broad, flat surface, by a carrying arm 
it sweeps over it like a fountain pen 

his arm is actuated by impulses broad 

st from the central radio station. 

AUTO TURNS IN OWN LENGTH 
TO ESCAPE TRAFFIC JAM 

Especially suited to service in congested 

treets, an automobile introduced in Paris 

in be turned in the space of its own 
ength. This is made possible by wheels 
hat swing around at sharp angles so that 
he car can be whirled about without re- 

eated backing up and turning. 

uto with Wheels That Turn at Sharp Angle Can Be 
Managed Easily Where Traffic Is Congested 
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Sparing the Attendant a Climb up a Ladder; Watering 
Street Pole Garden with Extension Sprinkler 

EXTENSION POLE FOR WATERING 
AIDS STREET GARDENS 

In Vienna, plant and flower boxes have 
been attached to the electric-light stand 

ards on some of the streets. As they are 
too high to be watered from the ground, 

an extension pole, carrying a length of 
hose, has been devised for sprinl ling the 

little gardens in order to eliminate the ne 

cessitv of a ladder and save the troubl 

climbing 

WOOL IS MADE MOTH-PROOF 
BY CHEMICAL TREATMENT 

German chemists are reported to have 

discovered a way for making wool d 

tasteful to moths. The process is said not 

to injure in any degree the material, which 

retains the same appearance and has the 
same feeling after the treatment but repels 

; 
the moths 
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One of the Greatest Sea Tragedies of All Time, the Sinking of the “Lusitania” by a Submarine off the Irish 
Coast, in 1915, as Drawn from the Survivors’ Stories 

By HAROLD T. WILKINS 

S' YME time ago, a fast steamship, fitted 
Le 1. with radio pparatus and embodying atl 

the latest devices known in the science 

i marine engineering, set sail from Monte- 

video to Rio de J ineiro. She Was loaded 

with Argentine wheat for Antwerp. 
From Montevideo to Rio is a distance 

1 
of 1,100 miles over a sea lane right in the 

track ot ocean voing liners and freight 

vessels. She was to touch at Rio, take in 

Cargo, and then sail direct to Antwerp. 
1 

Davs passed and she did not arrive at Rio. 

No radio SOS had been sent out and no 

passing vessel had observed her. She 

vanished as completely as mists before 
the rising sun, and, from that day to this, 

no clue has ever thrown the least light on 
+] le mystery. 

Modern radio and the latest airplanes in 
4 

t e service of ocean sleuths are power- 
less when faced by these baffling mysteries, 

which occur more often than landsmen 

imagine. The wires hummed with this 

mystery of the “Tenzam Maru,” overdue 

02 

in the South Atlantic, and 6,300 mile 

the news of the missing, radio-eq 

Sawa 

uippe 
1 

steamer came to the roval exchange, the 

home in London of the famous se » Cor 

poration of Llovd’s. 

Che ship's owners, in de pair at the 

sence of any news, applied to Llovd’s t 

have her posted as missing. A printed ne 
of tl tice was affixed to the baize board 

“Chamber of Horrors’’—Llovd’s 

room or ships’ graveyard—asking n 
the lost ship. \ week later, no word 

agon'\ 

ews Ol 

having 

arrived, a “caller,” wearing a picturesque 
scarlet robe with a fur collar, rar 

short stroke on the “Lutine” bell. 

missing ship had reached port safel 
the report of missing—a very rare 

rence—he would have rung two 

ig one 

If the 

Vy aitet 

occu! 

short 

strokes. He next mounted a rostrum and 

nnounced that the ship, which sailed 

from Montevideo, on such a date, for Ant- 

werp had not been heard of since 
ship was then posted as missing, 

notice stuck on a special board. 

The 

and a 

Next 



SEA [RAGEDIE 
he loss is payable by —— 

underwriters, while 

ives of the missing 

en (presumed dead 
law) may obtain pro- 

te of their wills, if they 

e any. This is the 

ceeding in the case of 
ortant missing ships. 
ovd's keep a big book 

sing ships, bound 
reen leather, in which 

ere are recorded details 

he events. The “Lu- 

ne’ bell, hanging in 

ins over the caller’s 

trum, has a romantic 
ciation with a mys- 

of a treasure wreck 

he days of Napoleon 
ynaparte. 

The ship “Lutine” was 

i captured French frigate 
hich left Yarmouth, 

Eng., on Oct. 16, 1799, 

bound for Cuxhaven, 

Germany, with about 
+10,000,000 of specie to pay 

the debts af London mer- 

hants. Two days later a 
hing smack, passing 

lose to the “Lutine.” was When the Red-Robed 

mazed to see this ship 

blaze with lights, and a scene of riot and 

revelry in her main cabin. 

\t midnight, running under a press of 
‘anvas, the “Lutine” struck a shoal off 

e mouth of the Zuyder Zee, Holland, 
ind sank at once, only two sailors, cling- 
ng to spars, being picked up by a Dutch 

boat. The castaways died a few hours 
iter, and were never able to tell what 

brought the “Lutine” so far out of her 

roper course. The Dutch government 

laimed the wreck, refused to allow British 
salvors to fish for her treasure, and for 

fifty years Lloyd's battled in the law 

courts with the Dutch authorities over 

this claim. Only $500,000 worth of gold 

has been raised from the wreck, and to- 

**Caller”’ 

dav, on 

ibout SS OOO O00 of specie Ww 

1 
ickv salvor of the future 

1 ‘T . . 
e “lLutine's hip be 

‘ 
om the shoals 

' ; 
_lovd’s. London ¢ 

: : 
n a handsome ( 
zz ] 1] out of ft e »S T | 

passed beiore even ie 

mount of bullion was 
vreck that the original ut 

¢ led the # Nn Tor So 

er the news of the loss 

were iong ead nad cou 

owing to the destrt mn 

records in the roval ex 

monev was used to set 1 

at 

the snoais oO 

““Lutine” Bell Another Ship Has Disappeared fr m 
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stations on coasts and cliffs all round the 

wor d. 

Close to the caller’s rostrum is the fa- 

graveyard or “Chamber of Horrors” 

—Lloyd’s agony room. No skeletons or 

erinning skulls decorate this chamber, and 

here isn’t even a replica of Davy Jones’ 

locker. In a casualty 
board to which are pinned each day radio 

the gt ivevard is 

messages and telegrams telling of ships’ ac- 

cidents, arrivals and sailings. Daily, a clerk 

writes in script the serious 

which he enters in a big book, 

the and they are 

next day recorded in Lloyd's Shipping Ga- 
zette. 

large more 
casualties, 

board, close to notice 

Queer yarns and strange mysteries of 
and 

immense 

derelicts, wrecks missing ships are 

volumes 

ccumulated in the library of Lloyd's since 
1838 i 

buried in the store of 

There is an old-fashioned captains’ 
room at Lloyd’s—today a tea room for 

the old vindjammer 

skipper and the dapper captain of the old- 
time Indian tea clipper told startling yarns 

f adventures with pirates, or 

1 % | * 
membpers——wihere 

boarding 

ghost-ridden derelicts on dark nights: In 
+} lis room, the last captured slave ship and 
the first large ocean steamship were sold 
by auctioneers who stuck a pin in a candle 

and stopped bids when the flame burned 
down to the pin. 

Derelicts met at 

Lloyd’s agent at the nearest port, provide 
thrills and mysteries. <A 

Nova Scotian captain of a barque, bound 

from New York to 
ag: . 
brig and signaled. 

sea, and reported to 

weird batting 

Gibraltar, sighted a 

He received no reply, P* 

and something queer about the sailing of 
the ship struck him. He looked through 

his olasses, but could see nobody on her 

deck. 

“She’s a derelict,” he said to the mate. 

boat.” As pulled up 

to her, they saw painted on her stern in 
white the name “Mary Celeste.” A 
sight met their eyes in the cabin. 

“Lower a the crew 

trange 

\ table 

was laid for breakfast | which had been half 

eaten, and it seemed as though the occu- 

pants had left in haste. “Mary Celeste’s 

boat hung untouched on the davits. The 

captain looked in the log and saw that the 
last day recorded on the “Mary Celeste” 

was eleven days before. Bewildered, the 
Nova Scotian captain towed the mystery 
ship to Gibraltar to claim salvage. There 
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the officials of the British idmit 

court searched her, but found no signs 

fire, bad weather, or explosions. A swor 

was picked up showing traces of blo 

vice 

having been wiped off before the blads 

was returned to the scabbard. A puzzlir 
feature was that both bows of the “M iT 

Celeste” had been recently cut by a sh ar) 

instrument. The court made a seco: 

examination and discovered marks of 

ax on the top-gallant rail and signs 

blood. The manifest, the bill of ladin 

and the sextant were all missing. 

Now, the “Mary Celeste” was a 500-t 

brig, commanded by Capt. Griggs, wl 

ild aboard on her 1 

fateful voy ige. She was bound from N« 

\ ork to (senoa P the ctat 

had his ite and cl 

The arcl ives of tne s 

that bot 

“Mary ( 

were free from blood. Sut leavit 

department at 
sword 

leste”’ 

Washington say 

and rail found on the 

aside this apparent conflict of official « 

dence, what are we to make of the curiou 

slashing of her W 

it faked collision? The 

bows with a knife? 

evidence of a 

mystery remains unsolved to this day. 
A grim event occurred at sea in tl 

fall of 1926, which parallels some of the de 

of the “Mary Celeste” 

and may throw some light on the fate of 
her The 

steamship “I 

abandoned off the 

mark, in the region of 

of the midnight sun.” 

tails of the mystery 

crew. Norwegian walrus-fish- 

ing tiennan” was. found 

coast of Finn- 

Norwav’s “land 

There was no one 

lonely 

on board, the table was laid and the lamy 

were still burning. No theory of the mys- 

tery was formed and the enigma remained 
until Nov 1926, when 

made a confession on hi 

unsolved ember, 

German sailor 

deathbed in the hospital at 

Norway. 
liquor smugglers, 

Hammerfest, 

He said that, in company witl 
he had boarded the Nor- 

They 

attack, 

hem, and threw the nine 

board. | Then the 

prepared a table for dinner, 

wegian steamship. overwhelmed 
her crew by a sudden murdered 

bodies over;r- 

pirates looted the ship, 
lit the lamps 

as a “blind” and escaped in her lifeboat 
ashore, and last, on reaching the wild and 

lonely coast, burnt the boat to cover up 
all traces of their crime. 

Pirates are not unknown in European 
April, 1925, three 

men rowed out to a British trawler repair- 

at Trondhjiem, Nor- 

waters even today. In 

ine her nets and gear 
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and, overpowering [ , — 

engineer who was the 

person aboard, stole 
the valuables they 

ld find. The British 

mer ‘‘Branksome 

reported to Lloyd's 

finding of a derelict 

masted barque, the 
teshire,” in mid-At- 

c. The ship, which 

on a voyage from 
igua, Chile, to the 

h channel, was fly- 

signals of distress, but 

en the “Branksome 

bore down on her, 

found her in good 

ler, though abandoned. 

e lifeboats were gone 

the lights were still 

arr y Li 

rs 

ee 

= ——— 

Cut in Two above the Water and Dynamited Apart 
below, the Halves of This Stranded Liner Were Savec 

She was the “James B. Cheste Amie 

ican sl Ip. Her paintw ork fresh and 

brasswork polished, but the boarders were 

so scared by her appearance and strange- 

ness that they kept close together and tip- 
toed over the decks. 

No sound wa heard but the cre 

; of wooden blocks, the groaning « 

rudder, and the lap] ng I ( ( 

against her sides. Amidships the cal 

; were in disorder, furniture was overtur 

: A a chest burst open, and clothes str 
uu - - about. Her cargo of wool and pr 

Topical Press Agency Was intact. and there were no mnie o 

: Underwriters Consulting the Lost-Ship Book at Lloyd’s lence, but the ship’s compass: a 

, The Atlantic, of all the seven seas, pre were missing. The “Marathon” towed the 

ents the most baffling of marine mysteries. mystery ship to Liverpool. Why did tl 
: Che British trading ship “Marathon” met crew quit her in a sudden panic, tal 
: t 1,000-ton vessel with disordered rigging a few valuables in their flight? The 

‘ No reply came to the “Marathon’s” hails. answer will never be ki 

h lhe captain saw she was undamaged and Another English ship sighted an Amer- 

deserted and sent a crew to board her ican-built sailing vessel in the uth At- 
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lantic. American ship had 
battered bulwarks 

The name “Orion” w 

1 11 
Daaly 

aboard. 

he 

and no one 

as read on her bows. 

but 

) ae 
violently 

A boarding party landed on her decks, 
the sailors presently returned, 

sick, to the [-nglish ship. They said they 

saw a man lying on his back at the foot of 
the steps down a companion way. On go 

ing to see what was the matter, an abomi 

nable smell belched up to them, and they 

had to retreat. The English captain went 
on | way, and the “Orion” was never 

seen again 

There also are tale ot haunted s!] p 

One such is the “Squando,” a trading 

vessel anchored off the wharves of Bath 

urst docks. N. B.. (an No crew 

man her, and the tale was 

would 

that when the 

“Squando was lving off San Ft ancisco at 

anchor, the captain and his wife suddenly 
attacked the mate The ship became 

haunted after that, in tl 
‘| he Norw eg 

engaged two watchmen 

le Opinion of mari 
ners. an consul at Bathurst 

to look after her, 

but after the first night, they came off and 

Cold 

lem din 

hands, said 

the night, 

caught their clothes, thrown articles about 

the deck, 

declined to a8) back. 
1 1 } they, had touched t 

while ghostly voices of unseen 

beings kept telling them to quit at once. 

MECHANICS 

cabin they had seen the shadow 

outline of a man in seataring costun 

minus his head. But, whatever the reaso: 

the boat had to be abandoned, for nobo 
: | would ship in het 

Che tale of the mirage ship the Brit 

gun brig “Baracoutta’ hould be to 

bv a tattooed seatarer, round a roa 

fire of a winter’s night. The “Baracoutt 

was a ship in a squadron sent to expl 
Mad the coasts of 

She got separated from 1 est. 
Owen, of the British warship “Sever 

tells the story: “Of Point D or€ So 

\frica, one evening in Apt the ‘B 

coutta’ was seen two miles to leeward. We 

at first concluded that it could not be 

but the peculiarity of her rigging cor 

vinced us we were not mistaken Mat 

well-known faces could be seen lool 

toward our ship. To our surprise, sl 
made no effort to join us, but stood aw 

We were near the port to which we wet 

both bound, and | 

Wec 

“At sunset, she hove to and sent 

attached no importance: 

ontinued our course 

a boat 

OvVeTDO: 

to the event. 

apparently to pick up a 
During the night, we 

ing her 

man 

ht show- saw no lig h 

Next morning we an 

chored and wasted a whole month waiting 

location. 

Lloyd’s ‘‘Chamber of Horrors,” Where the Radio and 
Posted Each Day for the Underwriters to Inspect 

il Press Agency 

Cable Reports of Accidents and Losses at Sea Are 
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-oming. Afterward 
ppeared that, at this 
id, she was about 300 

es from us, and no 

vessel of the same 

was ever seen about 

Cape of Good Hope.” 

this a case of a ma- 

e mirage or refraction 

menon? 

ehthouses have given 
to many of the un- 

ed mysteries of the 
Out in the Atlantic, 

‘teen miles from the 
nd of Lewis, in the 

ter Hebrides of west- 

Scotland, stands a 

nely lighthouse, called 
“Seven Hunters.” 

e light stands on cliffs 

neiss, 150 feet above 

sea. Of its staff of 

eepers, one man is al- 

leave. Not long Vs on 

the relief ship was 
enty days overdue, ow- 

¢ to fierce December 
rms, and as it ap- 

roached the island, it 

enaled the lighthouse, 
sat got no answer. So 

he relief man landed 

— f° 

sl « meen | 

ith letters and provi- 
ions. He stepped onto Oil-Well Drilling Development at a Glance: Upper Photo Shows Old-Fash- 

. landing stage cut out of 

ve rock. A crane and rope derrick 
hung over the top. No. preparations 

had been made to meet the relief ship, and 
he wondering lightkeeper ran up the stair 

iy to the entrance of the lighthouse. No 

hody answered his hails, and when he went 
nside, he*found the place empty, the clock 

topped, and no fire lit, although the day 
as cold. There was no trace of the miss 

ng men. Then, some time later, a queer 
thing happened. It was noticed that, in 

calm weather, the sea would suddenly up- 
heave and rise to a great height above 

the rock base of the lighthouse to the 
landing stage. If men were standing on 
the platform, they would be sucked back 

by the retreating waters down into the 
sea beyond the possibility of rescue. 

his was probably the fate of the missing 
lightkeepers, 

ioned Hand-and-Foot Rig; Lower, a Modern Outfi 

GROWTH IN OIL-WELL DRILLING 

SHOWN IN CHANGING RIGS 

Combined hand and foot power 
used in drilling some of the first oil wel 

in America, as an exhibition of old equ 
ment at a recent gathering in Tulsa, Ok! 

showed. In contrast to this old-fashioned 

outfit was shown one cf the latest rotar) 

drilling rigs, operated by powerful ma 

chinery and capable of penetrating, with 

comparative ease, hard strata of rock and 

other materials. 

@ Popular Mechanics Magazine does not 
publish the name of the maker or seller of 

any device described in its pages, but 

this information is kept on file and will 

be furnished, free, to anvone addressing 

our Bureau of Information. 
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Surfboard Polo Is Introduced as a New Form 
of Water-Sport Thriller; Two Players Find 
Enough to Do in Keeping the Ball within Strik 

ing Distance, and the Pilot of the Towing Craft 
Must Watch the Movements of the Sphere; a 
Stroke Missed Usually Means a Long Detour 

to Pick Up the Ball Again 

POLO PLAYED ON SURFBOARDS 
TESTS RIDERS’ SKILL 

Additional 

surtboard riding in a 

thrills are furnished from 

form of polo game 
plaved with a large inflated ball and long 

clubs. As the boards are towed along, 

the riders endeavor to keep the ball in mo- 
tion with the clubs and strike it back and 

forth. The i 

balancing 

task calls for unusual skill in 

as the strikes are made. 

STEAM BOILER TO CLEAN PIPE 
LATEST SMOKERS’ AID 

For a quick and 

thorough cleansing ™~™ a 

of the tobacco pipe, f ” 
a metal boiler with 

a nozzle that fits 

into the stem, has 

been devised. The 

bowl of the boiler 

wry 
7 

is partly filled with 
water, a cap screwed on and the nozzle in- 

troduced into the pipe stem. The boiler 

is held over a gas jet or other flame until 

the water boils, forcing steam through the 

pipe. 

sufficient to blow out all accumulations of 

sediment. 

Considerable pressure is developed, 

There is practically no risk in 
handling the cleaner as the bowl is made 
of metal, consequently eliminating the 

danger of breakage. 

AUTOMATIC GUN REPLACES BELL 

AS BURGLAR ALARM 

Bank bandits ordering the cashier to 
“stick ‘em up,” are bound to meet a sur- 
prise in a machine-gun alarm recently de- 

vised as a substitute for the ordinary bell 
or buzzer signals. It is from the 

cashier's cage by electrical contact through 

button down and 

This is done by the person behind the bars 
and can be accomplished without attract- 
ing the attention of the bandits, while the 

side motion necessary makes it unlikely 
that the signal will be fired by mistake. 

The gun is intended to be placed over the 
entrance, or in 

fired 

pressing a sideways. 

a similar location, so that 

the marauders will have to turn around. 
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1 
nlv blanks and =" —_ 

ed through a ann iN 
tube outdoors, the ~ Vr 

being mainly to 

he intruders and 

them momenta- 

o shots are first 

rapid succession, 

ter a pause, four 

come at short in- 

he reports are 
loudly in the bank 

as on the outside 

rve as a compelling 

both to drive the 

out and to sum- 

istance for the 

ns in the bank. Tests 

been made to insure 

he installation can 

ily be thrown out 
or the gun fired 
“ + : 

entally by viprations 

, , 
handling. 

TALKING-MACHINE 

RECORDS WILL 

NOT BREAK 

onograph records ‘ I 
are said to be prac- 

indestructible have 

een introduced recently. 
Jropping or striking 

| 1 
| does little damage, 

the playing surface ts 
easily seratched, ac- ' F , ’ One End of the Lofty Steel Bridge Recently Built in Japan; It Is 450 Feet 
ing to reports. Phey Long and S>oans a Gorge 500 Feet Dee; 

sewed into special 

ntainers for mailing and can be shipped WINGS OF GIANT BRIDGE MEET 

little likelihood of breakage. FIVE HUNDRED FEET IN AIR 

Spanning a gorge 500 fet ¢ 
Sewing the Unbreakable ' .— 1 | hisilt pal 
Records into Their Con- road bridge recently u japan 

) tainers for Mailing; Little -alled for the greatest accut 
u Extra Wrapping Is Needed a ee na: samalee ieniaat 

id construction It 

each side of the can\ 

ente ~ I 

t t 

1] ] Cc 
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WINCH TO LOAD GUNS SAVES 
SOLDIERS’ TIME AND WORK 

Gun on the Ramp and View inside Auto Truck, Show- 
ing the Arrangement of the Loading Winch 

One man can load an artillery piece 
weighing 2,700 pounds on an army motor 

truck in about a minute and unload it in 

a few seconds with a special winch re- 
cently developed. The guns are rolled up 
on two beam ramps with a cable which 

winds about a drum as the crank of the 
winch is turned. 

PICTURE RECORD OF JU. S. WARS 
TO AID HISTORIANS 

A collection of photographs, showing 

scenes from all the wars in which the 
United States has been engaged since 1860, 
has been placed on file in the war college. 
It comprises between 275,000 and 300,000 

prints and includes important records of 

the Civil, Indian, Spanish-American and 
World wars. One of the most interesting 

of the entire collection is of the battle- 
field of Wounded Knee, scene of Custer’s 
last stand, taken immediately after the 
battle. The Brady collection of the Civil- 

war period, numbering about 6,000 photo- 
graphs, is also filed. The World-war sec- 
tion includes all pictures made by the sig- 
nal corps, the army, the only British col- 

lection of World-war pictures in this c; 

try and an Austrian section. Negotiat 
have been completed with the German ¢ 

ernment for approximately 1,200 pictures 

RADIO RECORDS EARTHQUAKES 
WITH GREATER ACCURACY 

Earth tremors can now becstudied y 
a degree of refinement hitherto impo 
ble with an electric apparatus developed 
in Japan. It makes use of the ordin 

radio vacuum tube and consists chiefl 

of a pendulum, held about ten degrees out 
of vertical by a prop against a thin metal 

diaphragm which serves as one element of 

an electrical condenser. The second ele 
ment is placed so that any variation of the 
pressure of the prop will vary the distance 
between the elements and so vary the ca 
pacity of the condenser. This variation 
registered by means of a galvanomete: 

enabling a reading of the earth movement 

GOLF-BALL HOLDER FITS IN BAG 
TO SAVE ROOM AND TROUBLE 

Bother of loose golf balls with the like 

lihood of loss and theft is avoided in 

holder that slips into the bag, keeps 
dozen balls in plain sight for quick sele 

tion and also has a nickelplated contain 

at the top for tees or cigarets. 1! 
spheres are securely held in spring-ste: 
wire clips and the “rack” is well suite 

for practice, when the player does not 
want to carry a bag. 

ww 

oy am 
= * 

Golf-Ball Rack Filled and Ready to Be Slipped into the 
Bag; It Helps Prevent Loss 

i = 
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ANT LIGHT USES SKYSCRAPERS AS BILLBOARDS 
ee 

= — es 

ee 

e 

AG ving an Electric Sign on the Side of 
er Building with the New Searchlight 

1, Gun,’ and, Below, the 

t Itself, the Man beside 
ng Its Enormous Size 

Proportion 

sign of four billion can 
. ; ae ie : 

ef. the invention oO! (srindell ————_—_—_ 

the English scientist whose vords on the building 
eee ; BS ae Ps : 
claims startled the world sev VOTK O} e 

. ‘ 1 1 
ro, Was tried out recent in lesigned to pt 

d ed signs in I 50) 
] @ + 

~ ) 

STAINLESS SHOES IN COLORS 

e eignth an ¢ ~s 

d le neighb g I 

é und too \ 
tte ) L 

the ; ' 7 , 
i forth to paint uccessive cadamp cioth. 
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““Mountie,"’ One of the Famous Leaders in the Great 
Dog Derby, an Annual Event 

By EARLE W. GAGE 

‘T USH—you! Mush on, Malamutes!” 

- pleads the driver of the leading team 

as the racers approach the finish line. The 
snap of his long leather whip sounds like 
a rifle shot on the frosty air. Running 

beside his team of faithful dogs, he urges 
and commands them to give every ounce 
they possess to the race. In the next two 

minutes he will fight it out with a world- 

champion dog driver, and the next hun- 
dred feet decide the winner of the classic 

212 

C (hrilling [jog 
200-mile race. A 

lead dog breaks the 

the fractional part 

second ahead of the « 

team, a mighty roa 
heard as 2,000 th 

spectators give vent 

pent-up emotions. 

For the greatest 

of the year are not 
in million-dollar stadit 

close to civilization 

in the heart of the n 

land, over wild and t1 
less snow trails. 

The finish of this 

ring spectacle is 

going many miles to 

Over the crest of a 

comes the first of 

teams, the driver at 

head of his dogs 

longer the gay and e\ 

tempered fellow he 
thirty hours ago wil 

he crossed the start 

line, but a tired 

fretted man. Less tl 

a minute behind runs 

second driver, labor 

with his last reserve 

side his dogs, in an 
Quebec International deavor to cross the fir 

line first. Twenty-fi 

seconds behind rides 
fiftv-year-old Alask 

musher, pushing with one foot behind t 

freshest-looking team on the course, litt 
Siberian dogs traveling better than 

miles an hour. 

These famous dog derbies of the nort! 
land are more than a race. They art 
real test for real dogs. The light, fleet 

footed team cannot winit inacanter. T| 
men who draw up the articles of the ra 
design them to encourage the develo; 

ment of the type of dog that has meant 



Races a the North. 

I Br 

Allen, One of the Greatest Dog = of All Time, with His Team Coupled in Tandem 

Sweepstakes Ra Course, Dogdom’s Kentucky Derby 

the pioneers of the north and, Walter Goyne hi the palm to 
courage, speed, strength and mile The Pa ‘e th thirteen 

are qualities that must be possessed fourteen minutes, and “Shorty” Ru 
he team which hopes to go the distance best time in the 200-mile race 

he shortest time. three hours, fifty-two minute 
‘ee he first dog derby of international im Half a dozen famou “¢ ! 

r rtance occurred at Nome, Alaska,twenty ing the winter in snowland. At 

"a eo, when “Lawyer” Albert Fink, a Albert, Sas} vhere ci zation 

' rewd dog lover, raised $10,000 to be close to the skirts of the unl 

| led winners. The distance was 408 unexplored northland, the dog | 
‘ es, from Nome to Candle Creek and place of honor that the thoro 

; k, and every citizen for miles around horse holds in cities where the 

; it the finish line to cheer the winners. is considered a playground rt 

7 e derby was won by John Hegness, track is so arranged that spectat 

fi ing Fink’s team, in 119 hours, fifteen follow the progress of the dogs fo 
- nutes, and proved such a popular suc- every foot of the 160-mile rac 
kk that the All-Alaskan sweepstakes be- run in four heats of forty miles ea 

rr me a regular feature until 1916, when being two laps to each heat on the 

if Hudson Bay dog derby, over a 200- mile oval tracl he largest in tl 

9 e snowy trail, from Flin-Flon, mush- designed for dog derbi 

. mining town, to The Pas, Manitoba, At Ashton, | W olfe 
” e into the limelight. H., are held t of the 1 l 

a though Scotty Allen, known as the eacl inte Unit St 

lee n of Dogdom,” is the only man who nner e lat ( | 

Tl nin more than four All-Al iskan sweep Va lLeonar Sepp , ™ ) 

re: kes, it was “Iron Man” John Johnson erum e] \ le ( 

Jor made the fastest record in the histor) es in eleve 1 
ese epic races, turning the 408 i e seco! 

, enty-tour hours, fourteen minute e 
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thirty-seven minutes, thirt 
seconds. He flashed dow1 

Grande Allee to the finis] 

through more than a mil 

cheering dog fans, beating all 

vious records in the race by 

four minutes, thirty-five sec: 
Not only this, but he had the 
isfaction of defeating Seppal 

twenty minutes, twenty sec 

and passing a dozen other oj 

nents in the race. 

These dog derbies are ru 

prizes of from $1,000 to §&. 
besides coveted silver cups 

reality the drivers compete for 

reputation of owning a strin 

dogs superior to those of 

other section. There are fro: 

dozen to a score of entrants « 

he entire snowy course, ering t 

drivers being famous musher 

the north, powerful men of 
endurance and with the blin 

faith in their teams. 

Though much depends upor 

teamster in the race, who 

mush the 200, 160 or 120 miles 
Scotty Allen, the Dean of Northern Dogmen and Hero of Many hind the sleigh. the determi1 

of the Famous Snow Derbies of Alaska cela sa 
factor in achievement is the qu 

national dog derby is held at historic ity and power of the dog team. The hu 
(uebec city, and this 120-mile race was’ dog is a hardy, sagacious animal of 

von last year by Emile St. Goddard, derful endurance, inured through gene 
youthful driver of The Pas, who came in ations to the climate of the north and 

first in every lap of the three days’ race. ardors of the snowy trail. He is a 

His time for the race was eleven hours, mendous worker, all-enduring, and so: >»? 

§° on a = j 

— ———— “= " Sa — - 

Emile St. Goddard, the Frenchman Who Set the Record Time of Eleven Hours, Twenty-Seven Minutes and 
Fifteen and a Half Seconds for the 120-Mile Classic at The Pas, Man. 
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of timber- 

od In the mat- 
. 

edigree he usually | 

inv kinds of 

nd much in- 

n of his family 

His veins may carry 

xd of the mastiff, 

police dog, Great 

olfhound, setter, 

or collie, or even 

of them all, while 

od imparts hardi- 

la dash of speed. 
igh there have been 

har- 

he dogs to the 
Walter Goyne and 

\llen revolution- 

racing with the 

luction of the 

1 1 ‘ 
methods ot 

tch, now con- 

tandard for rac- 

is a kitelike af- 

One long trace from 

of the sled to the 

er, who is_ hitched 

ier dogs be- 

tched in pairs to 

nd left of the cen- 

ce. This hitch in- 

( ersatilitv and least 

\ hich 

smoothness and 

ed \nvwhere from 

» fitteen dogs are 

motion, 

a team, accord- ..... ie Peake aie a eee ee 
Musher Guiding His Sledge over a 

ands ol tl but five 

even now ts standard. 

ie rules, 

\ good lead dog is worth several hun- uprights, which ca the 1 

1 dollars. Patience and care are re- and the streets above the 

red in training the sled dogs. The lated from the b ng, and 
ing is done by the voice, thanks to four inches he ntally at 

animals’ strange divination, that elu- vertically provided. In pl 
railroad foundations 

buildin: 

quality defined as instinct. 
S Test 

tions were kept from pa 
STOP VIBRATION OF BUILDINGS sais a ethane age eget it 

WITH “MATS” Se ee 
Slots running the length of some of the ig of pan 
ldings in New York city, at point in concrete on the ck foun: 

ere the sidewalks meet the structures, was iV b 
ttention to an interesting engineet heet iron. still another 

teat to prevent vibrations, caused b ind, final é 

ubway trains, from being communi his mat effectively kep 

ted throughout the structure. The steel from reaching steel 

J 

Tree 

, 
oF | 

n iso 

ce 1 

nche 

+] 

the 
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WICKER CHAIR TEN FEET HIGH 
ADVERTISES FACTORY 

One of the largest chairs ever manu- 

factured, has been constructed by a Cali- 

fornia factory as an advertising display 
on its water tank. It is made of wicker 

with leather upholstery, is nearly ten feet 
high and could seat several adult persons 
at one time. Enough material for a dozen 

ordinary chairs was used for the huge unit, 
which would comfortably accommodate a 
person about twenty feet tall. 

TRACES OF VANISHED FORESTS 
DUG UP IN OREGON 

Traces of trees of a species unknown 
today, but which probably grew in Oregon 
many thousands of years ago, have been 
found between strata of lava along the 
Deschutes river. The discovery further 

strengthens the belief of geologists that 

great forests flourished in primeval Ore- 
gon only to be obliterated by floods of 

molten rock which poured from huge fis- 

Material Enough for a Dozen 
Ordinary Chairs Was Required 
for This Huge Wicker One, 
Used as Advertising Display the 

on Water Tank 
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sures in the ground 

covered large areas be 

cooling. In one loca 
explorers found 

many as thirty diffe 
strata, each represent 
a separate flow of. lay 

LIQUID WAX FINISH 
REVIVAL OF 
OLD ART 

Centuries ago, the 

Egyptians produced 

mural paintings and ot 
decorations in wax w] 

has kept its colors alt 

as fresh as the day it 

applied. This 

now duplicated, in si 

pr¢ ces 

in a method 

walls to 

respects, 

treating 

them durable, washal 

finishes in a wide vat 

of colors and designs. 

liquid wax is put on ai 

f sizing. ‘J 

wall a 

a coat oO! 

gives the 

which 

after thorough drvi: 

and lends itself to the application of colo 

A gallon of the wax will cover 700 squ 

may be polishe 

feet and there is no danger of brush 
lap marks. It remo 
without injury to the rest of the walls 

may be easily 

LABEL MOISTENER OF RUBBER 
CANNOT BE BROKEN 

To moisten labels or envelope tabs, 
rubber holder for water has been intr 
duced in England. It is simply a tul 

corked at one end and with a bit of felt 

the other to absorb the water. Pressu: 
wets the felt if it becomes too dry. 

Moistener with Filler 
Cork Removed, and 
Showing the Felt Stopper 
That Absorbs Water 
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TESTER FINDS TRACK DEFECTS 

FOR RAILROAD SAFETY 

en pens write an accurate record of the 
lition of the track and roadbed of the 

ta Fe railroad as an inspection car 
is along. Since the report is regis- 

d under actual train stresses, it reveals 
tations that might escape detection 

) the rails are not in use, saves time 
expense and enables the section fore- 

o locate the weak spots exactly for 
iediate and thorough repairs. If the 
k is too high or too low on one side, a 

makes note of the fact, due to the de- 
ture of the testing car from perfect 

‘lance achieved by a special gyroscope. 
the rails are not exactly the right dis- 

nee apart, other pens designate this on 

e moving strip of paper, and still others 
w if there are faulty conditions with 

pect to the rail joints. The outfit has 
een satisfactorily employed over more 

n 100,000 miles of track. One of the 

resting discoveries it revealed was 

in some instances, tracks in front of 
e foremen’s homes had been neglected 

because the workers did not wish to be 

ccused of “loafing” close to the dwellings 

f their task masters. 

WOODEN PRONGS INSIDE VIOLIN 
TO IMPROVE TONE 

Greater reso- 

nance and better 

tone in a violin are 

said to be effected 

by installing a set 
of wooden prongs 

an eastern crafts- 

man has intro- 

duced. They are 

fastened to the end 

pin block of the in- 

strument and are 

of spruce, carefully 

tuned to vibrate 

properly with the strings. The invention 
is intended especially for strengthening 

the tone of weak violins and for obtaining 

greater resonance and carrying power. 
Kach set of prongs is adjusted and in 

talled to suit the particular instrument 
which is subjected to thorough tests be- 

tore the addition is made. 
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Part of the Outfit for Making Hollow Steel Axles and 
Other Units in Faster Time 

HOLLOW AXLES QUICKLY MADE 
FROM STEEL BILLETS 

Hollow or solid railway axles can be 

turned out in ten to fifteen seconds on 

machine devised by a Californian, repor 
from Los Angeles state, whereas neat 

half an hour is required to make an axle 
by the usual methods. Hollow steel shaft 

ing of irregular shapes and sizes, coupling 

for all sizes of pipe and many other prod 
} ucts are obtainable from the outfit, which 

said to have won +] e appre val of steel 

men who have inspected it. 

PEN AND PENCIL IN KNIFE GRIP 
SAVE POCKET SPACE 

Contained in the handle of a small knife, 

lately introduced in Paris, is a fountain 
pen and variety of pencil that has a con 
stantly sharp point. 

The blade is suited 

to w ide usage and 

both writing units | 

fit snugly within | 

the handle when 

the knife is in the 

pocket, thus being 
always easily ac- 
cessible, Saving 

room and protect- | 

ing the fabric. 
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dur ible ind w eal 

proof surface and, by r 

acting on the lime in tl! 
concrete, gives the ¢ 

a permanent four 

Tests have show: 

ment, treated in this 
1 ; 

onty becomes Sil 

_ 

r ] ] : gray on the place ( 

posed to extremely, he \ 

duty, and such chan: 4 

of color are always hat 

ae iia ® 
monious with the rest « 

the surface. Where othe1 
, 

Tactors permit sucn 

a 

° 
a 

the 
Bes 
a 

a 
‘ 

= 

. 
‘. ; 

= 

. 
ee : ; *** plan, the walls of a res 

ij dence, for instance, ma 
“1 . be made only of concrete 

omitting the lath and 
1 

plaster, and then staine 

SOEs with the chemicals in such 
a 

ay as to closely resem- 

ble an ordinary wall. 

CYCLE AMBULANCE 

TO AID FIRE 

VICTIMS 

For emergency service, 
a Berlin fire department 

- “ ——~ has equipped a special 
Typical Arch Construction on Cathedral of St. John the Divine, in New 

Y 1 ork City, to Be One of the Largest Churches in the Worl motorcycle and sidecar 

as an ambulance. It 

SETTING ARCHES OF CATHEDRAL useiu! in making quick trips where the 

TESTS ENGINEERS’ SKILL traffic is heavy, is cheaper to operate than 
in automobile and is especially serviceable 

One of the exacting tasks in connection in work among fire engines and hose lines. 

with the building of the Cathedral ot St 

John the Divine in New York city, was 

the erection of the seven huge transverse 

arches of the nave. With the aid of 

special derricks and tackle, the big units 

were swung into place and set with prac- 

tically no deviation from the prescribed 

measurements. 

CHEMICALS TO STAIN CONCRETE 

PRODUCE LASTING EFFECTS 

By means of a chemical staining process, 
1 

lately developed, concrete floors, walls and 

i ar A ulance for Emergency Service 
in the Berlin Fire Department 



Grizzled Desert Rats Still Plod the Burning Sands of Death Valley, the Panamint and Funeral Ranges behind 
Patient Burros, to Chip Rock and Pan Sand in Search of Gold 

By KATHLEEN CAESAR 

("e panning, the oldest and most 

primitive form of mining, is still car- 
ed on in the west. Nearly every “ghost 
mp” of romance still has its old-timers 
ho are “scratching around” as in early 

lays and finding wages in gravel that no 
nger attracts the adventure seeker who 

ints to make his fortune in a hurry. 
These men are the one connecting link 

hetween the old and the new in mining. 
renerally they are veterans of the early 

gold rushes. Talk with them and you will 

et thrilling tales of the times when mil- 

ons were being scooped out at the grass 

roots. Theirs is the saga of buckskin 
filled with nuggets, of wide-open 

wns and of gulches that swarmed with 
men who were busy with the pick and pan 
ind rocker and sluice. 
Without exception, these man are con- 

fident that the old 

“come back”—that new deposits of placer 

1 
SACKS 

camps are going to 

sold will be f< und. or that the surtace 

riches will be outdone by lode discoveries 
No doubt 

real lure which keeps t} 

of permanent value. this 1s the 
em in the camps 

that were long ago deserted by the great 

Meantime they 

residue to keep 
hordes of gold seekers. 

pan out enough golden 

Their wants are few—a little 

cabin in the hills, bacon and 

them going. 

sulicient 

flour for a bachelor’s needs, and tobacco 

enough to help a man dream of the gold 
up in tomorrow S panning. that may show 

Drop in on one of these old-timers and 

ll think you are back in the days 
You will be allowed 

You will see the shovel 

you will t 

of Bret Harte. 
pan for yourself. 
ful of dirt scooped out at bedrock and will 

the water 1 1 ' the trick of “sloshing 
] 

ght 
around the pan until the sand 

be tau 

gravel disappear over the rim. Then you 
will get the 

specks in the bottom of the pan. 

thrill of seeing the yell 
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By the time vou have finished a single 

panning, your back aches. You have been 
twenty minutes or more in getting a few 

flakes of gold. The miner picks them up 
carefully on his finger tip and puts them 
in the palm of your hand. You have 
earned ten or perhaps fifteen cents, is the 
verdict. Not much of a pan, but may be 

the next one will be better. There is the 

catch in it—the next one. The pan is 

wiped out carefully and put in the sun to 
dry for a few minutes. Then the pay 

dirt is thrown in and the operation is be- 
gun all over again. The miner does it this 

time, and he works with surprising deft- 
} ness. [he pantful of dirt dwindles steadily, 

the gold, 1 heavier than the surround- 

ing contents, sinking to the bottom. 

Many deep-mining camps of 

being 

today were 
This 

In ( i" ylo- 

rado the first great discoveries were made 

placer “¢ in the beginning. iggings 
; 

is particularly true in California. 

by panners on the Platte, near the present 
site of Denver. Then two intrepid pros- 

+ pectors, Jackson and Gregory, made richer 

discoveries in the mountains, a few miles 

wee 

A Tent Camp for the Summer, 
Sands at I 

Pick, Shovel 
laho Springs; Auto Road 

and Pan Form 
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the first 
placer discoveries were 

west of These ric] 

top ot 

diggings. 

on 

7 S| . _ > nous ledges of gold-bearing ore. 

Idaho Springs and Central City, the scen 
+ of the Jackson and Gregorv discoverie 

have been deep-mining camps for year 

and yielded millions when ways and meat 
of smelting the ores were found. Bu 

though the great rush of placer miner 

subsided years ago, “color” can still b 

taken out of some of the creeks adjacet 

to these old camps. Only recently it w 

announced that a miner had been makin, 

sood wages out of a creek near Denve 

which was supposed to have been e» 
hausted of its riches years ago. 

Californ 

When it 

ded plentifu 

who we 

left there began digging deeper and foun 

Leadville, at first known as 

Gulch, was a placer discov ery. 

surface rich viel 

returns, 

es no longer 

the few hopeful minet 

the rich ore on which Leadville was built 

Che same kind of faith animates the “gho 

camp guardians today. Every one ot 

them is confident that he has another 

Leadville at his feet. 

Virginia City, Mont., one of the olde 

and richest placer camps in the west, 
through 

went 

three periods of development an 

is still vielding gold, though in small quat 

All the Equipment Needed to Work the Placer 

Near By Offers the Only Company 
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eh 
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A Veteran of Virginia City’s Palmiest Placer Days Still Twirls His Gold Pan beside the Creek, to Extract 
Day Wages and an Occasional Overlooked Nugget 

ities, to a faithful few who will not be- 

eve that the sands which have made many 

illionaires are “through.” The first 

iners who flocked to the camp, on its 
liscovery in 1863, took out millions with 
old pan, rocker and sluice. Then, after 

he camp began to slump and most of the 
miners had left, there came a horde of 

hinese, working over the old diggings. 
In turn the Chinese disappeared, and then 

me the gold dredge, making what ap- 
peared to be the final “clean-up.” 

Virginia City was located under most 
omantic circumstances. It was discov- 
red by Bill Fairweather, who, with a 

ea ij 
party of fellow prospectors, had been 

driven out of the Crow Indian country 

farther east. The Indians did not en 
courage prospecting. On their way back 
to the camp of Bannack, from which they 
had started, Fairweather and his com- 
panions camped in a gulch near the To 
bacco Root mountains, about eighty miles 

northwest of the present west entrance to 
Yellowstone national park. Fairweather, 
with the true prospector’s instinct, panned 

some gravel—with astonishingly rich re- 
sults. 

lhe prospectors went back to Bannack, 
after having sworn to keep their discovery 

secret. But the news leaked out and, 
when they started back to the scene of 

Compare This with the Patient Panner Above; the Hydraulic Gun of the Placer Diggings Washes Whole 
Hillsides into the S!uice Boxes under the Force of Tremendous Pressure 
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their discovery, they were followed by al 
most the Bannack. 

\ meeting was held, and Fairweather and 
his companions agreed to let the others in 

on the bonanza if the 

civen the choice of locations. 

entire population of 

discoverers 

This was 

agreed to, and soon Alder Gulch, as it was 
catled, swarmed with miners. Virginia 

City was the metropolis, and was the scene 
of wild life outdoing the violence of the 
California mining camps. For months 
there was no law. Among the 30,000 gold 

seekers who flocked to the new diggings 

there were many outlaws. 

were 

The only me- 

dium of exchange was gold dust. More 
than $10,000,000 in dust washed out 

of the sands in the first three months of 

the camp's existence. 

Was 

Phen came the bandits, or “road agents,” 

Miners who had 

“made their pile’ and had started back for 

the “States,” 

as they were called. 

were robbed and murdered. 
More than 200 of these returning miners 

known to 

bandits 

were have fallen victims to 

The road agents were organized 

direction of Henry under the Plummer. a 

Working the Last Remaining Sluice 
at Virginia City, in a Gulch That 
Yielded Millions a Few Years Ago 

MECHANICS 

California gambler and outlaw, who ha 

been elected sheriff of both 

Virginia City. 
Bannack an 

The miners’ courts, whic] 

were held in the open, offered no reliet 
The entire camp was helpless under th 

domination of Plummer’s strong, oat] 

bound organization. 
Then the Montana “vigilantes” were 

secretly organized. Raids were made on 
and 

quarters of the road agents. Confessions 
were obtained which implicated Plumme 

and all the other the 
agent gang. A score of them were hanged 

one of the first being Plummer. 

the “Robbers’ Roost” other head 

“officers” of road 

Today Virginia City numbers about 350) 
residents. For miles there are great pile 
of gravel—melancholy reminders of the 
visitation of the dredges. If you 

wander along the gulch, you may see at 
occasional miner panning in the little 

creek which at one time literally had a 
golden bed. If he is fortunate enough to 

find a rich deposit that has been over 
looked, he may make an easy 
such 

gold 

“stake,” but 

chances are slim. About the be 



er’s Log Cabin in the Hills of Colorado, Where 
‘ne-Man Workings Still Yield Yellow Dust 

Yet there is 

lways the element of chance—the gamble 
hat keeps men striving against odds. 

If a miner finds something in an old 
imp which has been overlooked, he may 

put in a sluice and conduct his operations 
on a more extensive scale. The sluice is 

long, roughly constructed trough, in the 
hottom of which are cleats, or “riffles.” 
Dirt from bedrock is thrown into the 

luice, and, as it is carried down by the 
ater, the gold is deposited in the riffles. 

Recovery is made by quicksilver. 

Optimism is the main motivating instinct 
behind all these men who give a flesh-and- 

hlood semblance of reality to the old 

of the west. Idaho has 
camps which have come and 

you will be almost certain to 
find in each one at least one cabin inhab- 
ted by a miner who will tell you of the 
‘lories that he thinks are certain to return. 

The same is true of many of the gold 
camps of Nevada, which and fell 

he can hope for is “wages.” 

“ghost camps” 
numerous 
cone, but 

rose 
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quickly. In many of the old placer camps 
of California, the hydraulic miner and the 

gold dredger driven out the gold 
panners. But, in spite of this constant 
moving on to make room for up-to-date 

have 

successors, the gold-pan miner has man- 

aged to survive—one of the few living 

reminders of the early gold rushes. 

POCKET BATTERY-TESTING UNIT 
SAVES TIME AND TROUBLE 

Carried in the 

coat pocket, a stor- 

age-battery tester, 

somewhat resem 

bling a tire gauge, 

quickly indicates 

the condition of 

the battery ona 
tabulated exten- 

sion. It is oper- 

ated simply by 
placing the two 

y points on the bat- 

tery terminals. 
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added his testimony 

that of many others w 
have ventured into the { 
north. He wrote fr 

his winter quarters 
Labrador: “It is qu 
warm and pleasant. B 

the mosquitoes! For t 
last two nights I have h 

hardly an hour's rest 

MEME 
bs 
“a 

ne 

“J 
RS 
- 

a 
C 
~< 
«= 

s 
. 
“7 
.J 

am one mass of. bite 

from head to foot. I pu 
up my bed curtains to 

keep them out, but the 

would get in and seeme 

to make the curtains 

excuse for not vettis 

out.’ * Other explorers hye 
A: 

fore MacMillan reporte 

frequent assaults by tl 

pests. Alfred H. Harriso 

records the case of tv 

Oh et. SY dogs that were stung 

a + death by mosquitoes 
~, 

northern Canada. 

BUTTONHOLE VASE 
KEEPS FLOWER 

— FRESH 

Brightly Colored Bits of Thousands of Postage Stamps Were Cut and Mounted Concealed 
to Form This Picture Frame 

behind th 

coat lapel, a small vase 
PATTERN IN POSTAGE STAMPS partly filled with water, keeps the bouque 

from withering. The holder is simply 
DECORATES PICTURE a , ae. 

slender metal tube and is held securely in 

Postage stamps of many colors and de- an upright position to prevent the con 

signs have been used by a Pennsylvania tents from spilling. 
man in fashioning an ornate picture-frame 

pattern. About two vears were required 
to finish it, spare time only being given 

to the work, and several thousand pieces 

of stamps were used. Those printed or 
embossed in fadeless ink were selected, 
and the original hues of the decoration 

have been well preserved. 

SWARMS OF ARCTIC MOSQUITOES 
TORMENT EXPLORERS 

Arctic regions are popularly supposed 
to be nearly devoid of plant and animal 

life, but at least one hardy insect is found y 

in far northern latitudes in great abun- 
dance. That is the mosquito, which has 

seriously hampered many explorers. Re- 
Close View of the Lapel Vase, Showing How It Is Con- 

Cc ently Lieut. Comm. Donald B. Mace Millan cealed, and Flower in Position 
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Subway Schoolroom Where Members of the Operating Staff of a London 

Training in Various Duties; It Is Equipped with the Apparatus 

SCHOOL IN SUBWAY STATION development of sending illustrations b 
TEACHES SAFETY SIGNALS ee ee eee. ee ee 

* + F 5 | 

ires, reading matter and a map and thet 

rains never arrive at a certain subwai assembling all the units into the form of 

tion in London, for it is not a station i complete advertisement 

in the ordinary sense of the word 

i school where members of the oper 
HOLDER FOR AUTO SKID CHAINS 

LATEST SAFETY UNIT 
ne staff are taught the various signals 

ploved and other important details of op 

tion. The room is completely equipped 

th all the paraphernalia of a regula: e et 
ition so that the students can see just le ' 

it occurs under running conditions. saselotenl « 

t » the 

SEND COLORED PICTURE BY WIRE oh = 

ACROSS THE CONTINENT PORMETIIAg & 
{ I l 

Successful transmission of a colored pi cha 
re by wire from New York to San Fran of irious type 

sco, is one of the latest developments ot and combinations to attain the best re 

} he wire-transmission process. The feat sult, as many as forty different ways bei: 
is accomplished by using three negatives. available with the holder and as many 
red, a blue and a yellow, each being sent twelve treads. It is not necessary to 

eparately and then put together at the up the wheel to attach the chains and 

n- receiving end. The entire picture wa the rack is self-centered, the strain is ut 
ransmitted in thirty minutes. Another  formly distributed 
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HAND-CRANK ORANGE SQUEEZER 
SAVES WASTING JUICE 

A Turn of the Crank Squeezes the Orange, Protecting 
the Hand from Juice and Reducing Waste 

Practically every drop of juice is said 
to be extracted from oranges with a hand- 
cranked squeezer recently. introduced. It 

on the same principle as the 
power outfits, the hands 

operates 

larger protects 

and saves time. 

ELECTRIFIED DUST STORMS 
OF THE WEST 

Dust storms, which charge barbed-wire 

fences to a high voltage, stall automobiles 

by interfering with their ignition systems 

and add new worries to radio listeners by 

even worse static than thunder- 

among the curious phenomena 

causing 

storms, are 

that visit 

of the 

sections of the great plains east 
Rockies in dry seasons. In north- 

during one of these dis- 
man became 

western Kansas, 

turbances, a about 

the amount of electricity his aerial was 
collecting and connected it with the ground 

wire through a thirty-two-candlepower 

light. He obtained as brilliant 

when it was 

bile battery. 

curious 

light as 

with his automo- 
No thunder or lightning oc- 

curs during these electrified dust storms, 

connected 

nor is there any known relation between 

them and earth magnetism. Any metallic 

object insulated from the earth seems to 
become highly electrified as the fine dust 

POPULAR MECHANICS 

One rancher relates a1 
stance of driving cattle in one of t 

blows past it. 

odd electrical displays and seeing a ¢g] 
ing light at the tips of the horns of « 
steer. When autos 1 new to 

country, drivers were puzzled to find t 

engines stalled in these disturbances 
nothing apparently with th 

Finally, one ingenious man guessed 
trouble and tied a chain to the rear 
of his car. 

were 

wrong 

The static was promptly 
sipated and the car ran properly. Fo 
long time it was believed that 

tion” was the cause of 
play. 

“wind 

the electrical 

Probably the first person to atte 
a scientific explanation was Prof. W 
Douglas Rudge, 

ments in South Africa. 

who conducted ex 

He removed bi 

ends from a five-gallon can and stret« 
A « 

siderable portion of the dust blowing 

the c 

a fine wire gauze over one end. 

an was retained and the charge 

electricity it carried was eiven up and 

Chis Was 

Anot] 

negative potent 

ried to an insulated sphere. 
variably found to be positive. 

conductor took on the 

of the air. 
three-fifths of 

tained, 

On some occasions sp 

an inch in length were 
10.000 volts. 

that the 

metallic objects were chargt 

, , 
showing at least 

indicated quite clearly electric 
with which 

was carried from the surface of the eart 
by the minute dust particles. 

Unusual View of an Approaching Dust Storm; It Often 
Produces Interesting Electrical Effects 



SUAVE Ane: showman, whose white hair 

By EARL CHAPIN MAY 

and of hi 

i! a broad forehead and whose My fleas are all skilled professionals 

cht eves gleamed with the enthusiasm “The two facts which are featured at 

n impressario, announced in true ring the very top of my printed gram are 

ter stvle: ‘Every action is sible the naked eve 

This, ladies and gentlemen, concludes and ‘No danger of desertion.” The first 

t performance of Heckler’s original flea refers to the brilliantly illuminates hite 

\ reus, which must be seen to be believed table upon which my stars do the ict 

ink vou for your kind attention. Please I do use a small magnifying glass to sho 
e the doortender fifteen cents as you some of the finer points of my compan 

ss out.” but the juggling, boxing, racing. and othe 

he worldly wise New Yorkers. who things which add to my circu vopularity 

d clung to a brass rail around the illu ire easily discernible by anyone th 

nating exhibition while Prof. William  dinary eve (nd there are » lest 

leckler put his trained fleas through their from my company. Once I have ( 
ces, filed out, each depositing fifteen actor out of a,flea, that a ) é 1 

| nts with the guardian of the gate before my s¢ ce f the rest « tral | 

ngling with the throngs in Forty-second “You see tl hottle filled with co 

reet. It was the onlv time I'd ever seen ind raw recruits. Well ter thev have 

audience in Manhattan’s celebrated been th mea tle while I take a fe 

eater district pay real money after see them and put them in a rt g tub 

ig a show. Although. there no apparent supe 

“Don't your patrons sometimes refuse velopment of the legs. a healthy flea . 
» Pay ‘2 | suggested to the professional jump what would be to u the equ ilen 

entleman. of half a mile It is the nature o r fie 

/ “Not when they have beheld the won to jump. My kindergarten fleas therefor 

ers | perform,” he declared convincingly. begin to jump as soon as their feet ar 
= | give my public its money’s worth. You something hard and smoot! But ( 

ee, I’ve made a scientific study of fleas, thev have jumped and hit the bac] 
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heads on the glass, they begin to favor a 
Walking is good enough more sedate galt. 

for them. 

“Then, one by 
liberty, with reservations. It is 

turned loose with a tiny collar 

around its neck and to this collar 

tiny gold chain is attached. 
ach time the liberated flea es- 

ays to leap, it finds the chain’s 
weight retarding it. Ina day or 

so, if it is an intelligent flea, it 

gets tired of jumping and be- 
comes a mere pedestrian. But 

it wears a collar and is attached 

to a cart or cannon or something 

that. 

desert my troupe. 
“Although a 

mon animal flea must 

heavy aiter Hence no 

member can 

com- 

devour some blood 

ibout every six hours 

to Keep in ( nN on i 

human ea Cal et 

long without suste- 

nance for four or five 

days. But I never put 
m\ pupils to the test. 

| time their 

largely by the number 

Nat- 

urally the more energy 

feeding 

of performance 

consumed in entertain- 

ing, the more fuel | 

must feed them to sus- 

tain their strength. So, 

on exhibition tours, I 
usually feed them once 

each day.” 

Suiting the action to 

one, each is given its 

Football Players, Soldiers, Acrobats, Cyclists and ‘“‘So- 
ciety People,’’ Greatly Magnified from the Flea Circus’ 

Galaxy of Performers 

of his dinnet 

licitude lifted, 

collar and_ hi 

small pincers, 

inspired by 

youthful vision 

the profession 

} 

Coney 

business. 

const ructing 

ler turned up the 

and with tende 

mem! rf his tr 
gently. ato his 

arm,—4here the 

tled daw for dint 
Although .he 

tion in Gern 

mechanical skil 

From 

trained-flea exh 
) l 

many years ago, 

dean of flea-cir: 

ringmasters enters 

al 

dentally. Fat 
brought him 

island and 

r 

him into the buildi 

re reé 

dences he began | 

manufacture device 

carried by traveling carnivals. 
In the course of time he went on t] 

road as a carnival concessionaire. 

day, in Florida, he found himself 

Or; 

po 
sessed of a flea-circus concession amon 

other features designed to gather t!] 

dimes while money flow ed along +} 
‘ 

Midway. But the youth engaged to ex 

ploit the trained fleas lacked showman 
ship. 
Heckler took over the exhibit designed 

Business was not good. So M1 

to prove that fleas have intelligence 

‘ 
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von’t say this intelligence is unlim 
he admits, “but I will insist that each 

a pronounced individuality. I can 
itching a new candidate whether 

MECHANICS 

At first | 

dead weight 

times as much as it 
bint ted ro aoipn pu la 

to figuring that it is doing a 

ith its two front feet So | 

8) 

made ‘Ru 

hen | got 
1 

the worl 

contrive i 

better harness by 1 ch 
the merry be adept 

lipping 

at juggling or do 

parring match. Once I have deter- 

on some new flea’s professional ac- 
[ec 

find that ‘George Hough,’ one of my 

oncentrate on that flea Hence 

| VV ord of 
"1 . 

nd, pick up a large pith ball weigh- 
h 

performers, will. at the 

] 

enty-five times as muc 
; 

e 7 like a takes 
, ; A . 

eeks to train a flea and few of them 

than t 

found, two months ago, that ‘Rudolph 
7 

il 

Japanese. It 

1 harness more hree months. 

Was a naturt I strong man 

kind. So | 

t} errv-go-round which, though only 
- 

nches in circumference, weig! 

F HECALE 

TRoUPrS 

TRAIME 

CLAMP TO HOLD GUY WIRES 

SAVES MUCH TIME 

a method tollowed in the log 

ing camps to keep the guy wires of det } 

t 

similar purposes with electric-line s that it can be 

poles. It is much more quickly applied attached in one- 
in bolt clamps, and tests have shown fourth the t 

as ‘George,’ 

hitched it to the 

is 5,000 

cs used in handling the big logs fron 

a wedge clamp has been adapted 

could be pushed around 

“Is there monev in the flea-cireu 

There is if ve prise? 

cally. I took in $250, in 

at the Rochester exposition 
I'ridav at a sood count ta rood ' 

$100 in cold cash. 
‘ aes 
4 man named ‘Muelle e fil 

trained-flea circus in America the o 

Stoneand Austin museum in Boston nea 

forty years ago Another Gert name 
‘ 1 , 5 | , 

Auvershlege’ had the fir é @ flea 
aS ae nae ' 

circus in this country thirty ve ly 

addition to fairs and museut 

high as $25 for a private exhibit 

STRICTLY 
HIGH CLASS 
sm oREFINED 

that the lowe 

9000 pounds. | 
on a three-eighth al 

» hold as much a 

two three-bolt 

1 clamps, and another 

advantage claime 
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HAND-PROPELLED WATER SLED 

GIVES HELPFUL EXERCISE 

Speed of six to nine miles an hour can 
be attained in a water sled recently intro 

duced in Paris. It carries two persons and 

is propelled with a slide bar that is pushed 
back and forth. Thi 

propeller at the rear. 

s action turns a small 

his double-pontoon 

hull promotes safety and easy riding. 

ALASKAN SEALS ON INCREASE 
LATEST CENSUS SHOWS 

Seals on the Pribilof islands. 

47.589, or 6.25 

off Alaska. 

increased per cent, last vear 
over the preceding 

year, according to 
a eareful govern 

ment census. The 

count shows that 

there were 808.870 

seals in the rook 

eries. Last summer, 

263 566 pups were 

born, but there was 

an unusual death 

rate among them 

Males for the breed- 

ing reserves were 

given hair bobs and 

MECHANICS 

By Pushing the Bars Back and Forth, Pa 
sengers Propel This Boat at Considerable Spex 
and Receive Beneficial Exercise; There Is 

Small Propeller at the Rear 

hundreds were tagged with metal marke 
During the season. 27.000 seals were kil 

tor the pelt market 

THREE-IN-ONE BANJO PLAYED 

LIKE A UKULELE 

Features of a tenor banjo, a banjo maz 

dolin and the ukulele banjo are combine 

in a recently introduced instrument whi 
] has a metal keyboard to simplify playin 

in aluminum bridge in place of the ordi 
nary “W ooden one 

and several other 

like a ukulele and i 

constructed like 

calf-skin head is ad 

justed with a nut 

The instrument is 
Different Views of ; 
the Combination said to be very easy 
Banjo with Its Metal 

Resonator, Alumi- 
num Bridge and 

Metal Keyboard 

to play and pro 
duces a wide variety 

of pleasing tones. 

distinctive details. I: 
is strung and played 

banjo. A metal re 

onator and an ad 

justable metal tons 

chamber and hea 

tightener ere spe 

cial features. he 

| 



[RPLANE RIGHTS | 
[TSELF WITH | 
SAFETY SLOT 

1utomatic slotted 
hich, without any 

tance on the part of 

ot, keeps a plane in 

flight, even when it 

ving at less than fly- 

speed, and prevents | 

ling,” which usually 

in a side slip or tail 

ind an accident, has 

perfected in Eng 

lhe slotted wing 

developed as far back 

925, but the control 

nism remained too 

licated to permit its 

adoption. The 
device works of it- 

In principle, the so- 

led wing slot is a short | 
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1oOn ot movable wing Courte Pennsylvania ilr } 

tached on top ot the Men Using the Tampers, Close View of the Air-Compressor Outfit and 

ular wings of the 
it the front edge and near the wing 

here it occupies about the same 

mn as the movable ailerons or flaps 

the rear of the wing. In normal flight, 

e flap of the slot lies flat against the top 

the wing, with the air currents flowing 

er it. But when the tail of the plane 

and flying speed is lost, the air cut 

litt the flaps off the wing, and open 

OM — 

the slot beneath 

them, the effect be 

ing to increase the 

wing surface. 

Stalling is fol 

lowed immediately 
by one side of the 

plane dropping, 

and, as the pilot 
moves his control 

stick to correct 

this, a connecting 

wire closes the slot 

on one side, kill 
ng the extra lift on that wing, while the 

opposite one, on the wing which has fallen 
Ww, remains open and furnishes the nec 

essary extra lift to level the plane. The 
U.S. army has purchased the America? 

ights to use the device on all war planes 

of the Tamping Units at the Right 

AIR-DRIVEN BALLAST TAMPER 

AIDS RAILROAD WORK 

Patents have been granted on a cot 

pressed-air driven tamper to pack dow 
the gravel and cinders used for railro 

ballast. It replaces hand work and 

aid to permit the introduction of the 1 

terials under the ties in such a wav tl 

i better track results, being more uniform 

ind stronge! The outhnt 1 ea ily rolle 

long t] e sod | ne | yy two met wna 

to do three times as much worl ( 

done bv hand methods 

TAPE MEASURE IN LEAD PENCIL 

IS ON SPRING REEL 

Always ready 
for use, a tape 

measure in the end 
1 of a lead penci 

shows inches on 

one side and cen 

timeters on the 

other. <A_ spring 
reel facilitates 

manipulation of 
the tape. 
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NAVY TUNES UP FOR AIR OFFENSE AND DEFENSE 

Overlapping Smoke Screens 
Laid Down by Airplanes from 
the Aircraft Carrier ‘“‘Langley,”’ 
Below, to Hide the Destroyer 

Columns from Attacks 

Tripod Masts Are Replacing 
the ld-Style Basket Cages 

| on First-Line Ships; Here Is 

the Fighting Top of the 
“Texas,”’ with Four Search- 
light Platforms to Spy Out 

Enemy Planes at Night 
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ANT SEA WALL _ 

COSTS THREE 
MILLION 

e of the greatest en- 

ering tasks ever at- 

ted in the south is 

an end in the 

letion of the twenty- 

ile reinforced-con- 

wall that protects 

Old Spanish trail be- 

Biloxi and Pass 

tian, Miss. It cost 

100.000 and has been 

‘ed chiefly by funds 
a gasoline tax. 

ng the materials re- 

red were 7,000 tons of 
185.000 barrels of 

ent and thirty car- 
f drain pipe. The 

| guards the paved 
*h highway that skirts a a 3s a | 

hore and insures a mere ———_ 
: ° Al Wilson Climbing to Airplane Wing from Automobile without the Aid of 

ety for a number of a Ladder; Stunt Also Tested Pilot's Skill 
] 

tutiful and_ historical 

ts along the trail. Spaces between the LEAP FROM AUTO TO AIRPLANE 

rrier and the road have been filled in DONE WITHOUT LADDER 

material pumped up by dredges and 

being converted into park areas. With airplane and automobile going at 

—__—__— ibout seventy-five miles an hour, Al Wil 

oT re son, stunt man tor the 1 es, swung 
ELECTRIC PRESS FOR TROUSERS —_ he ; . =e 

rom the car to the wing of the plane and 
REDUCES TAILORS’ BILLS eerie e ; a. 2 

“limbed sate aboard thes Da 1t ZO ed 

| Operated by current irom a lighting upward. This teat has been periorm«e 
ket, an electric presser ior home use is number of times with a rope ladder but 

| to give a tight, —— — never without, 
1 

oth crease, pro- 

ngs the life of the 

and is simple 

operate. The 

isersareclamped | 
tween the two | 

ts of the press, 
eelectricity turned 

and, in a few 

uments, the gar- 

ents are neatly 

oothed. But 
tle current is con- 

umed, the manu- 

icturers assert, and 

there is practically 

no danger of scorch- 

ve —_—_.-hCUC weer SermhUCOmhU(U  ™—— 

ng the articles. Creasing His Trousers with Electric Current of Intormatior 
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them up so that t 
will not interfere 

later cultivations. 7] 

chief advantage of 

equipment, 
manufacturers po 

is that the le 

be made ready for 2To 

tractor 

out, lan 

ing ‘rops ( } years 

i. than with hand metho 

TEN-MILE ICEBERG 
IN MAGELLAN 

STRAITS 

) = eTe “LO 

off Cape Horn, a mt 

he ot large icebe 

ere d en imtoo tf 

Straits of Magell 

ast fall Na rato! 

Mowing Down Trees with a Tractor; a Cutter Attachment in Front Slices ported na is tl 
Off the Brush and Small Growth . s 

durin the pas 

TRACTOR THAT MOWS TREES through the 300-m le cow e ol the st 

HELPS CLEAR LAND =~ a ee a 
eache ' eight 1.000 teet The re 

Preparing millions of- acres of ‘tile on is 2.500 es om the south p 

land, in southern Manitoba, Saskatchewat ind is not uncommonly \ ed bv 1 

\lberta and other sections, for cultivation berg but seldot ire there pa ny 

can nm be done reduced cost th a uch large ones a ere seen t sea 

tractor that pushes a powerful cutter ahead sailors declat 

of it to slice off the small poplar, willoy 

and other trees t STO" In great abun — “ 

dance. Clearing this land by hand methods SAFETY VALVE ON gecio de teuaata 

has been slow and laborious, preventing PREVENTS EXPLOSIONS 
the farmer from en- Fitted with 

oving the benefit automatic. satet 

»f one or more sea valve, which is sai 

sons’ crops. The to eliminate dange 

cutter consist of excessive pre 
of two four-foot sure and to prevel 

. knives sliding diag explosions, a blow 

onally along the togch now on tl 

eround on eithe market burns gaso 

side ot he tracto1 line or kerosene an 

in an “A” frame has adjustments t 

the trees fall in give the best result 
vindrows for quick from different 
burning. Aiter they grades of fuel. A 

have been cut, the single opening it 

tractor is hitched t 

at big breaking plov 

which pulls up the 

the 
1 

that 

can be collected an 

roots SO 

i bunt ned, or it covers 

the tank eliminate 

unnecessary hole 

pump, brackets 
\ 

for 

and filler plug \ 

pistol d grip handle 
Greater Safety Is Claimed for This Blowtorch with a eas ser 
Automatic Valve; It Burns Gasoline or Kerosene Hts CHE tana, 



an Made Wings Change 
_ World's Face 

tN Globe Pictures © Rand-MeNally Co. 

sO1 Proving That Tokio Is Northwest Instead of West of New York: the Shortest Air Route Leads over Hudson 

Bay, the Arctic Ocean and Wrangell Island, off the Siberian Coast 

By J. EARLE MILLER 

-_ § Ning flyers are following the great-cir different countries, revises many precot1 
cle course,” to London, Paris, Rome ceived ideas about geography. For exam 

ul r Hawaii, as the case may be. That an- _ ple, if you asked a New Yorker to point 

tet ouncement has appeared so often in the _ his finger in the direction of Japan, he ur 

Sa ewspapers of late, that navigation, once doubtedly would point west, because t 
age technical subject for mariners, has be- usual route to Japan lies westward acre 

res me of prime public interest. the continent and the Pacific. Actua 
vent What is a great-circle course, and why the direction to Japan from New Yorl 

low they follow it instead of a straight line? northwest over Ottawa, Canada, the west 

the lo begin with a great-circle course is a ern side of Hudson bay, across the Arct 

aso traight line—the shortest distance between ocean north of Point Barrow, the nort! 
-and two points. But the charts of the flyers’ ernmost point in Alaska, over Wrangell 

s ti urse, say from New York to Paris, show island, a frozen waste in the Bering sea 

sult em going northeast from New York, and down across Siberia and over the S« 

ent ip over New England, Nova Scotia, New of Okhotsk, far to the northeast of Vlad 

lL A undland, and out over the Atlantic, to ivostock. The rail and steam course t 

y in ircle down again over Ireland and Eng- Japan measures 7,800 miles and the direct 
nates ind, and thence southeast to Paris. The route about 6,000 miles. 
oles nswer is that the charts, being flat pro- That’s the shortest possible route fro1 

ckets ections of a portion of a globe, necessarily New York to the capital of Japan, and po 
\ listort a straight line into a curve. sibly, some day, it will be plied regular! 

ndle Studying the world as an entire globe, by giant air liners Che world was stirred 

~ nstead of a series of individual maps of a few years ago by a story of unequaled 
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The Air Route from New 
York to Singapore Passes 
Directly over the North 
Pole; at Right, a Globe 
Maker Pasting the Gores 

Place 

kimo woman, sur- 

vivor of a little 

on Wran 

gell island by Stet- 

ansson, the ex 

party left 

plorer, was rescued 

to tell of the deat 

ot her white compan!) 

dered why an explore 
] 

and lav claim to a ba 

far north. 

Next, an Americar 
} 

POPULAR 

landing 

the future 

or near Wrangell 

MECHANICS 

in the world, f 

air-trade routes wil 

The flight of Amundsen, Ell 

first gl 

men 
geography 

face of the globe onto a 

including 

taugh 

map 

some 

the continents and t 

other. Study a flat map and tl 

erroneous idea 

Nobile over the north pole in t 

] nce, it had no practical 

made it, however, | 

i 

} { 

is the standard used today to! 
1 1 ‘ 

hose trom which i ‘ {*¢ 

1 
in the schools, is the best 

Se ¢ 1t wt ha 

about t] 

ons. Eve ervone won- 

‘r wanted to colonize 

rren ice island in the 

1 , 
1 party took Over the 

job of holding down Wrangell, and hoisted 

the American flag 

their arrival in Vlac 

been forcibly remove 

i Soviet gunboat, w 

party in their place 
flag instead of the Stars 

such a useless island? 

if 1s potential \ one 

o reach the outside 

he world asked, wer 

he first word of them 

was the report ol 

livostock, after having 

d from the island by 
hich left a Russian 

and hoisted the red 

ind Stripes. Why, 

e people fighting for 

The.answer is that 

of the most usetul 

Planes 

over the Tip of Greenland and Cross Northern Russia 

on Their Way to India 

Ne Y« 

ro over 

, 
it pl 

rr many 

| pass OV 

sworth at 

he dirigib 

| “Norge” was a magnificent feat but, 

value. T] 

iad studie 

from globes and realized th 

the north pole would be a landmark o 
many valuable trade routes of the futur: 

Mercator’s projection of the rounded su 

ane, W h 

most may 

ography 

ill-aroun 

resulted 
> | 

le shape 

ere appeal 

reason wl 

ane leavin 

rk shoul 

Newfoun 

Flying from New York to Bombay Will Pass D; 
to 



foundland actually is far to the east 

ie Atlantic coast of the United States. 

a pin in the globe at New York city, 
| string to it and then stretch the string 

iss to London and you 
ight line. Continue the 
und the until the end 

back York and will 

e a true circle, of which the 

Y ork-to-London portion is an arc. 

hav e a 

on 

will 

string 

globe other 

to New 

great 

ics you 

look at a flat map and, because of the 
tortion which becomes greater and 

eater the farther vou go from the 
juator, Canada appears to be vastly larger 

in the United States, whereas the actual 

but slightly 700,000 

The map the 
nited States as, apparently, at least twice 

whereas the South 

tterence is over 

uare miles. same shows 

large as srazil, 

erican republic 
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ctually the big- 

Africa, about 

again as big as 

North America, 

ppears to be 

aller, and all 

urope, roughly the 

ea otf either the 

Tnited States or 

azil, appear?rs 

] ice as large as the 

Draw a Straight Line around an Orange, Corresponding 
to the New York-London Great-Circle Course, and You 

Get This Effect after Peeling 

1-MecN ( 

Draw an equator a 

1 cul the pee ao 

t] voles a ost 

e the peel 

tl e al r ( 

mply filled in the 

le gore witl 1 

the actual land 

hole. If you drav 

orange betore you pe 

points representing 

of New \ ork and | 

when you fl; itten it « 

line becomes the curvy 

the great-ciré le cout 

Suppose \ ou 

Y ork to Singapore bv the 

Sin 

New 

between the equator 

Yet the shortest 

ble route gal 
equator. 

vanted to go from 

< 7 

mre 18 a 

route 

Why a 
comes a 

Straight Line Be 
Curve; the New 

York-London Air Route 
on the Globe and as It 

Appears on the Gores, 
the Left 

| nited i t 

ibout ou 

mv a B 

ound in ¢ i ¢ in 

nN i! ~¢ l¢ } 

to t CQ Ti¢ 

4] te] su . 

he 1 1 é } 

\ t { ee 

] er. « rt 

rie to 1 ke tl I t 

inothe1 ne o1 ou 

‘el it, connecting t 

se across the Atlantic 

York is almost halfw 

and the north pole 

Irom one to the 
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to turn them out Che making of a glo 

is a long and tedious process, requirit 
1 11 , . a 
hand labor in the main. ie first glob. 

which became popular 

the discovery ot America, were eithet 

raved on copper or painted by 
‘Olumbus, in his later vova 

gvellan, both carried such globes 

present-day ships’ charts. 

In 1507, though, Waldseemullet 

lutionized the globe-making 
} 
1 ducing a elobe covered Wit 

on segments, or gores, and 

still u 

AIR-DRIVEN LOG PLANER SPEEDS 

: / BUILDING OF SHIPS 

Byrd and Amundsen’s Jumping-Off Place in Spitzbergen 
Will Be a Stop on the New York to Calcutta Air Route 

Some Day 

Planing a Big Log by Air-Driven Smoother: the Bark 
Is Quickly Taken Off without Damaging Wood 

but sixteen pounds, has fe 

to operate. 
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SIENCE BATTLES “BURGLAR” OF THE OYSTER BEDS 

havoc as to cause great 

a good deal about the 

nd work such 
rm. One hears 

tarfish as an enemy of the oyster, but the 

rill is incomparably more destructive. It 

a marine snail, about an inch long, with 

yretty spital shell, and is commonly 

ed a “periwinkle.” With a _ rasplike 

rgan, protruded from its mouth like a 

ls a hole through the oySter's 
; A is 

é and then, extending the “tongue 

the bodv of its victim. it sucks out the 
. ' ~_ 

ihe dt is nothing ne in | Beg 

land sound and elsewhere it does enor 
7 mm ry + 7 _— Br + Ot 

us damage to ovster beds. out not 

t within the tast three year nas 

een known in more inland waters. Hay 

invaded those waters, in particular the 

i that 

found them spe- 

(hesapeake and rivers flowing into 

iv, 1t seems to have 
its requirements, and 

nultiplying with .amazing rapidity. In 
ome localities it has killed fifty 
f the oysters. 

per cent 

So serious is the situation 

that the bureau of fisheries has undertaken 

This work is 

ng conducted in a laboratory on Craney 
land, in the harbor of Norfolk, Va. Sev- 

drills 

in investigation. now be- 

eral hundred -ollected 
] 

have been 

trom near-by waters and placed in tanks 

At Left, Oyster Grow- 
ing on a Bottle; Cen- 
ter, Starfish Smother 
ing an Oyster and, at 

Bottom, an Oyster 
Growing on a Pipe; 
Photo at Upper Right 
Shows One of the 

Giant Drills That Prey 
on Oysters 

HUNDREDS OF KINDS OF CHEESE 

MADE IN FRANCE 

Fr nce pro e +f é 

ent kinds « ( eest the « ¢ r ] 

is Roquefort. | variety is protected 

by the government and 1 e under spe 

hed conditions. Forty per cent of tl 

15.000.000 poun ls prepared innually is « 

ported. While much of the milk come 
from Corsica, the enormous quantity ¢ 

cheese is ripened in natural caves above 
America t: the town of Roquefort 
he tf au il most of the export and the 



CABLE CAR TO SAVE OIL MEN 

TRAPPED ON DERRICK 

Men trapped on an oil derrick by fire can 

slide to satiety On a smdai tramear intro 

duced by a California engineer. It runs 

on a cable anchored some distance from 

e derrick and 1 

governed by a brake i 

teits speed. to regula 

Irom one to three 

men can ride in 3 
ATs, 

Vithout such an 

rrangement, the 

usual means of es 
1 ; Bs as 

cape Was DY sliding 

down a rope and 

this often landed a 
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Unloading Lumber as One Unit 

Descending from the Derrick in Safety Car, and 

a Close View of the Rig, Showing the Brake by 
Which the Speed of the Carrier Can Be Regu 

lated; Three Men Can Ride on the Platform 

Actual 

tests have proved that the rig works efh | S 

man in the midst of the flames. 

ciently and, when not in use, it is easily 

towed out of the wv ay 

AUTO TRAILER DUMPS LUMBER 

WITHOUT BREAKAGE 

An autcemobile 

trailer for handling 

lumber and unload 

ing the entire cargo 

at one time, with 

out danger of break 

age, has been in 
vented by a Milwau 

kee lumber-vard of 

The trailer ficial. 
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7 ut handling costs from $2.50 to $1.24 

ousand feet through speeding up 
and deliveries. The trailer can 

mnected to the fore part of a horse 

vagon and hauled through the 

hile assembling the load, the tractor 

picking up the complete load for de 

At the other end, the trailer bed 

ted and the entire load slides down 

unit The truck then moves ahead l 

lowers the front end gently to the 

nd Heavier loads are possible with 

iolating highway restrictions, as the 
len is distributed over six wheels in 

of four. Six tons can be carried, 

two and a half tons resting on the 

truck and the balance on the trailer. 

CHECKER PATTERN ON SCHOOL 
REVEALS ANCIENT FEUD 

Near Franklinville, N. Y.. a countr 

d hoolhouse with checker-patterned wall 
1 @ ] P 1 e . ° 1? e es as a landmark and recalls an amus 

spute that agitated the district more 

in eighty years ago, when the present 
a > ‘ Model of Huge Statue of Columbus for the Port 
aing Was erected. some wanted it Palos, Spain, Whence the Discoverer Set Sail 

porters of the white won at an election bu HUGE STATUE OF COLUMBUS 
he “reds” worked one moonlight night WILL CONTAIN SHRINE 

uunting crimson checks over the white 

hite and some wanted it red. The sup 
1 
I 

: ' } ment 11 honor ot Columl] des. The pattern was allowed to stand \ monumen ' _ = 
] : 1 ’ 1) > Vans i tn » ere “| at the ort ‘ ilo Spait 

Not many years ago, the checkers wer ene on ol nigga Te eke 
2 ] + 1 ; . 1 1 1 > t ( rol 11 ) t} \ 

iunted over with a modest gray, but o rhe a Se, Wee CVE 
| nN ~ re 0 ] r ( 

1 ettlers created such a furore that the o1 — ; "=" . sill 
1 1 ° . . o ed ‘ ‘ y na decoration was restored. | he ny Cie ned ) l (; tru 

\ inderbilt Whitney and will cost ippro» 

mately $500,000. With 
1 Wr Landmark for the Community and E ts pedestal, if ve LI4 

i | dence of a Rural Quarrel; the Checke eet | ] { ~ e€ y ( ut 
,)6 | @ board Schoolhouse Built More Tha: o | ire ) 

‘ Eighty Years Ag: ( olumbu ilone will be 
s 7 

( ent reet hie J 

| ¢ ¢ I. 

be ue lsa 

lye ¢ ) é 

> ‘) ) t 117 

, 
{ y { t 

¢ { 

Oo r 
7 

(| to ec 1} 

¢ ( oO ( 1 bu 

é mut t ) Ot 

inite Dedication 

i ( ) 1 1 
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tedious passage de 

New York bay al 

the coast of Long Is] 

and by building the 

to operate at thirty 

knot cruising speed 
thirty-five-knot full sp. 

Instead of sailing f: 
New York, it is plan 
o make New Lond 

Conn., an ocean 1 

senger port again. Ni 

London 1s only two 

a quarter hours f1 
Grand Central termi: 

by rail, but several hot 

awav by w ater. 

FURNITURE VAUL1 

| SAVESHANDLING 

| IN STORAGE 

Furniture is stored 

portable vaults unde 

plan recently introduce 
l handlit Saving repeatec 

of the Same piece 

making it unnecessary 

wrap each articie as ct 
, 1 , we 

pietely. Che vault ca 

ried on a motor truck 

al 

rood loaded in. the vau 

Officials Watching from the Crane Bridge as Model of Transatlantic Hull Is . sealed and then stored 
Tested in Towing Basin 

a unit in the warehou 

FOUR-DAY ATLANTIC. LINERS until the turniture is wanted. Each \ 

PROMISED BY TEST + fire and dustproof, has a separate | 
ind is moved about on eels. 

Keels for ten passenger liners, the fast 

ever built, will be laid in Americat 

pyards next if present plans are 
irried out he first step to link Ame 

and Europe t ir-day passenget 

p in good weather b 

LTi¢ to re es] hunare 

Lt mile ea l to n e the } 

equal distance om the co 
ch ve e] to be pro ed ] 

lat I deck for airp ine Plat 

or the high-speed ships have 

been drawn. and the hull model 

already teste ad in the towing basin 

the Washington navy yard. 
The ten ships will cost $150,000, 

OOO Che four-day service will be Sliding Loaded Vault from 

. bd Truck into Warehouse 
made possible by eliminating the 



reWAYS of2 Yaterspout 

Pair of Twin Waterspouts, One of Which Tied a Knot in Itself, Observed off the Coast of New South Wale 
by Capt. Richard Taplin and Reported to the Royal! Society 

By CALVIN FRAZER 

\ DANGLING funnel of vapor p1 olumn i yu 
ce wn ire trom he ae ) | é 

1 , 
r te beneath churned TO! nd I up by ded 

‘ i) 1 1 111 ' ] ra | ) 1 ) 1] 1) »\ i | ) ) t ( 
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on 
The Most Remarkable Group of Waterspouts on Record, Above, and on the Opposite Page, as They Were Pe Sketched by an Eye Witness near Stromboli, on the Mediterranean. June 22, 18 

may form off shore and travel in 
land, uprooting trees, demolishing houses, 

J 

fact that 
1 

ind giving ample evidence of the 

itis a full-fledged tornado. 

Spouts, whether of land or water, are 
born in the clouds. Thev form aloft in the 

turbulent region between two streams oi 

flowing in different directions or at 

different velocities, especially when these 
streams differ markedly in temperature 

and humidity. Local whirls are set up at 

the boundary surface. Most of these die 

in the upper air, but some of them are so 
ctrono oly develope 1 that they work their 

iv down to eart!l 

Che trade-wind belt is a favorite breed- 

ing ground of waterspouts, which are 
formed by the conflict betw een the easterly 

trades and the westerly 
blowing above them. 
elongated 

countertrades 

In our latitudes an 

“trough” of low barometric 

pressure, with oppositely directed winds 
on either side of it, furnishes ideal condi- 

tion lor the origin not only of wat 

spouts and tornadoes, but also oi t squal 

and thunderstorms. 

When a waterspout is forming 
while the cloud still dangles in mid 

the water beneath is suddenly thrown int 
violent agitation. Often a saucerlike de 

pression can be seen, around which is bui 

up a mound of spray. This means that th 

vortex has already pushed its wa 
down to the 

aerial 

water, though the visibl 

iumn ot vapor does not 
far. Even in the 

the vapor column is 
that 

through it. 

[ yet extend s 
fully developed spout 

thir 

obiects can be plainly see 

sometimes so 
distant 

The lifting powers of waterspouts have 

been exaggerated by some writers and un 
derrated by others. There is a strong 

updraft of air in the core of the spout. 
It is undoubtedly sufficient, in a big water- 

spout, to suck up a considerable amount of 
sea water to a height of several hundred 
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Caught in 

reel In tact, this water, thrown trom the 

pout by centrifugal force, may often be 

een forming a lofty cataract around the 

ise of the column. Solid objects can als: 

be carried aloft, just as they are in tor 

Whether a 

irry up a small boat or a sailor, 

rom the deck of his ship, as tornados 

idoes. waterspout coul 

| sometimes carry up the roofs of house 
igons, cattle and human beings, is un 

nown. Apparently no such teats have 

ever been recorded. 

Then there is another class of pl 

nomena of somewhat similar 

ut quite different 
name waterspout is often misapplied. Ox 

origin, to which he 

1 : : 1 . 7 , 
( isionally, In Caim We<¢ ther, sina Wi 

winds will start from the surface of 

spray and vapor to a considerable height 
. hey do not often extend up to the cloud 

t ind, in fact, they are sometimes seen wit! 
, , 3 

pertectiv cleat ky overhead 

Such a Group of Whirling Towers of Thousands of Tons of Water, the Fate of 
Was Problematical, Which Made the Spouts Feared by Mariners 

whisked 

body of water and build up columns oi 

Slllllia in cha icter to P 

at form ove! d \ ) 

olumns ot dust 7 

deserts. On land, such wl 

ie overheatit e ot the 

rmation ot a laver 

t the ul ‘ ’ l 

ird t ug ‘ ¢ 

vater suriace ¢ ¢ ) , 

iriace ‘ 

hea ife e¢ ) ¢ 

giving he s an 

varm, ligl ne ms #1 

eavy air farther up 

re 1 cle Vis h b é 

it in the te 
it vapo , ‘ 

vaterspout 

It is not uncommon 

pe 11} qT 

ent ] ve e r 

very unusu u 
is report é 
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28, 1919, a large waterspout was obser\ 

from the British steamship “War Herm 

Measurements with a sextant 

distance the ( 

and the surface of the sea to be 4.600 tee 

showed 

between base of the cl 

The width of the column tapered fr 
500 feet at its junction with the cloud 
150 feet at the 
to a height of 

sea. Spray was thrown 

more than 300 feet over 

area 250 feet in diameter. In this ca 

the observers reported the spout to co: 
sist of a central column inside a hollo 

tube. When the spout was breaking uy; 

the central column appeared to be lifted 
a whole into tl 

ish meteorological 

office by J. B. 

Hewitt, chief officer 

f the steamship 
“Carston.” About 

ive o'clock one 

ifternoon, while 

near Guantanamo, 

Cuba, the ship ran 

nto a severe thu 

cderstorm H T \ 

id t subsided 

hen the clouds be- 

van sending d n 

aes ort the ve M 

| . nt a1 na several of these 
“a . te 
rormed complete 

iterspouts. | 

roe spouts, pertec 

sh net Aras ¢ P -_ 
ort distance OT tne 

hit rt t ig spouts it a 

lowly around them, 

ng about a planet. 
vere erratic; someti 

the central spout, 

the same 

violence. 

irom It, at 

creat 

In recent years ma 

been ments have 

and 

made 
both trom ships and from shore. 

. j 
ites revolv- 

ineir 

mes th 

] 

movements 

ey approached 

sometimes receded 

time undulating with 

ny accurate measure- 

of waterspouts, 
On Dee. 

clouds, while tl 

walls of the out 

tube dissipated int 
spray. This doubl 
structure of 

spout 

water 

fis 

ures in several othe 

columns 

triptions, bu 

has never been sati 

factorily explaine: 

In ancient time 

waterspouts were 
, 1 

believed to 

A Waterspout over Land Is a Tornado; Freak Spouts 
near Guantanamo, Cuba, and Spout 

Photographed 
May 7, 1920, 
Lake Winnipeg on 
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é several noise- 

ng procedures were 

e among sailors to 

ese creatures ata 

ce. The mariners 

sighted a spout 

shout, stamp on 

yeat drums and 

or clash their 

to frighten it 

When cannons 

re introduced, they 

led an additional 

of making a noise 
vere used for the 

purpose then as 

later 

RADIOED MESSAGES 
TO BE SOLD BY 

THE INCH 

Since typed ort printed . 

ves, checks and other 

ents can now be 
] 
»\ wireless, 

sritish authoritv pre- 

that charges in the 

based on 

he square inch instead of 
word or line. This 

ethod will be as com- Ballast Spreader Devised by Foreman of the Pennsylvania Railroad 
farn } rr Based on Principle of F arrow 

is to sell butter by 
he pound, he declares, and believes that LEVEL BALLAST ON RAILROAD 

great developments in speedier and more WITH TIMESAVING RIG 

iccurate radio are under way. Photo 
rapns, ete., sent by wireless between Railroad men have adapt 

Great Britain and the United States hav: ple of a familiar farm mplet 

peen Cl irged for on a size basis eve ‘ 

dl b he 

BATTERY FILLER CAP PREVENTsS “Cs: [he unit ts intended | 
SPILLING WATER Rigged tegedgg age 

Designed to fit ] | * il | 

the top of any dis- 

tilled-water bottle, 

a filler cap prevents 
spilling when sup- 
plying the storage 
battery. A tip is 
pressed by the 

fingers to stop the 

flow at any point. 
When this is re 

leased, the water 

pours out, 
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Measuring Oxygen Consumed by Patient in an Effort 

to Determine the Cause of Stammering 

TRACE CAUSE OF STAMMERING 

WITH BREATHING GAUGE 

University of Pennsylvania protessors 
after an extensive study of speech detects 

report that one of the causes of stammet 

ing and other impediments, is low oxygen 
consumption. In making tlreir tests, they 
employ a breathing gauge which shows 
how much oxygen the subject uses dur- 
ing nor 1 rect ’ 

MECHANICS 

1 f the cars used for track and street-cle 
ing purposes on the surface lines in Bre 

lau, Germany. The vivid posters can 
distance at 

their messa 

is the more emphatically impressed. 

seen from a cénsiderable 

since the cars move slowly, 

PASSING TRAIN REPORTS SELF 

THROUGH RADIO “MIKE” \ 
ee 

Using radio microphones so that distat 

trains can announce their passage to tl 
dispatcher at headquarters is being tric 

out successfully on the Missouri-Kansa 
lexas railroad. The automatic reportei 
take the place of telegraph operators i 

that are night. A m 
crophone is mounted in a box beside th: 

track and the 

stations closed at 

1 
} thunder of the approachin 

train is reproduced by a loud speaker 
the dispatcher’s office in a distant city 
for some of the divisions are as much 

HOO miles long. - Three of the outfits, wor] 

ing automatically, are placed outside yar 

terminals to report to the dispatcher whe 

i train that has been ordered is actuall 
de up and clears the yards.  Fiftee 

others are used to replace night telegrap 

perators along the line. When the di 

patcher expects a train in the neig 

hood of one ot the microphones, he “cuts 

he “mike” into his loud-speaking tele 

CARS SPREAD SAFETY MESSAGE phone line, in the same way Bs 30 ord ] 

WITH BIG PAINTINGS nary telephone connection would be es 

tablished. Then he goes about his othe 

Life-size¢ gs lustrating some business until the rumble of the loud 

the risk pedestrians and others peaker announces the train is approach 
ommonly take e attached to the sides ing. Speed can be calculated by counting 

, ee = - —— clicks of the wheels 

ver the rail joints, and 

a even the number of cars 

accurately 

the 

in the train 

counted. If freight 

ops to 

] 7 

| 1 the 

and i 

ineers farewell whistle 

hen he gets under way 

vain With that infor- 

mation it is possible to 

arrange passing connec 
| tions and other details to 

handed 

| points 

down at the 

the road 

| be 

along 

Spreading Safety Propaganda with Street Cars; Poster on Side Warns Pe- 
destrians of Dangerous Risks 

where all-night order op- 

erators are on duty, 
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erior of the Auto Yacht, Showing the Peculiar Body 
Design and Interior with Table Set 

UXURIOUS AUTO ROAD YACHT 

PROVIDES TRAVEL COMFORTS 

\ccommodations for five 
rded in a luxuriously equipped auto- 
ile introduced in England for private 

persons are 

1 

4 
= aaa inn 

uring. It has two sleeping cabins, a 

itory, an electric galley for preparing 
eals, besides a radio set, book shelves 

| other conveniences usually associated 

a well-appointed home. The wind- °* 

isting design of the body is an interest- of the b ickground, 

feature of the outfit, and the car can that the articles apy 

mvsterious mean evelop a speed of forty-five miles an hour. 

MOVING WINDOW DISPLAY RUN '‘‘* ” the displays 

BY LIGHT-SOCKET MOTOR —— 

Moving effect 

[ are produced for 

the show window 

4 with a motor op i r convenience 

| erated by a light , istener to wet 

ing circuit. It runs n 

slow speed and nd supplies su 

with little expense. ficient liquid for 
There are fey the work throug] 

5 parts and the mo i sponge 

; | tor requires prac a small res- 

| tically no atten- ervoir. A val 
tion after it h keeps superfiu 

been installed. The vater from drip- 

4 hookup with the ping through. The 

devices that are to be moved, is accom- unit is made of 

) plished by a small pulley on one end of material that will 

the motor shaft and an eccentric on the ot rust or break, 

other. Connection between the display ind stands up- 

and the motor is made with a fine linen right on the desk 
string or thread. When this is the color or table. 

scissors, and moving 

ear to 1 

Danc ng d | cuttil 

rountain pen re 

MOISTENER TO WET STAMPS 

HELPS GUARD HEALTH 
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Drama 
Excelsior” Dian 1 as It Appeared When Foun 

»f the Enormous Size of the Uncut 

The ar S Jage stonte 

ng It Gives a Good Idea ort 

. . \ 
By RENE BACHE 

1. Cost I produ 1 dd 1 ) Ls tel t cla H ‘ en p! 

South Africa is $12 a carat. »)O SaVs a ibout, noticed some sma ttering pe 

ecent report | to 1ts tock} olders b pies in the p ister! an T1¢ e them ou 

1 1 1 1 1 + 
e Diamond syndicate, which contro he rroved to be diamond When tl 

e entire uppl fact had been i erta ned. the rime pro ) 

} ™- j ] 1 41 1 . - 

\ cut dlamot carat pougcn I ceecdes oO dig in e place ere e cla 
, > - ‘ 

f ele shop ists SOUU to SIO, accord had been obtained \ ( le the 

t saalit } +1 1 P } ; ' » q rice Wr eT. ’ of he above-men r enre 101 

cends "nm 2 ort o cr eTri il mre re 510 nd 1 ore of the re til ed up 1} 

ith } ease 1 ¢ © t] + " , . lara s; pick 1 ] sp le 

stone 1s wort ne As now kn n e « 1 depre ( 
he Sout] \ , nants ‘ is the mouth o leat ] 

tiie ndicate ( t cent o ed down into the bowe or t) r t 

the diame 1) iced in the world n earliet ¢ het ll that « mntrs 

n ettect, 1t 1s 1 mn ) Lf the put o1 probably ul el eT the r€ | ( 

; 1 4 11 | } 1 1 1 1 1 . - 
eC marke iti ti ( 1 ! { re able 1p it ical | \ cont’ ed a 

‘ ] 4 j ’ +7 ; 
» produce, the s rie uld e compara onads crvsta Aa ) eno! u neat o1 

‘ | » . } ’ 
é cheap But ¢ ce is kept hig rocky material rich in carbor 

lim tinge the outpt 1 t] nu b rda in tl place of the « 1 
. : : | 

vermitted to be sold pre 1O1 there monstrous hole. nit \] 
] 7 ] } + + 7 | phere Was, 1n Ss | 1 ibout OUD teen acres 1n uriace extel n nea;riy | 

. . e . e - 1 | 
miles north of Capetown near the Vaa quarter of a mile deep t is the rea 

river, which was called Dutoit’s Pan, be- Dutoitspan diamond mine, its enormot 
. . — 

cause Ot a curiou Ccircula®r ¢ pression tha shaft follovy ing the volcat ] 1 

covered severa acres ot the land The ward into the ground | 
: 

Boer { é humble dwelling pla Presumab!] t é é 1 it 

. 
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Gold and Platinum Have Become as Important in South Africa as the Diamond Fields: This Huge Whee 
Carries the Powdered Gold Ore Up to Be Dumped in the Cyanide Separation Tanks 
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| 

The “Baby” Washing Machine Cleaning Gravel in Search of Diamonds beside a Stream Bed at Mafeking 

Diamond Mining Much Simpler Than Taking Minerals fro Ore 

( plastering of the Boer farmer's house © stripped of all his belongin e gun 

would have attracted no particular atten ammunition, he departed with the ge 

tion save for the fact that already much [It weighed eightv-three and ilf cara 

excitement had been caused in that region ind eventually passed into the hands o 

by the discovery of many valuable dia the Earl of Dudley. who paid $125,000 1 

monds in the gravels of the Vaal and Gong it. This diamond is known the “St 

Gong rivers. of South Africa.” 

he first discovery of the kind, purely The diamonds found in e river grave 

ccidental, owed its occurrence to a child had evidently been washed out of ro 

In 1867, an Irishman, John O'Reilly, on a somewhere. but it was not until 1870 1 

unting trip south of the Orange rivet one of the sources from which they o 

stopped for a night at the house of a Boet inally came was discovered on the Dut 

named Van Netkirk. The Boer’s little Pan farm. There were other sources, to 

daughter was plaving ith some bright the volcanic pipe there located was n 

pebbles on the floor. ind O’ Re lly asked the only one. here ere a number 

f he might have one of them. He picked -h pipes in the same district known 

out the biggest one hich he iter ird iqualand West. which 5s no a part oO 

id at Capetow n for S1,.000, a sm 1 Cape Colony. One of them is marked t 

tion of its real valu dav bv the great De Bee diamond mine 

[wo vears late i Dutch trader in that the mouth ot hich is a surtace exten 

on learned that a certain Kafir witch of thirtv-five acres The principal cente 

doctor had in his poss¢ mn what was sup of the diamond-mining industry is Kit 

posed to be a magn cent diamond ot great berley, a citv of 100.000 inhabitants 

Le He sought to pu ise the stone, No sooner did the Dutoit’s Pan disco 

offering a span of oxen for it. but the ery become known than a rush to t 

dealer in m ind spells valued it highl cene began. and the Boer farmer toun 

is a charm of special potency and refused his land occupied by diggers who paid n 

o sell he trader added to his offer 1 ittention to his e fort to warn the 

tent wagon and appurtenance | final he whole diamond-producing are 
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ed out in claims thirty-one teet 

e held under miners’ law. The dia 

ere found in a yellow earthy ma 

ntoa depth of forty-odd feet 

bluish-gray rock was struck, 

of the diggers, supposing it to 

itter of fact, this rock was the 

ix of the diamonds, the so-called 

round,” which today produces the 

wealth of the South African 

It is friable stuff, and, fetched to 

rface and exposed for some months 

un and weather, it becomes so disin 

ted as to be easily subject to treat- 

for separating 
the gem stone 

h the ancient 

inic mud con- 

\t depths 

1,200 feet, 

\ 

( ‘ 

‘ et 

} } cle ; 

he lesser ment 
Gold Driller on the Rand and Two Famous Stones, the j)1eces the three largest viel ‘ 

Cullinan,” Top, Largest Ever Found, and the “Tubi- Si ae, eae sar és. sah “a 

lee,’ Cut from the “Excelsior” pear, a drop, a TCU . 
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- oan o* : . 
ng 158, 147 and 130 carat espectivel, the object sought bein 

, , 
Phe idea ot chopping up a diamond wa i single cut stone of largest possible 

entirely ne i thine previously unhea ind absolute pertec mn. the lesse 
1 

‘ But something much more remarka ents vielding ge Nig enough to b 

M n that ne destined be fore long | Li ue 

to ollo n connect n t] i one so he princip Lone hen cut I l I } | l Ut 

C tit t] I veignt 5s rect ymned l ipe bt int oO] 516 i 

erms of poun That stone was. the lued at $2,500,000 bere the ne b 

Cullinan,” by tar the largest diamond eve vest plece Was obtained a square bt 

nown wl ch ( nie ) 1 ¢ tre € Ot 310 cal ts selt mue i rer fl n 

ine, 1n e ira Va cut diamone re OuUus P ence 

(he manager of the mine. red We eighing seventyv-one carat ore t 

s strolling out en he caught the Jubilee Other 1 gmel ( f 

eht of a great white stone lving in the six very big gems and sixteen smaller o1 
] ] 1 ] ] AY ] ] 141 

ue ground which was spread over a wide VO fictiona tales Of wealt Ve 
: 

rea to weather t was fouranda quarter can approach in romantic interest the tru 
nches long, two and a halt inches ‘broad story of South Africa. For there is al 

d one and a halt es thicl t resel the land of go During man rece 

bled a piece of ve transparent ittering vears it has been pouring ta continuo 
] y ] ’ t » } | t o ] rT 17 tity anny? ¢ and ¢ e¢ leteen ounces it i Oot OT Ol 1 OTe i quat i ua 

0 la e to be 1 ke ib AY 0 ding to t] in the entire 0 Dp luctio Oo I 

e rule tor rec] ning 1e in relatio1 ) precious et up » the time t 

fe, it W t] ut S45.000.000 The >| it of t) , f+] LAT 34 f » at Wa ) MOU t } | M veiopment oO Sa ies O \\ ate 

problet oft it ly osal wa S¢ »] | pr } 1 inthe TY ] ) I {1 I ( sa as iver Vv pre ind, 1m Tie i insvVaa 

, : 
enti rt £© IN Edward VII moh When the Oueet Ss ‘ 

‘ ] +] : Se } sat : ~ \ ) is 1g om the storic visit TO All ] é rou 

Sout] \frican government. lo get rid ith her. for a gift tot ¥ narch. ne 

ot two flaws, it was split into several pieces, half a ton of gold She wa ‘ \rabiat 

h of the Precious Stones and 
ican Fields 

One of the Ancient Conical Towers at the Fabled King Solomon’s Mines: Mu 
Metals of Biblical Days Presumably Came from Southern Afr 



to have continued long 

brought to an end by the 

destruction of their fleet 
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ind her little kingdom, occupying 

outhwestern part of that peninsula, 
principal seaport Aden, which 

transit point for all the sea-borne 

erce that passed into and out of the 
ea he gold fetched to Jerusalem 

e queen came from South Africa— 

peak more exactly, from southern Rho 
here her people and their neigh- 

he Himyarites, had operated pro- 
e mines for several centuries. The 

ne of those operations is marked today 

he ruins of what was manifestly a large 
populous town, covering several 

1are miles. In the middle of it, an iso- 
ted granite “kopje,” 250 feet high, was 

vned by a fortress built of hewn stone. 
as an impregnable stronghold, pro- 

ted on one side by a sheer precipice, 
nety feet in height, while its inner de 

es were guarded by a maze of laby 
thine passages so narrow that attackers 

uld have been obliged to pass throug! 

em in single file. 

he ruins include a great temple 

towers of hewn stone, the latte: 

esumably the “high places” (such as the 

rl speaks of), to the tops of which the 

iests ascended to offer sacrifices. But 

uch more interesting are the remains « 
1 

ensive workshops for handling the go g 

ought in trom the mines. Some of the 

naces used ior meiting it are still in 
| > | + ‘ ‘ 

ition. Also there are crucibles an: 

olds tor casting gold bars. A number o 

d ingots were tound in the shops. an 
; , i ; a 

the tempie, a considerable quantity o cs 
iw gold dust. 

Solomon was born 

bout 1000 B. C. ‘Partici- 

tion of the Israelites in 

ie South Atrican mining 

/perations does not seem 

fter his death, for it was 

s at Ezion- rd 

Geber, 900 B. C. But, 

ithin the last few vears, 

ind dockvat 

the quartz reefs of that 

same area have been at- 

tacked by modern engi- 

neering methods, and the 

mines now yield more 

For New Notes in Jazz Music; the Elongated Banj 
That Is Said to Produce Softer Tones 

LONG-BODIED BANJO PRODUCES 
SWEETER JAZZ TONES 

\\ ] ] } ‘ Y ' ni 
With a bod, apou i ir iO i pa 

° e¢ 

e instrument, inventec ) anh Ca 

‘ I { t { 

1 
( | ee ¢ c 

need ui ¢ eC 

orchestt | 

CHECKERS PLAYED WITH POLES 

LATEST OUTDOOR SPORT 

One of the game popular ’ 111 eT 

esorts in Great B 

checkers ] on iTg¢ 
1 

t pieces et re I ( 

wwe j 1 if r ad 

‘ é ¢ ) ¢ T tT) 
I 

Fishpole Checkers, One of the Latest Outdoor Amusements at Summer Re 
gold than California. sorts in Great Britain; the “‘Men’’ Are Felt Disks 
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MODERN LIFE BRINGS NEW LESSONS TO THE SCHOOL 

4 4 

/ Teaching German School Children to Recognize 
the Various Types of Airplanes, to Weigh a 

/ Mail Parcel-Post Packages, and the Meaning of 
All the Types of Traffic Signals Used on Modert 

4 Highways; These Are among the Modern Con 
merce Subjects Taught in Dresden 

1OUus Class¢ of service. Still a third cla 

presents a complete collection of ever 

tvpe of hig marker and trafti rn 

ed 1 Cre in\ | 1cl¢€ ire 

School children in Dresden, German taught to recognize eat and nami 
eive spe ourses of instructio1 urpose, and then, on ohway do 

prepare them Oo 1 1 ycle ng i on the floor tage mMaginaryv trai prop 

lving, parcel-po , nd obeying lems and work out the correct solution 

Wtitude o rT ils thev be by the time the pupils are large enoug 
come automobile drivers. In one class to operate automobiles, the Se thor 

odels of all tvpes of airplanes are used oughly grounded in traffic rules, and, a 
y impre 3 feature o that the stu pedestrians, they will run less danget 

dent Mav recognize a piane 1 f] oht. In ly ‘Ing injured 

erest ( é to the subte 1) h iving 

e pupils b model planes of their own @ Those wishing further information on 

\nother ¢ < devoted to the use of th inything described in the editorial pages 
miails, weit eX ittentior en such can obtain it by addressing Bureau of 

subject is we o] ing letters and parcels Inform ition, Popular Mechanics Maga- 

and computing the correct postage for va- zine, Chicago. 
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W AID FOR AIR 
NAVIGATION 

mining the posi- 

airplane while 

t without the ne- 

of elaborate math- 

calculations is 

d to be possible 

he aid of a sextant 

ed especially for avi- 

It functions in a 

er similar to that of 

trument used on 

ind the observer's 

n may be read di- 

from the sextant 

ut any further work. 

LIGHTS ON BUMPER 
FOR SAFE DRIVING 

Heavy-duty automobile 

per with lights on 

de, have been in- 

uced for greater 

nd convenience 

lriving at night or in 
. 

ther. The lights ...., _ 
equipped with special 

es that make them ef- 

ent under difficult conditions. A broad 

ght, sent below the f 

road tor a considerable distance * 

his level w! 
not overcome the fog highe up. 

-* = 

Laying the Concrete 

¢, illumi- 

ead. tlhe rays penetrate the less dense 

ile the usual headlight 

I ights That Help eS 

i iving through 

g Are Installed 
in Bumper 

i 

Road, and Portion Covered with the Portable Roofs, 

Protect Surface from Hard Rains 

PORTABLE ROOFS FOR ROADS 
PROTECT FRESH CONCRETE 

In the Hawaiian islands, where 

1 is heavy, considerable difficulty 1 

been experienced in building cement t 
Lo keep the fresh cement iro eing 
1 + 4 1 
nooded or washed aWay, 

5 | 7 ° a | ‘ 

ings have béen devised. t ire 1 inter 

] ] ] ] ; a. | 1 + 1,¢17 
on wheels and the canvas stretched tig 

P 
over woodel T mes ¢ a ¢ ( 

crete ti la et 1mcient 

ENDLESS BELT IN RESTAURANT 

SAVES WAITERS WALKING 

lo expedite service, and save t] 

needless steps, an end ess-belt « 

been installed in an eastern restaurant t 

convey food from the kitchen. Dishes are 
1 

ordered by number trom the menu. a but- 

ton being pressed to signal for that partic- 

ular articie, he cl CLs place e piatte 

| 7 1 1 

on the belt 1 ¢ rie r m , ‘ 

waiters in the dining ‘ 



A “Miracle” by Compressed Air, One of the Tricks Used by the Egyptian Priests to Impress the Faithful b 
Causing Temple Doors to Open Mysteriously When the Fire Was Lighted 

By W. T. HAROLD 

S there any truth in the weird stories. of 

magic and spirit-raising performed by 

pagan and medieval 

handed the 
authors ? 

necromancer,fs, and 

down in works of classical 

This question is likely to suggest itself 

to many Americans when they recall the 
collection of 5,147 volumes and very rare 

manuscripts the late magician, 

Harry Houdini, collected from all over the 

world and bequeathed to t 

which 

the library of 

now installed. 

One night, about 350 years ago, a Flor- 

entine goldsmith, 

congress where they are 

Benvenuto Cellini, ac- 

companied by a necromancer, went to the 
ruins of the Colosseum at Rome. The 

necromancer said he wished to find a 

cache of buried treasure, but Cellini merely 

Was curious to witness a seance in which 

the powers of darkness and the black art 

were to be invoked. The necromancer, 

using drugs and burning incense, appar- 

ently called forth hosts of demons, 

lins and giants. Cellini was convinced 

that the manifestations were real. 

gob- 

258 

“on.” 

“their imaginations were so wrought up: 

Says our mor! skeptical ag 

by the magic ceremonial and the unearth! 
surroundings in those ancient ruins, tha 
they fancied they saw hosts of specters. 
But this is not quite the explanation o 

the strange affair. 

Benvenuto Cellini was the victim of on 

of those phantasmagorias kept profound] 
secret by the ancient Egyptian priest 
which were mainly based on chemistry 
acoustics, hypnotism, magnetism, optic 

hydraulics and the creation of 
chinery to produce illusions. 
colossal 

stage ma 
The famou 

near Thebes 

gave out a sound like the breaking of a 

harp string when the sunlight fell on it at 
dawn. 

statue of Memnon, 

Even today, there is still a mystery 

about the cause of this sound. 
sical authors say that at one time the 

statue greeted the dawn with a human 

voice. One theory of the origin of Mem 

non’s dawn sounds is that when the solar 
rays fell on the mouth of the statue, they 
expanded concealed metallic rods, 

Some clas- 

which 



ysteries an. 
on a kevboard and gave out re | { ; 

e keepers of the ancient temples 

» Pharaohs could rival the mod 

vie man in creating startling 
Damascius, a Greek phi 

her, was awed by a mysterious 

light shining on the wall of 

ple. At first it seemed very 

ite, then, coming nearer, it trans 
tself into the face of a being 

evere aspect, but modified with 

eness and instinct with beauty.” 
did the Alexandrian priest 

rk this trick? They did it by 

eans of concave mirrors of highly, 

hed metal, projecting image 

mn walls, in the air or upon smoke 
from burning incense. One 

riclan, named Maximus, had a 

ret mechanism, whereby, whet 

burned incense before Hecate, he 
the image of the god- de 

ess laugh so naturally that 
terrified the worshipers. 

“Singing” Colossi at Thebes, 
Whose “Voice” Was Heard by the 

h nperor Hadrian, of Rome; the 

_ Ww Level at’ E Was Depressed 
iber A by Steam Generated 

oO a Sun’s Heat, and Flowed 

1rough the Siphon Tube D into 
amber B, Where It Forced Com- 

yn essed Air Up the Tube F to Pr 
e a Plaintive Gurgle in the 

dl tatues’ Throat; the Statues Faced 

ie Sunrise to Get the Early Morn- 
he ing Heat 

tT 

1c 

na 

yu 

es 

fa 

al 

eT 

the 

lan 

m 

lar 
' 

ney 
ich 
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et ea 

ome lie 

i 

Slot Machine Dispensing Temple Water to Worshipers, 
and, Above, Statues That Poured Magic Libations 

pera 
ol 

fie —— 
90 seta 

e 
ee: 

olen. 

a 

Mechanical devices worked some of t 

best tricks of the old priests of Thebe 
and Memphis. In the 
mysteries of the 

} é 

celebration of the 

Isis, they an 

nounced that victims were carried off b 

goddess 

the gods, when machinery had really re 
moved them. Other deceptions were fur 
nished by the aid of sound. There was 
labyrinth in or near the temple of Thebe 

so built that when the doors were opened, 
a roar like thunder greeted the worshiper 

The priests imitated thunder in 
ranean temples to 
agencies. Many 

chambers 

known only to 

subter- 

supernatural 
temples pos- 

existence was 

the priests, and 
served to produce their illusions. 
chamber was called the 

suggest 

ancient 

sessed whose 

which 

Such a 

“adytum,” mean- 

ing a “sacred spot not to be trodden on.” 
Today, in the ruins of an ancient temple 

at Alba, visitors to Rome may see an ady- 
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in a fair state of preservation. 
ecret chamber was located under the 

= the faces abenicivcuiar uicke abel. 
s, or the large semicircular niche sine 

tering the image of the god or goddess. 

he priests gained entrance by a secret 
! 

or. Between this hiding place and the 
nterior of the temple, a number of tubes 
pierced the walls and by this means a 

ysterious voice could be heard in any 

rt of the building. 

Travelers who have visited the remains 

he temple of Ceres, near Athens, where f t 

the celebrated mysteries of Eleusis were 

performed, have noticed a curious fact. 

The pavement of its cella, or principal 

irt, is rough and much lower than the 

vel of the adjoining porch, which indi- 
ites that a wooden floor, on a level with 

the portico, covered the present floor, and 
hid from sight a secret vault designed to 

operate a mechanism, moving the floor. 

Vertical and horizontal grooves, as well 

as holes, were made in the side walls oi 

this temple, to facilitate the motion of the 
temple floor by the aid of pulleys and 
counterw eights. This floor, allied to phan 

tasmagoria of vivid and terrifying scenes, 

th 
Bai? , é 

St. James the Elder Combating the Diabolical Enchant 
ments of a Magician, from a Sixteenth-Century Print; 
Below, “‘Magic Lantern,”’ Which Frightened Besieging 

Soldiers Who Saw the Glowing Demon by Night 

created an illusion in the mind of the pet 

son, initiated at midnight into the strange 

mysteries of the goddess, that he was 
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plunged into yawning abysses and shot 

up to the mountain tops, when all the time 
he was really standing on the level. 

This idea may have been borrowed from 
India’s temple magicians. Apollonius of 
[yana, in Asia Minor, a wonder worker 

who lived in the first century A. D., visited 
in Indian temple in his travels through 
Egypt, Mesopotamia and the near east. 

He was met at the temple doors by Indian 
priests who led him to the altar of their 
vod, chanting hymns in solemn proces- 

sion. They struck the earth with batons 
and the ground moved under them like the 
waves of a restless sea. The floor rose up 

to the height of two feet, and then sank 

to the original level. The striking of sticks 
was the signal to hidden operators who set 
machinery in motion elevating the floor 
of the temple. 

\mong the buildings uncovered at Pom- 

One of the Elaborate Early Compressed-Air and Hydraulic Systems Used to 
Open Doors, as if by Magic, When Altar Fires Were Lighted 

POPULAR MECHANICS 

peii, the famous city buried under a 
canic eruption in Italy, nearly 1,850 ye 
ago, is a temple of Isis, which tells 
tale of the mysteries of that Egypt 

goddess. It shows a secret stair up wl 
the priests unseen climbed to an open 
back of the statue of the goddess, throu 
whose marble lips pretended oracles w: 

given and warnings uttered. 
The lands of the magi—old Chaldza 

the Assyrians and the country of the da 
white race of the 
and the 
magic. 

Mediterranean peop 
Pheenicians—were the home 

They are said to have invented 

composition resembling gunpowder, and 
seems to be a fact that the ancient wond 
workers of Chaldza in wartime actua 
employed tubes throwing out a brilli 
fire with a noise like thunder. 

But the magi struck a snag when th: 
tried to deceive the prophet Daniel. T! 

Babylonian king, N 
bonidus, challenge 

Daniel to prove his a 

sertion that the priest 
of Bel of Babylon wer 

fooling him when they 

said that the god Bel ac 

tually ate and drank of 
ferings of meat and 

wine. Daniel took u 
the challenge and set a1 

ingenious trap for the 
priests. The latter 

asked the king to order 
that meat and wine be 

set out for the god in 

an underground vault, 
and to the door 

with his own ring. On 
seal 

the next morning, if he 
did not find that the god 

had eaten and drunk the 
offerings during the 

night, they would suffer 

death; otherwise Daniel 
was to lose his life. 

The priests of Bel 
were not worrying, for 

they had a secret en- 
trance into the vault by 

which they were in the 
habit of coming in to 

consume the offerings. 
Daniel merely sprinkled 
with ashes the floor of 
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ealed room in the | 

e’s subterranean re- 

ind when the king 

in the morning he 
he footprints of the 

ters in the ashes. | 

me of the best de- 

ns of the ancient | 
came from their | 

ledge of sound. The 

and limpid voices 

men sounded in the 

of the temple at 

phos, Greece, but 

e were no singers to 

seen. A stone from 

river Pactolus gave 

trumpet notes which 
d away robbers seek- 

hidden treasure. At 

bos island, in the 

ean sea, a speaking 

1 of marble uttered 

i.cular responses, 

iking trumpets were 
vn to the temple ma- 

Hydrostatics also en- 

ed into temple magic. | 
marvelous fountain in 

e isle of Andros dis- 

irged wine for seven 

vs and water for the 

st of the year. When 

\ugustus, the Roman 

iperor, came back from UL — —_ 
he Sicilian wars,a spring Sixteenth-Century Print, Showing Group of Arabian Magicians Repenting of 

oil was artificially Their Sorceries; One Is Apparently Destroying His Books of Mag 

iused to burst forth in Rome to welcome nd pulley used a hemisphet to 

is return. In the city of Elis, at the an the upper part of which the trumpet 

ual feast of the wine god Bacchus, three ttached, to sink into a vessel 

mpty urns filled themselves with wine, Che air, compressed by the water, « 

hile weeping statues and perpetually hrough§ the iment, < 

urning lamps were all ancient pagan ap- und musical note 
lications of the effects of the equilibrium In another temple, he set up an appa- 
d pressure ot fluids. ratu which automaticall 

Hero, ot Ale xandria, the son Ota cob- dor io. when the fire 1 is lighted 1 tne 

ler, gave great help to the temple magi- iltar and shut them when the fire é 

ians of Egypt, 120 years before the birth — tinguished The altar was hollo ind 

of Christ. He was the first man to use’ when a fire was lighted, the air contained 

team to give a rotary movement to a_ in the interior expanded, and began to 
ollow sphere. He describes an apparatus press upon the water with which a globe, 

» blow a trumpet on the opening of a_ situated underneath, was _ filled. 
temple door. This overawed temple wor- water then rose through a bent tube tl 

hipers not in the secret. When the tem conducted it to a pot into which it fell 
1 ‘ 

ple door opened, a system of cords, rods The pot was suspended upon a cord and 
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when the water from the globe entered 

it, the weight was increased and it sank, 
pulling upon the cords wound round the 
cylinders in such a way as to open the 

temple doors. 
This is how the doors were made to close 

automatically: The bent tube connecting 

the globe and the pot formed a siphon, the 
longest branch of which entered the globe. 

When the fire on the altar went out, the 

air contained in the interior of the hollow 
altar and in the globe cooled and dimin- 
ished in pressure. The water in the pot 
was then drawn into the globe, and the 

siphon operated until all the water in the 
pot had passed over to the former. As 
the pot grew lighter, it rose under the ac- 

tion of the counterweight, and the latter, 

in its descent, closed the doors by pulling 

on the cords wound around the cylinders. 
Hero also tells of an altar where, when 

a fire lighted, 

poured out libations. 

a pedestal and the altar closed in all sides. 
A central tube connected the pedestal with 

the altar, and other tubes led through the 
statues to cups held in their hands. Water 
was poured into the pedestal through a 

hole, which then at once stopped. 
When the altar fire was lighted, the air 

inside expanded, 

was statues at the sides 

The statues were on 

Was 

entered the pedestal 
through the central tube, and forced out 
the water, which passed up the tubes into 

the cups in the hands of the statues. They 
poured out libations as long as the altar 
fire was alight. When the fire went out, 

the libations stopped, but as often as the 
fire was lighted, the libations flowed. 

»/ 
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MYSTERY OF “GROWING” ROCKs 
EXPLAINED BY FREEZING 

Numerous inquiries are received by thy 
geological survey from various parts of 

country, asking for explanation conc: 
ing the apparent tendency of rocks 
“orow” in cultivated and other fic 

Farmers report that bowlders appearin 

the surface are removed, only to be 

placed a few later by othe 
That the farmers’ observations are ti 
the survey realizes, but the rocks, 
stead of growing in the usual sense 

the word, are simply pushed out by 
alternate 

vround. 

seasons 

freezing and thawing of tl 

Ice expands when freezing. 
it forms under the rock, this tends to pu 
it up and, ice thaws, the bow! 

does not settle back to its original p 

when 

tion, as loose soil and other obstructi 
prop it up. In time, this 

force the stones to the top of the grou: 

Often 
were 

process m 

than those tl] 

first, giving great 
belief that the ro 

these are larger 

taken out at 

foundation for a 
actually do grow. 

TENNIS NET AS GOLF BUNKER 
HELPS IMPROVE GAME 

Golf practice on the tennis court ha 
been adopted by a California player t 

give her skill in getting out of sand trap 
The net serves as a bunker, and the ball 

placed on a tee, is aimed at a bull’s-ey 
target on the other side of the barrie 
The trials do not damage the court, th: 

tee used being extra-high, and help th: 
player become expert at difficult shots. 

Golf Practice on the Tennis Court; Driving the 
Ball at the Target over the Net, as a Bunker De 
velops Skill at Difficult Shots; a High Tee Protects 

the Court Surface 

Sait tt 
asseseee S*sheeeergre 

Titt+s. $9693 0: thes nae + $ 
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KS IRPLANE PICKS UP PACKAGES SHOT FROM CANNON 

Plane Taking a Package; the 
Delivery Rig Set, and Adjust- 
ng the Cannon It Fires 
Parcel Forward, Reducing 

+ Shock to the Airplane 

up by means Ol a rope, 1] e s\ nchronizet 

y‘ itself consists of a cannon device and two 

I wooden standards. A shock-absorber rope, 

‘A = ittached to the parcel, which 1s put in the 

he id cannon, is looped over the ends of the 

\fter years of experiment, a Kansas City standards. As the hook takes hold of the 
aviator has patented a device—a “syn- rope when the plane passes over it, t! 

ie chronizing cannon,” he calls it—that will ctandards are pulled over, causing an ele 
ct enable an airplane to pick up gasoline, ai: tric contact which releases a spring. Th 

mail, express packages, or other parcels’ eauses the parcel to be hurled from the 

weighing up to 100 pounds while flying at mouth of the cannon at a speed of 500 feet 

top speed. This feat is not so simple as it a second. As the airplane zooms upwat 

sounds. Without such a device an attempt the shock-absorber rope takes up the re 

to pick up even a few pounds froma flving coil and lifts the parcel into the plane 

field would result in throwing the plane off . 
balance and possibly end in a crash. By THE BIGGEST SILVER BELL 
means of the cannon, the inventor recentl 

picked up a dozen eggs without a single What is reported will be the largest 

one being cracked or broken. For dem- ver bell ever cast has been ordered for the 
Onstration purposes, the airplane was British warship “Nelson.” It will weig 

equipped with a long retrieving hook, sus 168 pounds and is being made by an old 
pended from the landing gear and drawn firm of silversmiths. 
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f the Pacific coast. The part already 
, service, without adding a single mile 

wires and pole line, has added ten t 

way telegraph channels, two compo 
| Morse direct-current telegraph circu 

-. | anda long-distance telephone circuit. T} 
latter has the distincti i heine the + attet a5 the distinction of being the p 

¥ neer telephone line between eastern 

western Canada. It is not to be usec 

commercial purpose 

1 

s, how ever, but 

erved tor railroad business. The 
. -~ + + + ] i° 1 current system u res radio tube 1 

equipment to bro t the te 
. 9 

graph signals, but, instead of se the 
, ? nT +] > ? ] > out into thea Lite O eC Col ) 

teleg iph é One unusu re 

1, 1 the red wireless 1s that it 1s not topper 
‘ , 

bv breaks or st m trouble, ne it bo 
‘ : ; 

ered by the northern ghts, whi It 

quently put east-west telegrapl 
of business for many hour 

recent flood, when a large or ¢ section of t 

] --y ry} 1; 1; ] } " telegraph ne, inciuding potH Vire 1 

PIANO WITH FOLDING KEYBOARD 

SAVES APARTMENT SPACE 

When closed, a plano W ith f Iding |] 

=? board, recently introduced in |] 
Where a Locomotive Takes the Air; Swinging Work 

oo 

Engine across Canyon on Steel Cables has a depth of but ten inches. It is e 
1] ] + 1 ] } 

\ ( ted to \ l DUN ) 

ENGINE RIDES ON STEEL CABLE apartments or other places where 
ACROSS DEEP CANYON limited. It is about as lare« : 

\n aerial cable was emploved to good bookcase when closed. 

dy ge ne \ Wa recently 

n ( g sup] ¢ oO b ] 1g 

OVE rent dam 3 a canyon several 
ul d 1e¢ dee ) € ire s SO 

rs ) ‘ t 1¢ «4 € en ort ] 

e : ‘ ma oC 

WIRED WIRELESS SAVES ROAD 

MANY MILES OF WIRE 

ng ed ele ( s Ca 

nt svste ong-distance teleg 
and telephon the Canadian Na 

tion I oad yr 24.500 miles o 

ost enough to girdle the earth at 

he equator. Eventually the system, whic] 

now extends from the headquarters 0 

fices at Montreal to Winnipeg, Man., will , 
} ° 1 1 \7 It Slips into a Space but Ten Inches Deep; the Tiny 
be continued westward to \Vancouver, on 

Piano with Folding Keys 



The Splash Has Been Removed from Salad-Dressing Mixing by This New French Device, W Ir e 
More Complete Combination of the Ingredients without Any Loss 

1% English society woman not long ago ious and impractical inventior e1 
‘ took out a patent on a new burglar mous. To reduce such losses, a co-opet 

rm. Every door and window in the tive organization of English invet 

use was electrically connected to a mo- compiles lists of things which, in the 

r driving a phonograph turntable. Ifa opinion, would prove useful and commer- 
rglar tampered with any of the connec-_ cially practical, and issues them each ve 

ns, the motor would be started and the heir latest annual booklet, “W1 

honograph begin to play a rec rd in Wanted,” list 151 ideas of t] ings w! 

hich a whole pack of savage dogs barked ppear to be urgently needed. 
ustily, ike umbrellas, for example. At fir 
With the same expenditure of mental ef- glance that doesn’t appear a fruitful fie 

rt and ingenuity, she might have pro- for effort, but the “In ite of Patentee 
uced the automatic phonograph that as the organization is called, points out 

changes its own records and promises to that both fame and fortune await the i 
earn a fortune for its inventor. ventor who perfects a practical fold 

The problem of what not to invent umbrella, which can be condensed in a 

rows more acute every year as the flood mall enough space to drop into the over 
of patent applications pours into Wash- coat pocket. 

ington in constantly increasing streams. Or perhaps someone can produce a 1 
They have already reached the total of chine that will lay bricks a elim 
6U,000 or more a year, and at least 50,000 the tremendous amount of hard 
ire being granted. Within a short time labor involved in this « ccupation. A m¢ 
the patents issued wilt reach 1,000 a week. chanical brick layer, as the institute se 

Out of that vast number, thousands are it, would require the services only of : 
doomed to disappointment, for they have attendant to keep it supplied with bri 
patented things which the world doesn’t and mortar. 

want, and therefore find no market await- Che list of proposed 
ing them. The energy wasted on ingen- the simplest to the most comp! but 

devices range 
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demonstrated it failed to explain what 
planned to do with the ghosts after th: 
were caught! Beside it was a vast di 

complicated and probably abot 

as expensive as a battle tank, designed 

vice, as 

destroy moths. 

invention, usually, is 
inspired by necessity. A 
noticed that, wl 

Che best 

len the ram) lot en the perambDulator y 

brought in after a rain, it dripped mudd 
water on her hall floor, perfected a simp 
trav to be placed under the wheels, an 

trouble selling her patent on 

basis. At 

mother, di 

royalty 

other 

covering the bab 

woke up when liifte 

from its buggy, 
vented a detachal 

perambulator bo 
which could be ¢ 

ried upstairs wit 

ple of a simple thing 

to save material. A P 

device for turning ; 

the pages of 1 . y 

on a music rack d 

would save time. A 

fountain pair 

brush, holding a couple of pounds of paint 
t a filling, would be a labor save 

There is a demand for a non-fouling 

unt for ship bottoms which would repel 
naci€s,a che ip and practi i] aevice tor 

ng the contents of pots and pans 

n the kitchen stove, and even an unbreak- 

ible shoe lace would bring a handsome 

\ ird. 

\lwavs the inst tute stresses practica- 

bility, though its efforts appear to have 
done little to stop the weird an 

wonderful things that appear at every in- 

had, 

for catch- 

ventors’ show. A recent exhibition 
nong its displays, a machine 

ng ghosts, though the proud inventor who 

out disturbing t! 

fant. a infant 

Some 

Z fields 

indust1 
» | 

have alway 

& been quick to t 

over worth 

ide and develo 
them, VW hile othe 

are slow to absorb 

1 
ne 1deas I in 

. 
port T fe) ~ 

“= a. at 
=< ._ 

sa 
se anh nal rn 

« 
~ 

Three Fertile Fields, Transportation, Top, Labor Sav- 

ing, Center, and a Non-Kinking Coil Guard for the 
Telephone Cord 
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‘W IDEAS BEING SHOWN AT INVENTORS’ MEETING 

“mM | Fireproof Asbestos Suit, 
Glovesand Dust and Fire 
Masks Demonstrated at 
a Los Angeles Industrial 

Conference 

An Inventor's Model of His Railroad Crossir 

Gates, Which Work by Gravity and Elimir 

the Services of an Attendant: Transportation 
Offers a G 1 Field for New Idea 

Demonstrating a Small Model of a Safety Ds 
vice for Rescue Work by Firemen, Leit 
a Bullet-Proof Windshield, Above: the I 
tion of Glass That Is Safe against Both Bandits 

and the Dangers of Accidents Is of Importance 

to the Automobile Industry; Some Cars Are 
Now Equipped to Prevent Serious Injuries to 

Their Passengers in Event of a Cras! 
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The Automatic Printing 

een a good field for inventors. 
Kailroad safety devices, new signals. and 
even an improvement on some minor part 

Cal OT loc 1h) ti _ are soon placed 

ervice. The modern freight car. for 
example, 1s a collection of patented parts 
that represent the work of many inventors. 
here are patent doors with patent locks, 
tent roofs and sides, and all the mech- 

nism beneath the floor has been slowly 
evolved bit by bit as inventors have added 

nd improved 
At the ot] r eme in size, cameras 

have offered financial awards. The in- 
entor of the device known as the 
utograpl hacl hich pe ts writing 

mand dating each picture as it is taken. 
reported to ha | e obtained $300,000 for 

one iction of taking 

film up for the iutomatically moves the 
next exposure. 

Considering the number of people who 
have hunted in vain to find a permanent 
paint or polish for stoves, it isn’t hard to 

Telegraph, Operated from a Typewriter Keyboard, Is 
Have Won Their Owners 

sible 

the man who may succeed. A 

unblurable and flexil 
of cleaning wink 

genius who 
ion to ab orb the 

once fora 
ipes that freeze in winter. 

be the one who wi! 

ving carpets without tl 

and in a manner that will 

ing taken up and cleaned as easil 
rugs are removed. 

appreciate an att 

Typical of Inventions That 

" 
financial award fo: 

he man who inv ivents 
07 tt 

polish, an unbreakable 
P ' : 

‘IbDiIe@ 2liass, or a meat 

lows by machinery. 

pertects 
. 

carbon dioxide whi 
closed room unhealt 

r some time, is sche 

reward, for such a d 
, 

ive Wi1cleé spread use 

Chere are fortunes als 

fect 100-per-cent hole 

1d for the man cleve 

l, the proble m 

may discover how t 

raise cakes and bread without the use of 
yeast or baking powders , and another may 

solve the problem of 

ne use of tacks, 

permit their be- 

ly as loose 

7 

achment 



he typewriter that will sound a warn- 

rnal just before they reach the bot- 

the page. Some of the other things 
titute sees a future for are a less 

e and more easily repaired tortoise 
or imitation tortoise shell, and a 
covering that will permit furniture 

moved at will without the necessity 
ng it. 

ew and improved devices for communi- 

in, for saving time and labor in offices, 

homes and on the farm are al- 

sure of being well received. 

me which prob- 

would. find im- 

ediate favor in 

reet-railway- cir- 

is an arrange- 

nt which would 

ent passengers 

epping off a car 

e facing in an\ 

rection except 

at in which the 

ir is moving. Get- 

ff backward 

a cause of many 
¢ ents Photog 

phers would wel 

come a type of plate 

holder that would 

Corkscrew That Keeps the Cork from Expanding, so It 
Can Be Replaced; an Automatic Picture Studio and, 

Top, a Vegetable Peeler for the Home 
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prevent the admis- 
ion of anv light to 

(WO.00O0 3 a tvpical 
, » 

example or tne 

Even the lowly collar butt n can stati 

further improvements, as there probably 

would be an excellent field tor aide ae 

some other design than t voted-head 

type, which could be inserted and removed 
vithout damaging the collar 

The point for the inventor to remember 
is that the cost must not be out of propor- 

tion to the benetits derived and that the 

saving in time, labor or material must be 

sO apparent that the invention will over- 
come the sales resistance it will meet 
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LATEST FLYING IDEA 
Showing How 

79 
aT ae 

HUNTING WHALES FROM AIR 
Drawing 

Whale Is Harpooned f 
¥ the Airshio, and Insert 

the Blimp’s Crew and 
Car with Harpoon at 

rubber buoy which would be inflated from 

l-air tank. This buoy would 
ts in e blimps may supplement boat om 

the whaling industry if plans of a Califor a compressed 
nia man materialize. He proposes to use serve as a marker for the guidance of men 
the sm lirigibles to scout over the sea’ in the killing boats as it would rise every 
and locate the whales. A harpoon would time the whale rose to blow during its 

be thr 1 from the gondola of the airship fight for life and when it died rests 

ind attached to the dart would be a small have shown that the plan has practical 
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y i a aml 
uA sista A small As Pupils Speak 

ble was flown into the Mouth- 
' a - pieces, a Visual 

er the Pacific off Reproduction of the 
Sound Waves Is 

Made in Table 
Cabinet 

ern California. A 

ved 1) a motor- 

used as a target. 

throws out ol 

harpoon stuck 
raft, although it 

ed im a zigzag 

the motorboat 

li ng at a rate of 

miles an hour 

\INT FROM WOOD 

patented and with which he has PICTURES OF VOICE HELP DEAF 
gg snd yg His homemad IN LEARNING SPEECH 

ready vieided a return Ol 

) said. A cord of the wood will Sound ; , most unkno 

VACUUM TO CLEAN EXTERIORS 

KEEPS BUILDINGS BRIGHT 

ree from 

ind soot, oper- 

: ee et 
oma hgnhting 

ket and is easily 

ried about. Ex- 

nsions are pro- 

ded for reaching 
ar] ] rtc , ym irlv all part ot 

ild 

en 
ry 

alls from the 

ndows. The out- 

is also suitable 
° “le WHNeE La its cleaning the in | m 

sts ide ot autos and tiot | 
2 rih ee a Cleaning the Outside of a Building with the Vac 1 

-al lousenolad use. Apparatus; It Operates from a Lighting Socket 
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PORTABLE AND STATIONARY SAW 
COMBINED IN ONE 

For the Carpenter or 
Craftsman; Versatile 
Sawing Outfit Which 

«yf Has Removable Saw 
= and Motor 

Constitutin ll woodworking plant 

n one unit combination stationary and 

portable saw. now on the market, has a 

1 ind for single and double angle cuts as 

vella ror ripping up to depths of two and 

ree fourtl s ine hes. ‘| he Saw may be 

ouickly removed from the frame when it is 

t a portable tool. Power is 0 be used 

upp ied through a one-half horsepower 

otor operated from a house socket. The 

outfit is also supplied with a jigsaw at 
tachment, and a drill chuck or emery wheel 

desired, after remov- 
} 

i\ be connect 

7 41 + 

e€ sa\ trom the arbvo 

OVER QUARTER MILLION VOLTS 

CARRIED FOUR HUNDRED MILES 

Carrving electric power ot 380.000 volts 

over a 400-mile transmission line without 

leakage (cor ( r is the teat accom 

plishe by German engineers in a new 

erhead system Power is generated at 

both end il at intermediate points and 

é vstem is thus a co-operative comb 

nation, coal being used for generation at 

the west-German end and hydroelectric 

plants at the southern end, especially in 
the summer and fall when the Alpine 
streams furnish abundant water. The 

salient feature of the installation is the use 

of specially designed hollow metallic tubes 
for conductor instead oi solid-copper 

POPULAR MECHANICS 

wires, which would have to be of enor: 

and costly. The line 
about $38,000 per mile, or about the 

as a railroad, but as hundreds of mil 

and eventually billions, of kilowatt-h; 

will be supplied, the price per unit to « 
sumers will not be abnormal. The m 
carrying the conductor are 100 feet tall 

size, hence 

occupy a ground space, at their base, ab 

thirty-three feet square. 

DE-PUCKERING PERSIMMONS 

By sealing them in waxed papers, 
simmons are freed of their bitter 

while in shipment, a California profe 

has found. This is beheved to be dus 

the action of gas liberated from the 

The same sweeten ng effect is obtains 

placing the persimmons in tightly s« 

containers. There ey us vVapo 

ase that will rer e tiie LICKE 

it w found t t these sometime 

the fruit n bye ble t te 1 

colore t 

SAFETY LADDER FOLDS FLAT 

LIKE AN IRONING BOARD 

Safetv and convenience are combine 
1 -_ 1:1 

a ul a stepladder that folds up like 

board, when not in use, and weighs 
fitteen pounds. It uid to support 

of 500 pounds without hazard, a rub 
base prevents slipping, and the top ste 

protected by hand and leg ¢ 
hitv-two inches high 

Ladder Folded and Extended; It Collapses Flat like an 
Ironing Board 



Largest of All the Ray-Fis 
Been Found in § ient 

By HAMILTON M. WRIGHT 

puficie 
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strange 

writer 

industry, the 
and a companion 

made an entire circuit 

the Florida keys, 

watched the shark fis! 

men at work. 

The annual catch 

edible fishes in this 

gion reaches many 1 
lions of pounds. It 
no unusual 
Florida keys 

thing in t 

for sha 

to cause a fisherman w 

| uses hand lines to ab; 

don his anchorage for t 

day, so vicious and pe 
sistent is their attack 

the 

his 

he 

men pulling 
Although the sawfish 

fishes which 

are 

seldom rob fish lines, it 

scarcely less detested 

fishermen. 

All sharks and = sa 

shes large enough {i 

commercial leather a 

caught in gill nets. Has 

fishing Or spearing wou 

be too slow. he captur 

ot a big shark with 
7 heavy line is strenuou 

nd often dar 

Landing a Giant Sawfish off Key West, Where the Sea Yields Many Speci- 
5 Conversion into Leather mens Suitable for 

cen in sufficient num 

locat 

hunting commercial! 

catch is usually limite 

of the 
] whales, porpoises and 

Walruses are not tal 

their 

attractive, and the 

bers in any one ion to render 

1 to certain season 

condition is true ot 

many other forms of 
year. Phi 

marine life which, tl 

numbers, 

ugh existing in large 

normally so thinly distrib 

uted as to be unattractive to a large in 

dustry. Sharks, 

localized in vast 

are 

however, are often found 

numbers where the food 

supply is abundant and where their deple- 
tion through fishing is made up by other 

harks attracted by the food. 

Several years a shark-tanning sta 

presence of 

ago 
tion was established on Big Pine key, one 

of the larger islands in the chain which 
extend from the southern tip of the Flor- 

ida peninsula. Another station has re- 
cently been started in the vicinity of Key 
West. first In order to see at hand this 

1 Sie — big shark can tow an 

launch 

ours. It 

pull a man from a wharf or moore: 

dinary-sized 
several i} coul 

easil 

launch, while, if an attempt is made to snul 

the line and bring it up short, the shar 

ill bring its weight against the rope an 
1 

CcCoTad 

1A 

break the heaviest sash as though 

Gill net 

expeditiou 

They 

hundre: 

vards in length, twenty feet or so in depth, 

ere a piece of cotton thread 

therefore, furnish the only 

r commercial shark fishing. 

are enormous affairs, several 

hbuoved up at the top with evpress plug 

and weighted at the bottom with lead. 
When a shark is caught he raises a feat 

ful commotion in the net. He lifts the 
leaden slugs from the bottom as he surge 
forward and pulls the cypress buoys be 

neath the water. The net of heavy cord 
slips neatly behind his gill crevices, re 

stricting his breathing. When hauled to 

the surface, the sharks are almost invaria 
bly dead, having drowned themselves in 

1 
t i 
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- } 

A Day’s Catch of Sharks and Sawfish on a Landing Plat- 

form at a Shark Station, Ready to Be Flayed as the First : 
in Producing Marine Leather Below, a Party f y 

hermen Are Preparing to Cast Their Shark Nets Sixty 
Mi es off Key West 

, 

; P In Their Desperate the Nets | 

eir trantic eftorts to escape As the the Sharks Drown r ves and A | 
i | , es .. : . Pulled Aboard without a Struggle Here I 

; leshes ol the net are of similar size, there a 1,600-Pound Specimen Caught by the Key 

a tderahl on Sl al West Leather Fishermen It Belongs t considerable uniformity he size ot i sheer 3 ; 
‘ 4 mity in the Ais the Leopard-Shark Family Shark-Fishi 

e sharks which are brought to the sur Industries Are Thriving in Several Parts 

) , the World | Inc i y A tralia | 
tace when the nets are hauled up in ear! 
iorning. Sharks prowl around most ac — ae 4 

nl 
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/ 

Worth a Dollar Each When Sold for the Chinese Food 

Trade; a Pair Shark Fins 

é t nig , 1 follow the tide 

Fishermen are é iware of this habit 

\s manv as three hundred big sharks have 

een t en le night at Big Pine 

ut there ts ce of anv man having 

heen attacke n these regions 

rhe s fishe e more leth 

rgic than the ire found alive in 

the net Lhey ri tled to the surface 

v a block and t e on the fish boat. and 

e then clubbed to death. Their long, #] 

nouts are sawed I nd the huge bodies. 

eighing from ¢ to 1.900 pounds, and 

om tl een ent feet long, are 

oisted upon the ig cle fishing boats. 

e ne are 1 e( | 1 the water and 

SO oisted ( ( the unch ¢ 

out ( C nning tion 

Arrived there, the ne he fishermen’s 

lirst care ire raised to the docks and 

pre id on racl to dr\ nd also for the 

epairs \ hich are nece 1 the capture 

of such powerfu nd s ge fis] Then 

the great bode ire iste to the docl 

bv \ nches 

lhe skin of both sharks and sawfishe 

then rapidly flaved from the bod\ he 

yperation requires only a couple of min- 

utes by expert hands, and the hide is 
placed, inside out, over a evlindrically 

shaped table and all adhering flesh is care 
fully removed. It 

out in the sun to dry 
hours, when it 

is then salted and 

for 

set 

twenty-four 
is removed to the shed to 

await export to the north, where the final 

touch in finishing is applied. When salted 

MECHANICS 

and dried, the flesh of the shark is of t! 
consistency dried codfish and 
pure white in color. The oil, it may 

observed, is almost entirely confined to t 
liver, and is not apparent in the flesh. ‘J 
head, when boiled, yields a large amount 

glue, while from the pancreatic gland 

rich content of 

ot alm: 

insulin of value in t] 
treatment of diabetes may be taken. T! 

enormous bones of the jaws, when stripp: 

of flesh and cured, make trophies { 
which good prices are paid, while walki: 

sticks can be made of the backbones. 

The ordinary run of sharks taken in t! 
Florida keys yields a pelt 
than crown 

much small 

that of a steer, thirty-six 1 
forty inches each way being a fair avera, 

lhe enormous head and great tail, 

add immensely to its size, do not 

in the cutting of ich is take 

om the larger circumference of the 
| he sawfish, being characterized by 
eheit.. wits girth, vields a larger pelt than the 

whi 

figur 

leather, 
1 

wi 
Wil 

SPIRAL SKYSCRAPER FOR AUTOS 

HELPS PARKING PROBLEM 

\s a solution of the ; 

question, a western inventor has de 

skyscraper roundho use fo1 oring ¢ 

It is simply a large spiral with wide pi 

ageways for running the utos up 
down. nd with storage space for 1 

machines on each floor he spiral h 
1 easy erade, requiring ttle effort t 

iscend, and exits mav be made in safet 

Cc 
a ‘ 

Drawing of the Proposed Spiral Garage for City Park- 
ing; Wide Storage Space Is Provided on Each Floor 
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N el Flying Field and Tiny Ships Closely Fashioned after the Real Plans Part of Collect fan A 
ion Enthusiast Who Marks Changing Styles in Aircraft w His Fait Re 

COLLECTION OF MODEL PLANES . . 

SUGGESTS NEW HOBBY ene S088 ‘gr sata 
1 e the r é 

, ] ntroduce 1 et } ‘ ere cle 

yng thre i possible add n to F e ‘ 

e 7 collec ng An ¢ ( ) 

t ssf ble nN ntere 

up of cardboard models of real planes PEELER AND CORER FOR APPLES 
Re ee ee ee SPEEDS MAKING PIES 

r i on O e s( ibou 

ll é ) il ncehn to r foot val re (One o tive ) ice ( 

) nicture ot the develonpme ) ‘ ke ) 

é 1 ng ¢ Ce |¢ | 

re é n 

re¢ veakened by insutticient xvgel | 

eto obstruction surp r 1 
} 

re stored to vigorou | 
| 

ty } + | re rin é i¢ 

1 | 
nave een a mn ere | 

¢ Cons ~ 1 ) neg 

1 out he rot S 

é { presso é o 
iW ..” 

Ou Lt pounds pressure an 
, ; ' 

ow “gu th a shut-oft Phe gun 
torced into the ground to the depth o 

the roots as far trom the tree as the ends 
of the branches. Che air is then turned 

on and off, the action of the air bein 

le to the operator by the rise and fall 

of the earth This draft not only supplie 
ee oof : ’ TN To Help the Pie Baker; Apple Corer and Peeler 

€ ic. ¥ . @ eecded OAVZ CH ul (iTV é Preparing Large Quantities t 
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\PER FROM WILD : — 7 

PINEAPPLE 

manv vears, na- 

of Brazil have relied | 
~ . 

bad ~~ . 
SGP See whe nes 

he fibers of a spe- . <9 “a 

of wild pineapple to Seete 

ly them with twine 

their fishing lines 

nets, and now gov- 

ment scientists here 

e turned to the plant 
possible source ol | 

per, suitable for the | 

1 ot bone ind 

ent lest by the 

eau | tandards have 

e same as that | Be ITE 

fied for the finest A Living Shelter for the “Old Oaken Bucket”: About 15,000 Plants Are 
: Included in This Well-House Display 

pe. At present, there is no great TINY HOUSE OF LIVING PLANTS 
ition of the pineapple plant, but in POPULAR PARK DISPLAY 

( elieve t tan abut t 
1 1 ; 1 } 

} ie Ont ne shouid the ¢ ‘ 
‘ ¢ 
\ iron r¢ ¢ oT ‘ 

‘ } 1 ‘ . > ; f ( \ lx € ul ( 

WRECK CAR HAS A PLATFORM 

TO CARRY AUTOS 

\ mo P eck « , 

é used by the street railways in Cleve ee. a , . = 
ih een aie enkiils tninw es WEIGHT OF WHALE’S BRAIN 

¢ T >¢ sé ‘ 

b 1 \ eet ¢ é ¢ _ ( 

S 17 e t ] P 

- , 4 
$ pe ( pict é r 

. , e vit »>b 

built over the re 

ee] fende1 s. The 

chests are supported 

hrough attachment 

to the inverted U- 

} aped supports of , hale’s brain is be 

Wrecking Truck with Supply Cabinets Built Out over . 
the Fenders of the Car studies 

the overhead crane 

used in loading. 
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te r of One of the Twin Tubes under the Hudson, Showing the Ventilation Ducts in the Cei 
Sidewalk at the Side for the Police Who Regulate the Traffx 

Auto Tunnel Is World’s Newest Marvel 

Vehicle Tubes under the Hudson Are Monument to Man Who 

Gave Life to Build Them 

WV! N New York’s and New Jersey Fores entilating 

er! passed throug the twi eal two miles of tunnel re¢ 

of the Holland ve licie tunne ul 

he Hudson river recently, and the 

red them open tor their maximut I ng the ul t uld have 

of 15.000.000 automobiles and iT nt r thet 

1 vear, they set the seal of pro r - ‘ 

one of the greatest engineering feat ¢ t e se 

time And at the same time they mile nd throu eparate tunne 
licated a S48.000.000 memorial. to the ne 

engineer who conceived and created the \t 

nne nd ive his lite to he ort ( . 

t t tha i lied before i ere é ‘ 

e ] ‘ 

he twin-vehicle tubes are unlike any ent | 

created before, because they have 

en built to handle vast streams of auto oxide 

‘biles discharging into the air carbon Four huge entilatit buildit t 

onoxide gas, one of the most deadly the ters edge on either 

poisons known. A ventilating svstem had others back near the entrance to the 

o be incorporated that would draw out ipproach drives, provide the air stre 

he poison from the air, otherwise mo They are fitted with automatic 
orists would have slumped down and died ments which constantly check the pe 

at the wheel before they could have tray content of the air throughout the tunne 

ersed the 9,250 feet of tunnel. length. Should the machinery fail f 
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reason, the traffic lights throughout the 

tubes have been supplemented with extra 
Warnin ing signals which may be flashed on 

l lering \ 

force of 300 policemen has been 

frequent trips to the 
where the 
pressed air, 

died in 

diggers 

ore drivers to stop their engines 1924. His cl 
pecial 

undermined his health, and 

high-pressure loc! 
worked under c 

ief associate, M 

H. Freeman. took over the task, and 

ined tor duty-in the tubes. but six months. Only one of a half do; 

Each of the tunnels, one for traffic from engineers who were associated in the 

New York to New Jersey and the other at the start lived to see the tunnels fin 
or Cars moving 1n the Opposite direction 

ncludes two tt fh ane one tor pleasure - ide dais Tek line Gak Greet, “Fan cael GOING TO SCHOOL IN CLOUDS 

ants serait the Sorasr ta trameree HELPS TRAIN AVIATORS 

the tunne n . minutes, as compared to Candidates tor army air oftice ‘ 

much longer ti! rr othe river ferries missions go to school in the clouds at 

us ist n hour or more midwestern nving held \ plane t 

refore a ¢ 1 ch the ferry slip holds six students, an instructor and p 

Clittor M HH nd, the tunne t has been fitted comiortable pad 

ignet s only t t SIX vears old hen chait i blac] Oa int Oo ( eqt 

I 1919, C t electe to ike charge nent, and hile the s » sail ne 

the work Che work on the tubes it] teacher gives lectures é ol 

ort in t n. and the bad effects of yvoard and the cl 1 kes 1 ‘ ind 

ports Kach passenge r 1 parachti 
~ ma - 7 in roth doors of e 1) ne are e¢ 

| eve 1i¢ can be | eC to ise 

| adoors to ta cleat ra rea exit 11 

| of trouble lhe arrangem ive 

reated trips wit ut one tu nt, t ( 

b reduc ng expense nable 

| class to converse with the chera ou 

| be done on the groun 

View inside the Flying Schoolroom, and Students Going Aboard for a Lesson; Several Can Listen to the 
Teacher at Once, Saving the Expense of Numerous Separate Trips 
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NK-VAULT DOOR 
\/F PURE COPPER 
DEFIES TORCH 

ts with an oxyacety- 

torch showed re- 

that two hours 

required to pene- 
plate of pure cop- 

even inches thick, 

nded for a bank vault. 

neers estimated that 

ould take a burglar 

ut six hours to burn 

eh one of twelve- 

thickness. One of 

chief reasons for this 

hat copper, being an 

ellent conductor of 

t, is more difficult to 

e to a high tempera- 

e under a torch so 
vhile the lame may Folding Table Which Can Be Carried in Sack No Larger Than a Golf Bag 

| . » Yet Will Support a Heavy Load 
netrate the first Ttew 

es of the metal in a short time, a much FOLDING TABLE FITS INTO BAG 
ger period is required tor the rest, as FOR EASY CARRYING 

plate tends to draw the heat away and 
lower the efficiency of the torch A tolding table, that goe¢ 

iderably. into a canvas sack about the 

bag, | been produced b Wisc 

LUGS FOR TRACTOR WHEELS = ™anuiacturer. A single mi 
HELP IT OVER MUD en ee ee ee eee nda 

ception of the two locking 

he usefulness of er _.—s neath the top 
‘ e tractor, espe- | ¢ e1 e pe 

in mud and | manently hing 

ft soils, has been | ' olding 

ncreased by the ap- 

lication of sets of ( eather 
seshoe-shaped ( pp eco 

igs to the wheels n ¢ h co 

o afford greater ) 

raction. They are ove ( ( 
( pecially servicea- I | ( 

, e in clearing land, Phe le r 

sing through twelve poun 

rowths of under- ( C1 eve 

rush and other dif- che t 

ficult places where o. 4 isures twen 

: tractors ordinarily | tv-two b thirt 

might become to ncl It 

i talled. They are strong enough to 
easily attached, and stand transporta 
permit the use of the tion and usage as a 

tractor on plowed a ; dinner table for 
ind disked land Giving the Tractor Added Efficiency; Wheels Equipped a IA 
and disked land, with Special Lugs for Soft Soil camping. 



Away from t 

ing Machine a 

Is Fitted with an Automat 

ding Attachment; Above, an A 
Rubber Dish Scraper That Won't 

nd Saves the Plates 

At Right, a Conven- 
ient and Easily Ad : 
justed Window Shelf 

for the Plants 

Combination Salt 
and Pepper Shaker 
with Button Con 
trol for Contents Is 

Practically Mois- 

ture-Proof 

Pea and Bean Huller, 
Right, Saves Time 

and Eliminates Stain- 

ing the Fingers; It 

Is Quickly Clamped 
to Table or Cabinet 

Metal Guard to Keep Stains 
from Walls When Painting 

or Washing Woodwork 



Quick Regulation; 
-low, a Floating Holder 

and Ventilated Laun- 

Double Alumir 
Non-Meltable Bot 
Eliminates the Necessity for 

in Either Upper 
partment; Vents Give 

and tribution of Heat 
ticles May Be 

Cooker at One 
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| 
Shuffling the Tickets for the Road Lottery; 

’rize Was for $10,000 

LOTTERY AIDS ROAD BUILDING 
IN LOWER CALIFORNIA 

lo raise 

the First 

funds for constructing better 

roads from Tia Juana into Lower Cali- 

fornia, Mexican officials resorted to a lot 

tery. Lucky numbers were picked from 
tickets that had been sold, placed in an 
arrangement of whirling wire baskets and 

thoroughly shuffled. he first grand prize 

at one of the drawings was $810,000. 

HEATER KEEPS MOTOR WARM 
IN COLD GARAGE 

Operating on current from a lighting 

socket, a heating cabinet is said to be et- 

fective in keeping 

the automobile en- 

vine 

he garage is un- 

heated and during 

the coldest weather. 

[t is placed in front 
of the radiator and 

has chambers so ar- 

ranged that, as the 

warm air enters, the 

cold air is 

warm even if 
+ 

driven 

out, causing a con- 

stant circulation to 

be maintained. View Showing Heater Installed and Operation 

MECHANICS 

ROLLER BEARINGS ON RAILWAYS 
HELP IMPROVE SERVICE 

No more rest-disturbing jolts and ja 
for the railroad passenger! No mo 

sudden starts and stops that spill his coff 

in the diner and spoil the enjoyment of | 
meal. Lower operating costs, no mo 

hot boxes, greater speed and generally 
proy ed performance for the railroa 

These are some of the benefits claimed i 

roller bearings. More than 110 railroa 

are employing one type while upwatl 

of fiftv roads are using another. Te 
1 

shown that 
equipped with 
pushed by two men. 

a heavy Pullman c 

roller bearings, can 

Another demonstt 

tion pro\ ed that a twentyv-one-car roller 

bearing train could be st irted 1 uch I 1 m0 

easily than one of twelve cars with tl 

ordinary type of brass journals. Treme 
dous savings are beine eftected throug! 

of hot boxes and the r 

duction of the number of inspections ne¢ 
essary One 

the elimination 

railroad estimates that 

hot box on a passenger car in service cost 

on the 
need 

average 330 The roller bearing 
} lubrication thou inspection only 

once in every 
them 

25,000 miles. Lubricant it 

has been found in good 

after running 30,000 miles. 
conditio 

Several rat 

roads are still gathering data concerni: 

the results 

already 
achieved by the bearings, but 

interesting 

For 

and St 

announcements 

the 

railway 

have 

been made. 
Fe 

ALLIW aukee 

nat during ( Yctober. 

instance, 

Paul found 

1927, it cost but 9. 

cents per 1,000 car-miles to grease its “Pio 
neer Limited” after the adoption of rolle 
] 

Chicago 

t 

vearings, while the cost of lubricating the 

train on plain bearings was between 22.5 

and 26 cents pei 

1,000 car-miles. At 

a recent 

a block 

test, using 

and tackle 

and a dvynamometet 
to measure the force 

applied, it was found 
v that a roller-bear 

ing car, although 
755 pounds heavier, 
was started with 

but 267 pounds, 
while the plain- 

bearing car required 

2,337 pounds to 
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On speed tests, the roller-bearing 

reached 10.54 miles per hour after 
nty seconds, while the plain-bearing 

made but 8.75 miles per hour after the 

e length of time. 

RADIO TELEPHONES ON LINER 
SERVE EVERY CABIN 

ssengers on the “Cap Arcona,” the 
Hamburg-South American liner, may 

yy radio-telephone conversations with 

eir friends while the ship is proceeding 
its way, as there is a wireless telephone 

each cabin. The installation is of suf- 
ient power to maintain contact with 

dio stations on shore, for the boat is not 

r from land over the greater part of its 
; ; ; Ars 7 Capt. Holland with His Pet Ant Bear, One of a Tiny 

ute. Passengers may sit comfortably in Species Found in Central America 

magna 0 aocm eo oe ANT BEAR, SIZE OF A KITTEN, 
llow vovagers. | IS SHIP’S PET 

s — Carrying a bear upon your shoulder 

BROKEN TILE AS GOLF HAZARDS might suggest a strong man” act, but 

TEST PLAYERS’ SKILL Capt. | harles J. Holland, of the Panama 

mail motorship “City of Panama,” thinks 
Defective tiling, pipe and other articles nothing of this stunt, for his pet is one 

isually consigned to the scrap heap, have of the tiny species from Central Americ 
been used on a small golf course in New’ an ant bear about the size of a kitten. It 
York to afford the players unusual haz- is tame and intelligent, its owner declares. 
ards. The course has nine holes and is One of the ship’s passengers, on a recent 
arranged to give the greatest opportunity voyage, brought back a bird with a bea 
for skillful playing and unusual shots. like a pelican’s and a crow’s voice. 

Broken Tile and Pipe form Hazards for This Small Golf Course on Private Grounds: the Shave of the Ob- 
stacles and Their Position Often Necessitate Especially Skillful Shots 
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Preparing Ice Cream at the Table; the Freezer Is Shown Open at the Left air in which it 
and in Operation at the Right 

FIVE-MINUTE CREAM FREEZER 
USED ON TABLE 

Freezing your ice cream at the table 

can be done in five minutes, it is asserted, 
with a German freezer recently introduced. 
It is attractively nickelplated and holds 
slightly more than twenty-six ounces. Ice 
and salt or nitrate of ammonia, washing 

soda and water may be used for freezing, 
the operation being similar to that re 
quired with the ordinary unit. 

MUSKRAT FARMS IN SWAMPS 
YIELD BIG RETURNS 

within the farmer 
borders, the public ca: 

not trespass. The activit 
is regarded as remuner 

tive as fox farming. 

SECRETS OF SOUND 

Thunder generally car 
not be heard at a di 

tance of more than ten « 
twelve miles, but tl] 
sound of artillery is fre 
quently audible mor 

than 150 miles. Toa hig 

legree, the intensity of 
Nex cwiin sound depends upon tl 

density of the air in whic] 

| 

- it is produced and ni 
upon the density of the 

is heard 
When many feet up 

persons in a_ balloon can often hea: 
sounds from below with remarkable cleat 

ness, but people on the ground cannot hear 
similar sounds from the balloon. Durin 
a thunderstorm, the air is generally in suc] 

a disturbed condition that the sound wave 
are likely to be dissipated. Gunfire is usu 
ally heard at great distances only when 
the air is extremely calm. 

BRICK CLEANER AND SHAPER 
SAVES TIME AND WORK 

Three men can clean 3,000 nine-inch 

brick in a ten-hour day, according to 

claims for a rotor unit that removes the 

scale, clay and mor 
State reports from 

Maine show that the 

business of musk- 

rat farming is be- 
coming more im- 

portant each year. 

In many localities, 
bogs and flats, other- 

wise useless, are be- 

ing flooded to make 

ponds for raising 
the animals. This 
is done by building 

dams across streams 
that are not navi- 

tar and also shapes 
the brick. It consists 

ofa rapidly revolv- 
ing member that 
strikes 600,000 blows 

per minute, and the 
brick are handled in 

exactly the same 

manner as a piece 
of wood is planed 

or shaped on a wood 
joiner. The entire 
machine, including 
the motor, is 

mounted on a four- 
gable, and, if the 

resulting lakes lie Portable Brick Cleaner and Shaper in Operation; a Re- 
volving Unit Knocks Off Scale and Mortar 

wheel truck so that 

it is readily portable. 

— 



( ‘URIOSITY killed the cat—but not pa- 

per tricks. Indeed, it is the healthy 
it is it” development of the average 

m that has elevated paper tricks to its 
ent place in the aristocracy of magic. ethic 

No one, however indiffere e ma e at 

the start can ong remain nintere ¢ 

hen the cleve pertormer evolve trom 

: 1 mere sheet of paper, some interesting 

or mirth-provoking item ¢ imusement 

Abd-El-Krim.” In this effect, the per 

former takes a strip of paper, thirty inches 
long and one inch wide, makes an ordinary 

overhand knot about ten inches from one 

end, and then proceeds through the suc- 
cessive foldings illustrated at B, C, D, E 

F and G, Fig. 1. 

After Fig. G has been completed, it only 

remains for the performer to sketch in the 

is all se to eceive he plaudi 5 oO 

audience. 

“The Making of Abd-El-Krim” is a trick 

that can be worked with little or no talk 

‘ ing.on the part ol the pertormer, but in the 

majority of cases the effect in itself is only 

— the bones of the trick, while the per- 
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former's “patter” 
ing value. 

How many 

supplies the entertain- 

times has some youngster 
rushed up to you, all breathless, and de- 
manded, “Make me a sojer’s hat?” And 

could you do it? And ain't it the grand 
and glorious feeling when he_ burbles, 
“Say, this is a peach of a hat—this one’s 

diffrent!” Yes, sir! 
The Chinese have given us the “diff rent” 

hat. 
possible from a sheet of newspaper. 

To make it, cut as large a square as 

Fold 
this square from corner to corner to form 
A, Fig 3. Then fold A on the dotted lines 

as at B. Fold one side of B down on the 

dotted line to form C. Then fold the 

“wings” out as indicated by the dotted 
lines in C, forming D. Fold one part down 

on the dotted line to form E. Fold down 
the opposite side in a similar manner to 

form F. Fold the ends in, as indicated 
by the dotted lines in F, to produce G, and 

MECHANICS 

finally fold both sides of the hat down on 
the dotted line as shown at G, and the hat 

is complete. 
A clever interlude, when exhibiting tricks 

with paper, is to juggle a sheet of news- 

paper on the tip of vour nose. It may 
sound impossible, but if you take the 

diagonal corners of the sheet, one in each 
hand, as shown in Fig. 4, and stretch the 
paper tight, you will find this juggle a 

fairly simple matter. 
Perhaps the one effect which has done 

more to popularize paper magic than any 
thing else is the “Mariner’s Wheel,” and 
even today patterns based on this principle 
are pet effects among many magicians. 

To make the wheel, take a sheet of 
paper—any size—and fold it as shown at 

A, B, C and D of Fig. 5. Then tear away 
the white portion, as shown at E. When 
the paper is unfolded—lo! the Mariner’s 
Wheel. 



i 

C, Color the dark portions in di 

t 

I 

‘ts on the 

POPULAR 

clever little conceit with 

over big, is that illustrated in 

of paper, 

paper 

fake a six-inch square 
fold the corners to the center, as 

B. Then turn the 

each corner to the center ag: 

paper over 

in, 
a 

D with red crayon. op Fold the { 

1§ vour sheet down to the lower edge, 
ucing E 

ll find that you have four small 
folded 

may be 

outside of your 
Kach of these pockets 

by inserting the finger at the point 
outer flap outward and the 

Then the 
gether by inserting the thumb and 

a the 

lls inward. squeeze 

‘ ree fingers into the pockets, form- 

alternately opening the pockets, which 

—— 

e by spread 4, 

e fingers and | 
» in alternate | 

FIG.4 / 
you can ‘make ‘ } 
) | -} ckKe ri inge 4 

ed to white iy 

yack again ina \ 

r that is most 

e following ” > 

MECHANICS 

TEAR AWAY 
WHITE 
PORTIONS 

& 1! The Mariner's 
Whee! 

fifteen cents to see a goo 

The spectator invariably ni 

What else can he 
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3 i 
B 

4 u,! Wo, 4 . P~ 
ne at wh is, 
oe =! = i FOLD HERE |. ; y 

‘jellies ates ats Q a! 
$5) per a, ley 

: ' a whe 2} re " 
A ‘ ~ r 

{1 FOLD HERE Pa 
: hy ’ ' 

Sr s 

va c 

BACKS 
EETS To- 

"7: CENTER FOLDS 
MARKED *X* 

This effect requires a little preparation. 
Take a nine-inch square of very thin pa- 

\ FOio | HERE / Ss 

per, and fold it in thirds, as shown by the 

dotted lines at A, Fig. 7. Then fold it in 

thirds the other way, as shown at B. Make 
a second sheet exactly like this one, and 

then paste the two sheets back to back at 

their center portions, as shown at C. Ii 
the work is carefully done, and the creases 

pressed tight, the two sheets should ex- 
actly coincide. 

Inside each of 
smaller fold. 

these sheets place a 

Inclose the whole thing in 

a ten-inch square sheet which is folded in 
the same manner. 

lo prepare for the trick, place a dime in 
the inner fold of one of the sides, and place 

the packet of paper in your pocket. When 

ready for the trick, take the packet out, 
and place it on the table with the dime 
side down. Unfold the papers to the final 

fold and then ask for the quarter. Fold 

the quarter up in the small fold. 
In folding the sheet, the right side is 

folded first, then the left side, then the 
fold nearest, and finally the fold farthest. 

The second sheet is folded in a similar 
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ner, but when it 

»s to the prepared 
-there’s the rub! 

e right and left folds 

ade as before. Then 

lower fold is folded 

sut, instead of folding 

op fold down, what 

1 do is to fold the 

ole packet over on top 
the top fold, thereby 

ning the quarter side 

vn. The final sheet its 

led in the ordinary 
covering the whole. 

\ll that remains to do 

the unfolding of the 

pers, the discovery of 

e dime, and the laconic, 

[lere’s your change!” 

PRESS OF FINGER 
BENDS BRICK 

Bending a brick sug- Big Sawdust Burner Floating Down the Columbia River; It Weighed 60,000 
o S Pounds, but Arrived without Mishap and Was Safely Set Up 

ests the trick of a strong 

in, but almost anyone can do it, by sim- SAWDUST BURNER TAKES A RIDE 

pressing against the unit with his ON RIVER RAPIDS 
iger. This is shown by a remarkably 

ensitive instrument that the bureau of The teat of transporting a large sawdu 
tandards has devised for detecting slight burner forty miles by water was accom 
trains in various materials used in indus-_ plished recently on the Columbia rivet 

try, substances that It towered seventy 
appear to be per- ix feet above the 
fectly rigid vet give +f Stream, was fhitv- 

under stress. The 

vauge indicates that 

pressing a brick 

with your finger 
bends it about one 

hundred-thou- 

sandth of an inch. 

two feet in diameter 

at the base and 

eighed 60.000 

pounds. Engineers 
loaded it on two 

scows which were 

towed by boat. The 

This is determined trip was begun at 
by the amount of the Cascade locks. 
displacement of a bit so that, for some 

of steel with a keen 

edge placed on the 
surface of the brick. 
The movement is 

measured by a spe- 
cial scale and a tel- 
escope. The gauge 

also reveals that a 
steel bar bends by its 

own weight if picked 

miles, the unwieldy 

load floated at high 

speed down the 

switt rapids. which 

are sometimes haz- 

ardous to mnaviga- 

tion even with well- 

equipped boats. 

The burner was set 

' ee ee up again without 
by » end For Exacting Tests on Building and Other Materials; . 

up Dy one end. the Gauge That Shows a Brick Bends mishap. 
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To poner the Eye of the Hungry Motorist; Plaster 
Hen and Chicks Advertising Inn Dinners 

BIG PLASTER HEN SERVES AS AD 

FOR CHICKEN DINNERS 

Tourists along an automobile road be- 

tween Los and San 

attracted by a huge plaster hen and chicks 
on a box near the highway. The 

heralds the chicken dinners are 

served at 

Angeles Diego are 

sign 

fact that 

a restaurant near bv. 

QUIETLY RUNNING STREET CAR 
HAS FEATURES OF AUTO 

MECHANICS 

the springs are special features. As in 
automobile, there are longitudinal sprin 

a pair on each side of the truck, and ea 
of the four axles is equipped with diff. 

ential similar to those of an au 

to permit the outside wheels to run fast 
than the inside in rounding curves, ther 
by giving more efficient and quieter ope 

ation. The sides and other parts of t 
are constructed of duralumin. 17 

unit weighs about 8,000 pounds less th 

gears, 

car 

the usual street car of its type. 

GOLF NOW PLAYED AT NIGHT 
WITH LUMINOUS BALLS 

Long, glowing streaks shining over 
golf course in New York attracted the at 

tention of evening strollers recently. T} 
streaks were the paths of luminous bal 

which have that th 

The sphere 

been introduced so 

game can be played at night. 
were covered with a preparation of secret 

composition which held its light eight t 

ten minutes after the ball was exposed t 
air. Those that rolled into the grass were 

easily found. 

SAWS RUN BY HAND OR MOTOR 
SIMPLIFY WOOD CUTTING 

Portability and simplicity are combined 
in two saws German inventors have in 

troduced to aid the woodsman and which 

are also adaptable to other purposes be 

sides cutting trees. One is a wire-band unit 

that can be run by 

Resembling, in 

many particulars, a 

closed automobile, 

a street car recently 

built 
western city weighs | 

for a mid- 

considerably less 

than the usual type, 

is much quieter and 
is expected to effect 

savings in operating 

hand or by a small 
gasoline motor. The 

band revolves 

aroundashaft which 

is operated by the 

costs. Roller bear- 

ings, thin rubber 
layers between the 
wheel tires and cen- 

ter, and rubber 

cushions at the 

i , OD trati 
points of support of emonstrating the Wire Band Saw 

Operated Saw for Felling Trees 

engine or a_ hand 

crank and cuts logs 
of almost any size 

and to any degree 
of thinness. The 

other is a circular 

saw run by hand, 
intended for felling 
large trees. It is 

worked from a steel 

platform on wheels 

simply by moving a 
Hand- ° 
_ lever back anddorth. 

and the 
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simple B-Eliminator for Direct Current 
By HERMAN R. WALLIN 

\ NY homes and shops are located in 

."* districts supplied with direct current, 
vners of radio receiving sets in such 
ies have heretofore been unable to 

e standard B-eliminators designed 
supply without going to the ex- 

of installing costly converters. 
imple and compact device described 
article will enable the set owner to 

- d.c. supply to eliminate B-batteries 
little or no hum. The eliminator is 
up of old parts and is quickly put 

her. The condensers used were 

from old Ford coils, obtainable from 
lord dealer or repair shop. If these 

lithcuit to procure, use three 2-mfd. 
condensers of any good type. Six 

he Ford condensers were used, wired 
rs to obtain sufficient capacity; pur- 

ed condensers of 2-mfd. capacity each 
Id simplify matters but 

cost considerably more. 
eliminator, shown in Fig. 1, 

of course 
ld The en- 

is only 
in. long by 234 in. high, and can al- 

t be held in the palm of the hand. Ow- 
to the compact construction, it may 

tucked away in the cabinet of the re- 
er. After plugging into the 110-volt 
supply, it is merely necessary to ad- 
the detector voltage, which takes but 
oment; no further adjustment is then 
essary. 

he choke coil is made from an old 
o-transformer core. Two thin card- 
rd or fiber disks, 134 in. in diameter, 

CONDENSERS) , CHOKE COIL 
: 

. 

| 
| = ae 
24 

| SaIS 8 ~~ -~ 
amka 7 

45;————__ |! 
Fic.! AR. RESISTANCE-~ 

retain the winding, which consists of a 
coil of No. 36 silk-enamel wire. The 

transformer core is separated and the 
disk slipped over one leg preparatory to 
winding. Leave a starting end, about 6 
or 8 in. long, and continue the winding 

until it fills the spool to a diameter of 1 
in. The length of the coil is 1 in., and it 

is not necessary to wind it evenly, as the 
wire may be 

wound,” 

staggered or “random 

the main point being to fill the 
space allotted for it. After winding, the 

core is reassembled. The condensers are 
placed on top of each other, as shown in 

the sketch, and tied together with strong 

cotton thread; the entire unit may then 
be dipped in melted paraffin. This dip 
ping is not absolutely necessary but is ad 
vised; if standard filter condensers are 
used, dipping is unnecessary. The con- 
denser unit is mounted ona board, 4% in. 

square, in the position shown in the illus 
tration, and held in place by one or two 

strips of tin, % in. wide. 
is now mounted 

The choke coil 

yn the base and held in 

position by four small metal brackets. The 

CONDENSERS - BINDING 
| y POSTS 

TIN _ © = 
STRIP BS ame+ 

a ne 
VAR 

\ RESISTANCE 
KNOB 

Left, Side View of Assembly; Above, Instrument Layout; Below, Front View Showing Controls 
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DETAIL OF 
CHOKE COIL 

—_— 

| FORD all 
CONDENSERS > 

| TOOSS OTM 

| CHOKE CO! 
| 110 VOLTS 
} DIRECT 

CURRENT 

| 

—OBt AN 
VARIABLE 
RESISTANCE 250 

= FIXED CONDENSERS; ie “aaa + DETE 
2MFD. \ |2mMrp. 

J2mro. 
——-, 0 B- 

Fic.3 

EACH TWO 
CONDENSERS 
CONNECTED IN 

SERIES 

Choke-Coil Assembly; Below, Condenser 
Schematic Diagram of Connec 

Upper Left, 

front panel in the original model consists 

[ 2% by 4% in., al- 
though this and the baseboard may be any 

The three bind- 

ot a piece Ol bakelite, by 

size the builder wishe 

ing posts and the variable resistance are 
mounted bakelite panel, and the 

| 
on the 

yoard. 

5 OOO 

panel is then screwed to the base 

rhe should be 
ohms and is used to adjust the detector 

variable resistance 

voltage. 

he wiring is very simple, the start and 
finish turns of the choke coil being brought 

he 

to make a neat and easy job. 

fuse 

the 

side 

+ down on t base to two small Fahne- 

stock clips, 

It is a good idea to place a 

standard fuse 
volt line, connected 

the input supply line. 
clips, one of which is shown at the rear 
of the incompieted assembly in Fig. 2, are 

the connections for the supply line. The 
One 

(any 

110- 

of 

block will do) in 

d.c. in one 

Two Fahnestock 

wiring diagram is given in Fig. 3. 

pair of condensers is connected across the 
input line; the choke coil is in series with 

Pack Showing 

tions and Photo 
Method of Connecting in 
of Finished Unit 

1 
pall 
line 

h one side of the anotl 

the 

line; 

wired 

and a 

densers is 
the choke, pair con! 

the the \ 

resistance and the negative B-post 
panel. The other side of the resis 
connected to the B-amplifier binding 
rhe 

then connected to the contact arm 
+1 

across 

third 

arm of across contact 

B-positive detector binding p 

variable resistance, completing the 
When using 

a small fixed condenser 

mid. be 

the regular ground lead and 

t 

an eliminator of thi 
of 00] 

should connected in Tie S¢ 

ground 

ing post of receiving set: inc 

110-volt d.c 

this 

damage to the receiver. 

he 

line is grounded out 

house condenser will prevent 

The eli 

may be housed in a wooden or met 
if desired, or may be used open, as 

in the photo. The lampcord is col 

through the fuse to the Fahnestocl 

at the rear of the assembly and tern 

in a socket plug, the length of the c 

board, by 

bakelite pat 

core m 

1 
] 
] 
6 ( onde nsers, 

mndenset 

1 25,000 ohm 

MATERIAL LIST 

binding posts 
4 Fahnestock clips 

1 fuse blocl 
Ib. No. 

Lampcord, 
ho« p wire 

nN 

36 «silk-enamel 
brackets, 

Ku 
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lepending on the require- Above, Remote-Control De- 
yA eee ry ae vice in Operation; Below, 
the bulder, ine etimi- Unit Mounted on Top of Cab- 

ovides a maximum output inet, and Close View Showing be ai: Indicator and Push Buttons 
95 to 100 volts; if more 

is required, it is necessary 

nnect regular B-battery 
n series with it. 

ueprint showing the point- 
simplified wiring diagram 

ut has been prepared, and 
obtained from Popular 

ics radio department, 200 

rio st., tor 25 cents, to 

yst and mailing. Specify 
No. 127 

vaging a Shorted Condenser 

the large number of home- 

B-eliminators employing 

pacity by-pass condensers, 
block type has come into 

use. Some of these older 

ere not as rugged as they ec 
have been, with the result ‘OF ) ELECTRICAL 

: § REMOTE CONTROL UNIT 
ey were often shorted. In — = 

cases such short circuits 

e broken down by the application Remote-Control Radio-Tuning Unit 
imperage current from a storage 
(he short is caused by adjacent The new remote-control device 

+ heets touching and allowing cut in the illustration enables the set 
pass. As the high-amperage cur to install his receiver where he 

ym the storage battery is flashed and operate it from his easy-chair, at 

uch a condenser, the contact is  valids can control the set wit! 
burned out by the tinfoil melting at another advantage. The device 

nt ot contact. f the foil is melted receiver on or off, tunes from one 

to another and regulates volume. 
1 

models were shown at the New Yor 

show, one a mechanical unit which 
trols the set within the radius of a 6 

flexible rotating cable Che electrical u1 

permits the set to be installed anywhere 
living room, attic or closet—and contré 

the set from any room in the hou 
desired, every room in the house 
wired with outlets for plugging 

remote-control unit and loud speaker. 
device is designed for use with any set of 

the single-dial type, the dial being removed 
and an adapter plate substituted, which 
requires no tools. It may be installed on 

ng Storage-Battery Output across Condenser or : .. . . . » eahinet ‘7 og hp og top or at either end of the cabinet, o1 

within a console. The control unit em 
nough back, the condenser may again ploys an indicator calibrated in the same 
ut in service—R. Wailes, Washing- manner as the dial in the set, the needle 
1 ind being deflected right or left by pressing 
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Connecting the Light-Socket Aerial 

aerial shov in he eht-socket e 

rram is one of the newer Screwed 

anv electric lamp socket. takes the 

vy and often inethcient 

Various 

Aerial 

S harpen 

conditions 

be 

cuits give 

necessary 

n 

imum resul 
} 

tried in the 

MECHANICS 

noises lies 

are not securely 

often jar one 

is an ettective 

y17771— ) 

+ 

in th e that 

anchored. 

tact 

Operating 

Ship 

or more of them an 
1 

— 
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OOO) WO @®@ @Q@ &Y W we ea 

900 § - 
| 

MFO 
4 ST C 
5 r 5 

raat 

e, Rear View of Completed Set, Showing Suggested Resistor Values to Simplify Balancing; Bel 

Schematic Diagram Showing the Same Resistor Values, Indicated in the Small Cir es 

ncing the “Economy Nine” Superhet 

rics Economy 

. 1927, issue, 

York and Cl 

Ss proved to be one 

97) mterectine at 

builder ! e pury 

g maximum results under all 
A number of readers report re- 

| west-coast stations from east- tl 
in spite of unfavorable weather yroved perfectly 
immediately after completing is found necessary to cl +] 

others contment on the ease 
t cnange 

of you are now using, be sure to disconnect 
*, sharp tuning and excellent tone. the A and 
ing the set seems to be the only 

Ity that any of our readers have en- 
tered. A laboratory check on one 

of these cases revealed the fact 

€ resistors used were not actually 

ng B-batteries before making the 

change, so as to protect the tubes from an 

accidental short circuit. Back copies of 

the November issue, also large blueprints 
of the wiring diagram and full-size drilling 

templates are available for our readers 
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6-V. A-BATTERY 

C-BATTERY NO.2 

‘POPULAR MECHANICS 

SCREEN-GRID 
SPECIAL 

By Frank L- Brittin 

(>* of the most interesting develop- 

ments in radio receiving is the new 

reen-grid tube. This tube is intended 
arily for r.f. amplification and re- 

res neither neutralization nor stabiliz- 
resistance. The yoltage-amplification 
r of the tube is said to be over 250, 

h makes possible an actual voltage 
plification of from 20 to 40 per stage, 

lepending on circuit losses. When com- 
d with the usual 4 to 6 per stage of 
general-purpose 

to a minimum. It must be remember 
that, although these new tubes give great« 
r.f. amplification per tube than former 
types, a certain number of tuned stage 
must be used under present-day broad 
casting conditions to obtain the necessary 

selectivity. 
The new tubes will not necessarily re 

duce the number of tubes required in a 

given circuit, and they cannot be utilized 
in present standard receivers. Special cir- 

cuits and specially 
this is a real 

intage, as it 
kes possible the 

ling up of very 
k signals from 

istant stations toa 

where detec- 

and audio am 

ation are sim- 

matters. Engi- 

rs have been 

ing for several 

to develop 

iter amplifica- 
nther.f. stages, 

the superhet- 
yne circuit was 

4 the most suc- 

ful methods of 

ining such am- 
ation. The real 

lution, of course, 

the better 

designed shield- 

ing are required to 
obtain maximum re- 

sults. The new tube, 

known as the UX- 
222 or CX-322, has 

a filament, a 

and two grids, in 
stead of the three 

elements employed 
in the standar: 

tube. The base is of 

the four-prong type 

and the tube differs 

in external appear- 

ance from the ordi- 

nary tube only in 

the addition of a 

small metal cap (in- 

dicated in photo 1) 
at the top, for a fifth 

connection to the 

control grid. The 
tube and circuit de- 

sign, reducing losses 
Position of Screen-Grid Tube in Shielded Radio-Fre- 

quency Stages 

filament voltage for 

the tube is 3.3, and 
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lament-current consumption is .132 would expect from locals in the « 

resistors make it usable standard multi-tube set. The a.t. 

rage battery, and the rec- the set are resistance-coupled, of 
is 135 volts. is exce sign, and the tone quality 

h-amplification possibilities 
no doubt be obtained when 

ied to the 

in the intermed 

A complete set of full-size d1 

and large blueprints of tl 

superheterodyne circuit rams make construction ve 

late stages, but the results 

‘tained with the receiver illustrated and 

described in this article were highly satis- 

panel layout is shown on tl 

and the assembly is started with 

rv. The first trv-out was on silent 

in Ch I icago and resulted in the log- at and filamer 

ie left the 30-ohm ging of thirty-two distant stations ina little at tl rheostat 

vuurs. The volume on these volume control. The escutche 

tant stations was even greater than one drum dials are mounted on the 

by means of four small 
supplied with the dial I il 

, 8,9 and 10 show vat il \V Val Photos 5 

in assembling the instruments; 

how the drum dial of the aeri 

stage is mounted on the s 

denser, and 8, the position of tl 

tuning coil, which is mounted 

front panel of the tuner-stage shie 
three shielded stages are obtainable 

in knocked-down form or complete 

sembled and wired. 

mounted near 

a 

the center of 

as shown in photo 6. g 

struction of the aerial 

shown in photo 10, in wl 
side panels of the shield 

3: 
q * 8 x 30 

FRONT PANEL TEMPLATE 

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE 

SCREEN-GRID SPECIAL 

NO.14 
COUNTERSUN 

* 
€ 

<tc 

SPEAKER by 

FILTER SUBPANEL TEMPLATE 

r 1st 
RF. STAGE 
TYPE 222 

I Drilling Templates, Showing Location of Various Instruments on Front and Subpanels 
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moved, to reveal the antenna coil and con 

denser. This coil, as indicated in the 

photo, is tapped and the taps brought out 

to terminals at the base for 5, 7 and 12 

turns, enabling the builder to sharpen or 

broaden the tuning to suit local condi- 

ms. In crowded localities, where there 

re a number of broadcasting stations, it 

is well to use a minimum number of turns 

on the coil, and the .0001-mfd. fixed con 

denser, marked “optional” in the schematic 

AERIAL 

-0001 .000f5 , 

Gn nee 
. SHIELD 

connected to the plate of the detect 

and the negative-A line. Che aet 

to the coil in the tuner stage is a 

rubber-covered wire, soldered to the 

post beneath the subpanel, and brou 

through the side of the shield at t 

shield is connected at the base 

ground binding post. The copper o1 

tube, between this shield and the 

stage, shields the lead running fr 

stationary plates of the variable 
denser to the control-grid connect 

] 

i 

the top ot the first CX-322 r.f. tube 
1 

the external connections at the 

each of the r.f.-stage shields; the 

marked for their respective positio 
shown below the simplified wiri1 

gram on page 302. A in. shaft 
in diameter, connects 

densers in both of the r.f. stages. 

that each condenser is mounted on 

port bracket at the rear, in each 

and also bolted through the side 

shield, grounding all rotor plates. 
output lead from the second r.f. 
the grid of the detector tube is a 

ONAN 

GROUND SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

wiring diagram on this page, in series. 

For those located where sharp tuning is 

not imperative, the fixed condenser in 

eries with the aerial may be omitted, us 
ing the seventh or twelith turn of the coil. 

Photo 9 shows the mounting of the 

drum-dial support brackets on the rear 
of the front panel preparatory to bolting 
the ¢dront panel to the subpanel assembly. 

Complete all the wiring possible on the 
subpanel before placing the front panel in 
position. Subpanel brackets raise the 
subpanel, facilitating the wiring beneath 

it, and the only instruments mounted un 
der the subpanel are the two 15-ohm re- 
sistors, and the .0005-mfd. fixed condenser 
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r-covered wire and_ should be 

ed This mav be done by using 

shielded wire, or by wrapping tin 
between the 

This 

also be grounded o1 

suund the lead 

and the detector grid. 

shield 

shield, but it must not touch th 

yr-grid post. The resistor units for 

ctacve 
Lig 

con 

snouid 

o a.f. stages are two Daven, type 

uplers ; these have the proper block 

their 
the tvpe-340 amplifier tubes used 

ndensers included in assem 

power tube and the output filter unit 

laced directly in front of the resistor 

is in photo 3, showing the com 

set. 

battery leads, as well as the speaker 

} taken care are 
KS, alt of by the cable 

eceptacle plug specified. The mount 
ar fi 1e connector device is shown 

hand corner ot photo 
ring with both the 

ind schematic diagrams, and be 

all connections are well soldered 

marked X in the 

im on page 306 

point schematic 

s connected to the 

ve-A line, but may 

positive-A line as 

be connected to 

desired, tor eithe 

sitive or on the grid ot 

he C battery No. 1 is 

tapped 4! 

negative bias 

rh etector tube 

he usual 

or } 

No. 2 must be of the proper voltage 

2-volt type and 
volts mav be used; C-bat- 

red for the grid of the power tube 

Note the table below the wiring 

Note also that the positive 
unal of C i 

rectly to the negative-A at the battery. 
\ good ground connection, and a one 

-battery No. 2 is connected 

MECHANICS 

Assembling Aerial Tuner Stage; Pointing Out Tapped 
Turns for Optional Aerial Connections on the Coil 

long, should 
; a oa 

vire aerial, about 35 ft. 

: results; used for maximum when 

is used in localities remote [ 

casting stations, a 100-ft 

C onner 

successivel 
vite] 

SWItLCT 

the tubes in their proper 

‘t is ready tor use 

required; the lume 

30-ohm 
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here 

aerial 

mav be a slight variation in the 

tuner dial, but this can be compen 

ated for by shifting the position of the 
rotor plates on the shaft of the aerial tun 

ing condenser. 

\ set of large blueprints of all 

Compact Set for Console Installation 

his receiver combines several interest- 

ing features and was one ot the attractive 

Above, Receiver without Cabinet; Below, Standard As- 
sembly Showing the Comparatively Small Size 

exhibits at the fall radio shows. It has 

been designed in two models, one for d.c. 

and the other for a.c. operation. The cir- 
cuit is of the balanced type, with three 
stages of r.f. amplification, detector and 

two Ot a.l stages implification, a power 
tube being used in the last stage for max- 

imum output Both 

a.c. and d.c. models employ the same basic 

+h ; 
withou distortion. 

but differ, of course, in details. 

funing is accomplished by means of a 

ingle master station selector, with an 

illuminated dial. There are two auxiliary 

tuning controls, called “acuminators,” for 

harp tuning in or receiving distant sta 

tions, and, in addition, a volume control 

and switch on the control panel, cutting 
off the power supply when the set is not 

in use. Both types are built into identical 
metal cabinets, which have a cervstalline 

A feature of these cabinets is the 

with 

finish. 

ease which they may be removed 

from the sets, it being necessary only to 

the through which 

the controls project, to lift the cabinet 

remove “escutcheon,” 

have been preparec 

ment, 200 E. 

cents to 
1 

MECHANICS 

liagrams and full-size drilling 

l, and may be 

Popular Mechanics 

Ontario st., 

from rad 

Chicago 

cover cost and mailing. 

blueprints No. 128. 

Complete Subpanel Unit 

for Five-Tube Set 

A sul 

essar©°ry in 

“decl a with 

truments for a 

panel unit or 

tube receiver less t] 

availal le for now 

parts mounted 

panel, the 

sistors for T 

are 

coupling 
he resis 

held in place by speciall) 
The fixed condensers are 

tridge By 

metal 

by pass condensers 

audio-amplifier are 
double Cll of new 

mount 

p 

strong and neat 
1 

aenser N¢ eridleal aliqi Jil iCah, 

it the rear for 

posts are not su} 

Top View of Subpanel Unit Showing Sockets 
sistors and Condensers 

structors preter 1 use a cable 

connections. lhe addition of a 

panel, coils and variable condensers 

a complete receiver, and construct 

tails for a set of this type will appe 
an early issue of this magazine. 

@ To prevent oscillation in r.f. stages 
signed tor high amplification, choke 
are put in the plate circuit of each 



inks have bee 

prominent radio expert 

e best technicians In 

in operation, more 

Table Mounting for Panel Meters 

re 

HOLE 
CUT FOR 

REAR 
CONNECTION 

BEND BACK HERE 

mete! 
Metal Support; 

r W 

trom Mounted Ready f irin 

Right 
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SIGNAL LAMP 

110 

hen tl 

is not 

Chis 

Oonsumes 

In 

5” not 
ELIMI NATOR 

LAMP 
ATTACHED 
HERE 

necessary cu 

rent 

terially short- 
but 1) 

SWITCH 
IN CORD ens 

no load \ oO] 

ave. To Ovel 

this 

irelessnes 

come 

a lamp as a signal when the 

he supply line is tapped 
bu 

1 is on. 

push 

rd and the power units in the set. 

*n the tton switch in the 

ime method may sed with 
1 

a 

the front 

lief engineer, Sta- 

KENF, Shet h, Iowa. 

ass bull's eve on 

panel Wwe S 

tion 

Preventing Battery Corrosion 

Corrosion at ittery terminals 

not be ignored as soon as it Is 

immediate steps should be taken 

vent the leads from injury. Corr 

these points manifests itself in poor re 
wee baat hickering hiam 

\ 
preventing it 

ception, ents and uneven 

volume. simp n 

prece 

SOLDERED 

LEAD STRIPS mounted on 
Ber 

lals. the termi 

lurn the nut 

downtightand 

cover each 

with 

rhe 

wires are then 

terminal 

vaseline. 

soldered to 

the top end of 

‘ips, and these connections are 

lso coated wit! Connections 

for the full 

vaseline. 

made in this manner will last 

MECHANICS 

A Stable B-Eliminator Filter 

With 

eliminators. the 

the wide spreading use 

homemade type 
Rectifying 

iMiwalt ¢ 
peared in n 

used to 

anv Va 

aTe convert 

iction is 

included 

the rece 

ping sound 

turbance has been tern 

he cause is ] 

ince shunt 

from wh cl 

voltages required 

rhe Cl 

In the dias 

has proved a 

ed. fail 

of 

T\ pes hav e 

choke coil 25 to. 

%-mfd. 

irom 
> | ° , 

condenser; Cean8& 

and Ri 

50.000 to 
a protective resistance 

100,000 ohms. The cl 

Le and Ls 

be 

formers. 

are about 20 henrvs. an 

old 

are 

the secondaries of stvle a 

Re and Rs series 
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50.000 

-ondenset 

BRASS DISK 

“~ INSULATION 
MICA DISK 

“BAKELITE DISK \ 
» 

TERMINAL 

Right, 
Below, 

er Disk Forming Variable 
Unit Ready for U 

Spiral Plate 
Assembled se 

MECHANICS 

Aerial Mast De 

Met 
ned 

Support for Aerials on Apart me iil nt Building 
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Automatic Variable Coupling 
Features New “Hi-Q Six” 

Automatic variable coupling and com- 

olation of each of the four tuned 

combined with symphonic audio 
mplification, make this new “Hi-Q Six” 
f special interest. operates 

ithor inter; ion between 

iny of the stages, resulting in higher am- 

plification per stage, greater selectivity, 

background tability and absence of 

noises. Designed to be built by the aver- 

ize set builder at a low co this new re 

celver 1s said to provide a | igher degree ot 

performance than has hitherto béen possi- 

e except in non-commercial, laboratory 

variable 

coupling, lew 1 in radio, is said to 

| 

nstruments. automatic 

‘fe stages o 

ition, a non-regenerative 

Stages O!1 transtorme! 

ification, self-adjusting 

s, and non-microphoni 

lhe photos show the simple 

struction details and require little 
ment; the shields are somewhat of 

elty, since most of the shield secti 

be inserted after the wiring has 

completed; they are slotted to tak: 
wiring without injury to the insul 

(he materials are all of standard 

obtainable from any dealer in rad 
plies, complete construction det 

wiring diagrams being supplied. 

Eliminating B-Eliminator Hum 

B-eliminators have reached a 

pertection where there is little or n 
when correctly installed and operates 

if a hum is present, a slight adjust: 
will often correct the trouble In 

in console sets, the eliminator freque 

offends in this manner, while, ope: 

outside console, it will be pert 

quiet. The reason is that the magnet 
1 
ne ¢€ around the power transformer in 1 

inator will couple with the fields a 

the other units and give 

Turning the eliminator 

either direction will 

Above, R.F. Stage Shield 
Removed, Showing Coils 
and Condenser Assembly; 
Right, Schematic Circuit 
Diagram, and, at the Bot 
tom, Top View of the 

Assembled Receiver 

eliminatot 
secure maximum 

ind uniform ampli- : ; 
HAMMARLUND - ROBERTS 

HI- fication over the en- Q SIX” RECEIVER 

tire tusing france; ==... 
exceptional sensitivity and selectivity with 
full volume without oscillation are 

tained, and symphonic audio amplification, 
vhich, with a power tube, is said to faith- 
fully reproduce both speech and music with 

the timbre and character of the unbroad- 
cast original. Every modern construction 
feature, such as steel chassis, heavy alumi- 
num shielding, battery cable and centrally 
located illuminated drum-dial control, is 
available for the builder. 

} 
set are a 

Sg ES Te Rete Oe Pe 

pg Dee. 



Facts and Fads for Radio Fans 

ireau of Stand- 
easuring Appa- 

Checking 

ng Stations 

Vo 
4 

ae : 

ays Johnson, at the 
York Radio Show, 

ghts a Lamp by Means 
f Energy Transmitted 

ugh the Head of a 
ung Woman Who Does 
t Seem to Be Disturbed 
the Experiment; Above, 
ght, Radio Receiver on 
e of a Number of Autos 
Paris Contest; the Sets 

Vere Tested with Cars 
Running 

Fy TWOMAY RADIO SET 
, RECEIVING & TRANSMITTING 

For Use in Trenches 
Pils is the first short wave se! 

in produciion, ang marks a placec 
Pe milestone in the Racio Ar’ 
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Hiding the Loud Speaker 

Using A. F. Transformers for Impeda 

Coupled Receivers 

[mpedance-coupled sets give 

than many transformer-coup! 

many radio owners do not 

in throwing away their 1 
to make the ch inge. 

formers c 

connecter 

Ing a « 

rorme! 

shown, as well as the 

{\ SUPPORT markis 
FOR LOUD waren 
SPEAKER 

ls necessary 

ance-coupled circuit 

is a good one, m 

fect tone c; be 
Loud Speaker in Position Showing Method of it into an autoforme: 

ng thé Base . 

this case the secondary, 

mounted in the cold-air 1 pil {the number of turns, form 

furnace, visitors are alw% at a loss to ance, and the primary, being cor 

know whence the music is coming. From through the coupling condenser to 1 

a practical standpoint, it saved throwing of the next tube, adds its 
1 

an old h of the gooseneck type of a voltage step-up 
h, although still good, was better out 

ht Keepin: 1 1 - et 
ig the speaker as far as A 

7 | 

Irom tl e set is another ad 1 
: oe 1 ( 

intage, and, mounted as shown, it inter i 

teres in Wavy WI! h ( peration of the 

cut in one side ’ 

smaller than the bell D po 

This hole was cut as i ¥+-@ [ 

lar between the joists — 
. 1 4 : v +B 

of cheesecloth was RHEO: 
the bell of the aker to ex A.F TRANSFORMER 

| fall down 

The grill was removed 

GRID LEAK and the horn, with the unit 
let do vn inside of the pipe, ij.) | counts 

running through the hole success 
1 

cut in the pipe lhe grill was then re q E sistance 

(CONNECTING col pedance Cr ae 
¢ 5MF.OR — pled ami] 

placed and the unit put back on the horn 
Che stand, built directly under the speaker 

- . TO PLATE OF MORE , 
as a support, 1 ‘t at an angle, as shown PRECEDING TUBE tion. || 

s to direct the vol tual c 

. It the horn fails to fill the is done by the condenser, which s! 

in the pipe entirely, the space may be .5 mfd., or larger, in order to pa 
closed with strips of gummed paper lower frequencies without loss 
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Fun on the Ice with a Motor Whee! 
By LAWRENCE B. ROBBINS 

brings out ome new Make the riding 

Now comes an ice tractor, a of two pieces of stiff flat 

ing oneself along a smooth by 3 in. thick, their leng { 

_ a motor wheel. \r the distance from the piv: 

in the various sketches vheel to a point about { 

l of the mudguard. is capable of pulling one rear en 

ice ata speed of 30 to 35 bend the pieces in and then 

With several persons ina parallel to the longer portions 

to each others’ belts, it brought together thev form the 

along at reasonably good tork Drill three holes in the 

all the thrills of “snapping to coincide with each other 
single-file skating and like to the ends of a lawnmower 

No changes are necessary in “in vill serve a teering bar 

* the motor wheel for this tractor between the long portions 

remove it from the bicycle, substitute should be suthcient 

pened spikes for the tire, pivot thi the motor wheel ea 
+ he frame, and off you can go. between them. 

ng Sport for the Ice Is Pro- 
by Mounting a Motor Wheel 
Simple Frame and Using It 

as a Tractor 
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pieces 

shoul loosely 

rod and keeping L ¢ Ing 

-e] proper ly 

of the 

ye determined 

n the 

and fit 

Chread 

ashers at the 

the nuts tha 

When 

appear 

centered etwee 

ides frame. Their leneth 
mus by experiment. 

»rod and use w 

and under 

place. 

will 
properly 

shown as 

guide eyes and ri vet one 

mudguard the rear 

will do, and can in. e 
fl 
it 

ve 

ishioned 
ob 4 

Irom flat steel, as suggested. 
le metal, if ne Cssarv, so 

the eve i horizontal 

Ul rod 

‘SPACERS 

MECHANICS 

the riding 
\ close 

justment 

to suit 
1 
ower 

| bolts Wi 

r——7- GUIDE RODS 
| _ BOLT HOLES 

- FOR HANDLE 

CARBURETOR 
CONTROL COR 

MUD GUIDE-ROD EYE 
GUARD \ 

ee: me OD 
YEN 

Details of the Motor-Wheel Ice Tractor. $ 
ing the Simple Frame and Mountin ig of 
Wheel, and How the Wheel Calks Are M 
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fe rim Two nuts wil Spring Hooks for Ironing Board 
securely. File each bolt 

point, and you will hay 

give good traction. 

carburetor control 

i in place where 

he operator's han 

hell can then 

ras-tank cap (not 

asa ocket 

‘move the cap from the 
Headlights can be 

Irame ; ope 

P 1 oy! . } suitably placed, 
; 

ac 1ed. 

tractor norma 

“| \\ heel and 

purpose 

ie handle 

carburetot 

cad 
4 

spike points 

running ahead. When 

] settle back 
chneed | peed 

1e directi 

1 } enoug 

Spark Gaps from Buttons 

ine tests it is 
heck on th - 

of forming spark gaps at tl 
ry bone or porcelain buttons 

-plug wires attached to 

slipped through the 
a gap through which vi 

SPARK-PLUG TERMINAL \ 

BONE OR PORCELAIN 
BUTTON AS A SPARK \ 
GAP . 

that the 

of a spark at 
ip accounts / 

lissing, while. Ld? CONNECTIONS 

the spark per- 

nd the missing Bone or Porcelain Butt 
ident, the car- Used as a Spark Gay 

ion is at fault. ‘ noe Soe. coe 
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convert 

opened, 

——— _ 

Quick and Smokeless Method of Lighting an Oil-Burn- 
ing Furnace with a Bunsen Burner 

Lighting Gravity-Type Oil Burner 
° ° for Ve -«| 

Quickly and without Smoke ia knee in cont 

\n oil burner of the gravity type 1s the chair W hil 

usually lighted in the following way: a broken foot 

Open the valve and allow the oil partly to [ used this 

fill the burner bowl, then shut off the valve method 
and throw into the oil i; iece ol getting about, 

crumpled-up newspaper which i lig find ; 

and serves a a wick. ’ the oil is 

being burned, the furnace door must be 

aartly open to provide sutticient ai: a crutch, 

i] been co the foot 

cl ! rol itt supporte 

heated 

gas and the di may > closed 

difficulty is that 1 ikes several 

to consume lin the bow] 

on wate gual Pall excess smoke 

eetting i om. \ quicker and 

*r method is by the use of a Bunsen 

\ 4-ft. length of ordinary 
is connected at one end to 

lose and at the other t 

burner, as vle, St. Louis, 

issourl. 



THIS 

“MODEL 
2) 

ile 
‘CLOUD 

BY JAMES TATE 

that should be done now Iry thorough 
to paint the hull. The upper part, hould be a 

to the water line, is black, and be pink, and may 

he water line the object is to simulate ome red, c 

ppearance of old, water-stained cop- taste is neces 

First turn the model upside down on of weathered copper 
Q Fig. 48, on a level surface. and color. Don't 

simple scribing block from i 

or sharpened 

f wire, a cou 

SHIP-MODEL PRIZES 

FEW hobbies enable the amateur to produce 

Bend . such beautiful work with so few tools and 
. such inexpensive material as ship-model build 

so that ing To encourage such a worth-while and 
es the hull ; pleasant pastime, Popular Mechanics Magazine 

: offers the following awards for the best models 
nt 7% in. d of the “Flying Cloud’’ made from this series 

he deck line of articles, the first of which appeared in the 
the deck line, Dec., 1927, issue 

tion No. - First, $100 cash and 
" Second, $50 cash and silver 

Third, $25 cash and br 
Five awards, $10 cash and br 

Five awards, $5 cash and bronze 
Bronze medals also will be awarded f 

cellence in workmanship. 

1 
wood 

scribing 

round the The contest is open to everyone, regardless 
on . 1. of age or sex. The conditions are very simple 

pressing the and full details will be supplied to every reader 
er line into the addressing the Editor, Amateur Mechanics de 

h : partment, Popular Mechanics Magazine, 200 E 
pine with the Ontario st., hicag¢ 

er. Now paint va 
n from the rail ext to tl 

he water line with several coats yy = ‘veled 3 1 each side 

ic 

japan color, allowing each coat | ind eves (pintl and gud 
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rudder, then glue on %e6-in. strips of 

to represent the straps of the pint! 
gudgeons, and paint the rudder 

a hull of the model. 

-STERN POST The next job, Fig. 49, 

—— iround the poop. 7 
as thick as the top rail, 

in a similar manner, from 

piece of wood Rattan ca 

can be obtained easil 

can either be turned 

brass wire to the din 

built up from bead 
li the latter svstem i 

pearl beads from 

ire rounder 

ze than ;: y Vid 

beads than this, r yo vil poil tl 

pearance of he rail. The entire 

painted white. ‘ave space, betwee 

tock is made of a pie 1-1n. wel, stanchions on 7 | 

slotted and glued *r the rudder at chocks shown 

carved to shape. The ck is glued in Now fit 

a shallow hole drilled ul ( { - ter notch 

overhang. Cut a little rabbet into the house,” 
bottom of both rudder and keel and glue deck. 

in a slip of wood to hold the bottom of the 

~» STAINED & OVERHANG 
A 234; VARNISHED FORWARD 
Ry t, f Ty IS af 7 prt “Ks 

3" Rs ; COVER Ki Se < CAPSTAN- > \ | A&R 
BAR RACK > i cased > gS Y 

, key 
{ 

>>, 

\ DECK CUT WITH FILE 

SIMPLE MOLDING 

ge WHITE 
yo 

\ 

‘PIN 

MONKEY RAIL 
AROUND POOP 

FIRE PAILS 
AND RACK 

DOOR CUT FROM 
BRISTOL BOARD 

BLOCK 
FITTED IN SQ“ 
NOTCH DETAILS OF COACH HOUSE 
——E 
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STAINED AND WHITE; INKED PROJECTION VARNISHED ~y. ( PANELS 
NIGKED ~ 

FINISHED 

TOOTHPICK LEGS 

STEERING WHEEL 

STEERING-GEAR HOUSING 

STAINED AND 
VARNISHED 

WHITE; 
INKED PANELS \ 

BOOBY HATCH 
Fic. 54 

STAINED & 
VARNISHED “. 

ft eL 

‘ re: © LANYARD Log 
INKED PANELS MAIN HATCH J 

BINNACLE 
Fis. 57 ( SY 

ee Se | 
| 
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+ . } 
covet board 

here the house meets 

the sl] 

stol board and 

house 

TOOT 

1 lettering pen and waterproof 
India ink, draw in the panels the side 

of the house and 

little pin 

doorknobs. 

r racks to 

a fire pail rack 1 

vood and the pails from dowel stock, paint 
lack, and glue in place on the after side 

the house top. The bails of the 

vade of white thread, clued on. 

methods are used in building 

| ‘rections When 

housing, tor ex- 

t to shape and cut off carefull 

hen the ridgepole and the top boards Foc’s'‘le ladde 

ued on, the latter projecting about 

bevond the bloc -dge The legs 

cut on 

iould be of 

ng wheel will 

is better 
5 | h one « 

ng, Fig 52 

he housing is 

up i } \ | “KS, he | li 11@s, Lint all blac] 

ite, with inked panels, and the sky- underneath was turned by | ; pun 
light proper light oak, varnished. When and down on these handles, rods 

the block has been made for the skylight, through the deck from the pivot 

paint the slanting upper surfaces black, erating on the windlass 
glue on slips of celluloid to represent the 

ass, then cut the openings in the tops 

and glue in two short lengths « wire 
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TTON~ 4 FP FLATTENED AND 
COTTON. 4, DRILLED ~<* 

OOTHPICK 

(a ee a FAW | woes 

yS 
SS 

A - 7 ‘A g 

Ti Ba 

f $ y J 

OSS "Ze QUARTER 
L 

Fia.60 

’ “a FOC SLE LADDER: 

SHIM BRASS ; j 
BENT OVER 
SQUARE PIECE 

FLATTENED 
“AND FILED 

SOCKET 

1 BENT _ 
OLDERED 

foc’ 

glue on 
OU) 

the 

No 

then cut 

bend the 

ne rings an 

1 a1 
i inl el 
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( pee TIGHTLY ROLLED ” 
oN / ASBESTOS STRIP 6 

| — “Oo 2°SQ. BITT \ 

x3 FIFE RAIL 
oO 

—'I™m 

eS 

FRONT VIEW 
) 

) _ 

a len 
— \ 

yr 
Ww 

Ww >>? 
a V\Z7> BITTS AND FIFE RAILS 

=o a, us . __ Fis. 63 andl 
' j ? 4 

a TUBING * ee 2 ; “ii 

2 DIAMETER 
, SOLDERED * tad 

' FIFE 
L Y RAIL 

- y i 

SIDE VIEW 

, 2 DOWEL 

> 

COPPER WIRE LASHING - 

COVER 

MAKING PUMP BOARDS 

FOR MAIN FIFE RAIL 

FORE HATCH AND 
i ; coop 

‘ aN! t= ig BEAM Fic. 67 
‘= 4 Fic .68 

7 — Pah e I —s 

~~. > ae — ee 
= ‘e aaah a == 7 

=—— GALLEY 
FUNNEL 
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2 LI€s . 
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By J. S. HAGANS 
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Repairing Broken Laundry Tubs 
By R. H. KASPER 

the household laundry tt 

") hich are usually made of an 

ne. begin to leak, the housewife leakage will again take place he tul | 

ite the inconvenience for some ull mined 

eventually the tubs have to be cracks. These may be vet ne 
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e of the panels were cracked. The otherwise easv to lose track of the 
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e point which it is necessary to ob ther that is, to cut V oT ¢ iit 
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vith a thin stick. Any excess is When the Grease-Cup Cap Is Lost 
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